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Abstract 

This three-paper dissertation studies education systems where decision-making power and 

funding is shared across different levels of government, their achievement levels and 

inequality across socieoconomic groups.  

The first chapter, “Population Density and Educational Inequality: The Role of Public 

School Choice and Accountability” relates National Assessment of Educational Progress 

(NAEP) test differences to levels of population agglomeration. Using detailed individual 

level-data, I establish that being in a denser area is associated with an increase in the 

socioeconomic gap of about 1 percent for each 10 percent increase in density levels. This 

is robust to the use of a geographic regression discontinuity design that leverages 

discontinuities in density across neighboring commuting zones. It is consistent with a 

theory whereby density leads to greater school socioeconomic segregation. The findings 

underscore that conventional democratic accountability mechanisms are insufficient to 

overcome this segregation. 

In the second chapter, “The Quality and Access Tradeoff in Decentralization 

Reform: Evidence from Education in the OECD and Spain” (co-authored with 

Susana Cordeiro Guerra) we study the effect of decentralization reform on education 

outcomes. While there are theoretical reasons for bringing the locus of decision-making 

closer to citizens, our knowledge of the effects of decentralization is limited. We first draw 

on a panel dataset from OECD countries to capture changes on where different decisions 

are made and their effects on outcomes. Decentralizing has a broadly negative effect on 
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quality indicators but a positive effect on access indicators. We test the argument that 

upon decentralizing, some regional governments have incentives to assert their legitimacy 

and pursue highly visible and short-term policies, such as expanding access. Exploiting the 

exogenous timing of decentralization in Spain (in 1980-2000), we find that variation in 

the degree of regional assertiveness is related to the magnitude and sign of the effects of 

decentralization.  

The third paper, “The Relation between Local Financing and Education Outcomes: 

Evidence from US School Districts” explores the effects of locally raised revenue. I 

hypothesize that a higher local revenue share will be related to better school 

performance, as citizens will be more demanding and in control of the school budget. 

I look at test scores from the 2007 NAEP, with three empirical approaches. First, I 

exploit changes in house prices during the 2000 to 2007 boom. Second, I use 

variation from state fiscal regimes; and third, I leverage covariation within a 

geographic area. Consistently, local revenue share is associated with about 

.3-.7% SD higher scores per additional percentage point of local revenue 

share. It is also associated with greater inequality by socioeconomic status. I find 

evidence that locally financed districts differ by spending more on teacher salaries 

and less on administration and that Tiebout competition amplifies the effect of 

local financing. I find no evidence of a relation between local revenue and citizen 

participation in education governance. These findings suggest an important 

behavioral dimension of local financing that would support its continued use. 
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Population Density and Educational Inequality: The Role of 

Public School Choice and Accountability 
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1.1 Introduction  

We know a great deal about the effect of socioeconomic characteristics in explaining 

variations in student performance in K-12 education. A wide literature in educational 

policy analyzes the role of school inputs such as teacher quality, class size, and the mode 

of instruction. In addition, schooling interacts with the social context, such as the 

socioeconomic characteristics of students and their families. We know less about the 

systematic differences across regions and between areas within regions. However, in the 

United States, if two students attend school in different areas of the country, location 

alone can explain up to 50% of the difference between their educational outcomes in 

addition to all the differences explained by their individual socioeconomic characteristics.1 

The effect of being educated in the best areas is more than twice as large as the effect of 

having a highly effective teacher (compared to an average teacher).2 Panel A of Figure 1.1 

maps the geographic distribution of the commuting zones by average performance. The 

first of the two puzzles that this paper seeks to answer is: what explains the persistent 

differences in average levels of performance across different areas of the country that are 

not fully explained by differences in student characteristics? Given the increased 

importance of a knowledge economy in the United States, the growing role of the Federal 

Government in education, and the relatively high mobility among graduates and teachers, 

as well as increasing information on educational “best practices,” we can expect 

convergence on high levels of educational quality throughout the country. After all, plenty 

of initiatives have been rolled out to ensure that all students receive a high-quality 

                                                             
1 These standard results, summarized in our dataset, are shown by the difference in the explanatory power of models 
with geographic fixed effects and those with individual fixed effects in Table 1.1 below. 
2 Teacher ability is an example of an educational variable widely agreed to be important. Indeed, in a large city in the 
United States, Chetty et al. (2014) found that the average effect of 1 standard deviation higher performance of the 
teachers on the test scores is .080 standard deviations in English and .116 in Math. Table 1.2 shows that an area in the 
top quartile by performance in the United States differs from one in the bottom quartile by 0.26 standard deviations in 
standardized test scores 
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education; this is the impetus for initiatives such as the federal “Every Student Succeeds” 

Act and the national Common Core Standards, whose goal is to bridge these differences.  

 

The second puzzle that this chapter seeks to explain is the variation within an even 

smaller geographic area (the commuting zone), which typically shares institutions, labor 

markets, and most importantly people: why are there great differences in the inequality in 
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student performances throughout the country, and why is it that denser or more urban 

areas see more variation among students? Figure 1.1 (panel B) maps this within-

commuting-zone variation in student performance.  

To answer both puzzles, I explore the hypothesis that the variation in student 

performance between and within areas of the country is related to the concentration of 

the population in space. It is known that cities and higher density areas have 

agglomeration advantages. Focusing on variation related to population density is also 

justified by rapid changes in urbanization levels: 85% of the population in the United 

States will be urban by 2050, compared to 50% in 1950 (United Nations, 2014).  

For schools and potentially other locally provided services, I argue that there are two 

main theoretical mechanisms whereby agglomeration affects outcomes. The first is 

through the increased opportunities for public school choice through residential sorting. 

This has positive implications for average levels of performance but also brings with it 

increased inequality as a result of segregation across groups, through sorting on economic 

grounds. The second mechanism arises from the fact that density in the form of 

urbanization facilitates interaction, information, and ultimately political participation. As 

a result of this increase, one can expect a greater level of accountability exercised on 

school systems, contributing to higher average levels. However, the result of the 

segregation from sorting is that those who need this accountability most (poorer families) 

are unable to benefit from the greater opportunities for accountability that denser areas 

afford.  

These mechanisms are well exemplified by the contrasts in outcomes between two 

education markets in Arizona, with radically different student density levels. In the 

Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale commuting zone, with one of the highest density levels in the 

country at 19 students per square kilometer, there are 58 districts and 1,250 schools that 
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families can choose from. Down the road, in the neigboring commuting zone centered in 

Safford, AZ (density: 1 student per square km), there are 13 districts in the entire 

commuting zone and 39 schools. The contrast between the two commuting zones’ level of 

fragmentation can be seen in Figure 1.2. Crude measures of political participation also 

show significant contrasts between the two areas: whereas 69 percent of Safford electors 

voted in the 2016 Presidential election, 75 percent voted in Phoenix. There are 17 

Phoenix-based newspapers (paper and online), while there are only 2 publications in 

Safford. The central claim of this chapter is that the differences between Phoenix and 

Safford induced by their respective level of agglomeration have important consequences 

for the schools in each education market. 

To establish the relation between density and outcomes, I exploit cross-sectional national 

test score microdata from the National Assessment of Educational Progress, geo-located 

to education markets, which I operationalize as census-defined commuting zones. I find 

that denser areas have higher levels of student outcomes on average, but also greater 

levels of inequality. The gap is driven by both the lower performance of poorer students 

and the higher performance of richer ones, compared to less dense areas, across a number 

of indicators of socioeconomic status (SES), such as being a free or reduced cost lunch 

recipient, having parents with no college education, and being black or Hispanic. 

Establishing this descriptive relation is a novel result. In addition, I use a geographic 

discontinuity design to identify a plausible causal link, by looking at the effect of 

discontinuities in commuting-zone density across neighboring commuting-zone 

boundaries, for test-takers who are close to those boundaries. I find the same results when 

I use instrumental variables popular in studies of agglomeration economies that predict 

contemporary area density levels using historic density levels and the ruggedness of the 

terrain, as well as inter-generational predictors of school density. 
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Building on Hirschman’s classic framework of exit and voice (1970), I explore the role of 

both mechanisms and their interaction in explaining these results. I expect both 

mechanisms to be theoretically more available in denser areas, making this is a most-likely 

test case for the view that both mechanisms can act as substitutes, since there are few 

restrictions to either. I use census district-level data on levels of segregation in areas with 

different density levels and a nationally representative survey on opinions about 
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educational issues and policies. I find support for the hypothesis that there is more school-

district economic segregation in denser areas. I also find that there is no effective 

countervailing force through political participation that compensates those who are 

harmed by greater segregation: no more school board participation, nor more attention 

paid to schools, nor more knowledge about schools. 

These arguments and findings highlight an underemphasized type of inequality in 

educational outcomes that stands in among individual drivers, neighborhood effects, and 

cross-country differences. While we increasingly know that there are differences in 

inequality levels across different areas, this research begins to explain the drivers of such 

differences and finds that the geographical agglomeration of the population is an 

important part of the story. It also adds nuance to our knowledge of the effects of 

agglomeration by emphasizing tradeoffs between different groups, in the context of a 

literature that has found largely positive effects of agglomeration on desirable outcomes 

such as economic prosperity, health, and even happiness (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009), as 

well as levels of political participation (Deutsch, 1961; Dahl, 1967) and redistributive 

“left” politics (Rodden, forthcoming). 

The detrimental effects of increased exit for certain groups through residential sorting 

warrant policy interventions to provide more choices for poorer families in urban areas, 

such as through charter schools, school voucher programs, or access to broader 

opportunities via technology. Similarly, local systems of school accountability have been 

unable to ensure high-quality schooling for populations with greatest needs, and a greater 

understanding is needed of the reasons for those failures and of opportunities for 

improving information dissemination and participatory budgets.  
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1.2 Connections with the Literature 

This work speaks to four literatures most directly. The first of these studies denser places 

in order to establish the effect of agglomeration economies. It has found that 

agglomeration and spatial distribution can have a positive effect on economic growth, 

subjective well-being, entrepreneurship levels, and the quality of hospital care (Glaeser 

and Gottlieb, 2009; Glaeser, 2010). The reduction of transportation and information 

costs (agglomeration economies) that these studies document has a positive impact on the 

broader economy. However, its effects on the delivery of government services and, in 

particular, education have not been studied. The inequality that such agglomeration may 

bring is also not typically studied.3 

The second literature is about the geographic variation in performance and inequality 

levels in education. This has begun to be documented by Reardon et al. (2016). They 

leverage the data available from state test scores to measure intra-district and inter-district 

racial achievement gaps. Their findings suggest that a large portion of the variation in 

racial achievement gaps between districts and metropolitan areas is correlated with levels 

of inter-district racial and economic segregation, as well as differences in the size of the 

income gap between races in different areas. Gingrich and Ansell (2014) characterize 

more unequal areas in the UK and document the presence of greater variation in 

individual outcomes in more affluent districts. In their analysis of educational outcome 

data, they show that areas with more affluent districts have greater disparities in 

                                                             
3 

A related literature studies the optimal size of jurisdictions. First, on endogenous jurisidiction formation, Alesina and 
Spolaore (2003) and Alesina et al. (2004) look at school districts that face a tradeoff in determining their optimal size 
between two opposing forces: economies of scale (leading to larger jurisdictions) and racial or class heterogeneity 
(pressing for smaller, more homogeneous jurisdictions). The consequences this tradeoff may have for the quality of 
services such as education are not explored. Lassen and Serritzlew (2011) find a stark negative relation between the size 
of jurisdictions and individual citizens’ beliefs that they are competent to understand and take part in politics, in an 
experimental setup in Denmark. In subsequent work Blom-Hansen et al. (2016) find that these consolidations do not 
lead to additional savings for the public purse either.
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educational performance through sorting into schools within the district. They conclude 

that even in a context such as the United Kingdom, where there are no differences in 

funding across districts and schools (unlike in the United States), there are still dramatic 

differences in outcome levels. The findings from this emerging literature demonstrate the 

need for more systematic exploration of the determinants of inequality across 

geographical areas, such as I provide here, and should ultimately be tied to studies of 

geographic variation in labor-market inequalities and of social mobility, such as those of 

Chetty et al. (2014).  

Hirschman’s (1970) insight on the role of consumer exit in switching the organizations 

from which they receive products or services; and voice, by expressing their demands, has 

had extensive repercussions in the social sciences. Despite this, in the paradigmatic 

example of education that Hirschman uses, the relation among the exit of more involved 

families, the overall levels of voice, and the resulting quality levels for different groups has 

not been widely studied empirically. I study it in a context in which both mechanisms are 

potentially available, such as school districts in the United States. Providing a link 

between literatures that separately consider versions of exit and voice in schooling is a 

goal of this chapter. The third literature this study participates in is thus on the effect of 

exit opportunities in the form of school choice. This extensive literature is reviewed in 

Urquiola (2016). The present study, insofar as it posits a mechanism about residential 

public-school choice, relates to Tiebout competition (for instance, Tiebout, 1956 and 

Oates, 1972) as a way for citizens to increase their welfare by moving to districts that 

better match their preferences for schooling. The most important study using quasi-

experimental variation in order to assess the effects of variations in the degree of public-

school choice throughout the nation continues to be Hoxby (2000). Using terrain 

characteristics as a source of variation in the levels of public-school choice, Hoxby finds 

positive effects of having greater public-school choice in metropolitan areas on student 
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achievement and on the productivity of the education system, although she finds little 

evidence of effects on the socioeconomic gradient.  

A key part of the present study is that the effect of choice is importantly determined by 

income segregation. Increases in income inequality have been shown by Reardon and 

Bischoff (2011) to relate to increased segregation of families by income in their residential 

location, which in the United States is bound to be closely linked to school segregation—

although this has not been studied systematically. These (expected) increases in income 

segregation across schools would affect performance most directly if peer effects are 

strong, which would be consistent with current research (Lavy et al., 2012 review the 

literature on peer effects). 

The fourth literature is on the importance of voice. The evidence for the effect of any form 

of voice on schooling outcomes is limited, although the relation with performance in 

public services should be strongest for education in the United States, given the 

importance of local single-issue jurisdictions and democratic mechanisms for control. 

Berry and Howell (2007) and Barrows (2015) provide indirect evidence on the exercize of 

voice in the form of voting being related to education performance. They both show that 

re-election in school-board elections is linked to the performance of schools prior to the 

election. This suggests the importance of voice accountability as a way of influencing 

education policy. A sizeable literature connects density and forms of voice empirically 

and, even more broadly, discusses how density in space may shape attitudes. Recent 

evidence, such as that presented by Hopkins and Williamson (2012), finds that denser 

areas have greater levels of political participation. Analytically, a classic view explains this 

through conceiving urban politics as unusually rich because it has more reasons to attract 

citizens’ attention, including more disputes over common resources and space across 

disparate groups (Dahl, 1967; Deutsch, 1961). Versions of this view abound. For 

instance, some emphasize thicker media markets in cities that stimulate political interest 
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(Milbrath and Goel, 1982; Campante and Do, 2014), while others attribute the difference 

to more activist left politics as a historic legacy of industrialization (Rodden, 

forthcoming).4 

In summary, there are four open debates that I will speak to. The first is whether the 

largely positive effects of agglomeration enabled by the reduction of costs extend to the 

delivery of local public services and, in particular, education. For that debate, the key 

question in this chapter is whether education systems benefit from the positive 

consequences of agglomeration and whether all groups benefit homogeneously. The 

second debate is whether some of the variation in educational outcomes and in inequality 

that has begun to be documented across different areas of the country can be explained in 

any systematic way, and whether geographic density may be part of that explanation. The 

third debate is whether or not studies of the effects of public-school choice for different 

groups have sufficiently focused on inequality patterns. This is particularly relevant since 

some of the key studies date back to the early 2000s and much has changed since then in 

education in the United States, not least the introduction of two major federal laws, an 

emphasis on transparency and accountability, and a more diverse student population. 

Finally, the fourth debate concerns the effects of voice in the quality of public services and 

in particular schooling. We need to understand the relative importance of the exit and 

voice mechanisms that Hirschman (1970) posits as well as their joint effects, and for this 

we need richer frameworks, in which the interaction of choice and voice—and their effect 

on outcomes of interest—is modeled empirically. Ultimately, only a better understanding 

of these processes can result in the identification of the greatest policy gaps and a sense of 

how they may be filled. 

                                                             
4 This view is not unanimous. See Oliver (2001) for a different argument. In it, he suggests that localities growing into 
cities become less connected and urban issues become more complex and professionalized, leading to withdrawal from 
participation. Note that these arguments apply most obviously to local policy domains in which citizens may not have a 
specific stake, such as may be present for parents or homeowners in the case of education. 
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1.3 Theory and Predictions 

Families are able to keep schools and districts close to their full potential through the 

“exit” and “voice” mechanisms described by Albert Hirschman (1970). His contention is 

that these two are the main ways users have of communicating the failings in performance 

of an organization and so of exercising accountability. With an organization providing a 

product or service to its customers, dissatisfied customers can either shift their patronage 

to a different organization or express their unfavorable views; with schools and school 

districts, they can work directly to change the quality through the management 

(principals) and the front-line workers (teachers).  

The core of the theoretical argument relating density to test outcomes is that the 

availability of both of these mechanisms is greater in denser areas. First, regarding exit 

opportunities: for a greater concentration of the population in a given geographic 

education market, there will be more schools and school districts. After all, the largest 

driver of the number of schools is having a critical mass in the catchment area. Since 

many districts are historically created with the aim of supporting a school, particularly a 

high school, more people in a given area will also lead to more school districts (Fischel, 

2009). Second, regarding the voice mechanism: denser areas are also more likely, other 

things being equal, to have more politically active citizens and more organized political 

groups. It is easier in denser areas to organize interest groups and to find critical masses of 

people to advocate for any given interest, such as high-quality schools. This resonates 

with classic observations about the greater intensity of urban politics (Dahl, 1967; 

Deutsch, 1961). It is also more likely that families in denser areas will have more access to 

information through thicker media markets (Campante and Do, 2014) and differential 

mindsets that may lead individuals to invest more in education (Sng, 2017). 
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The relation between density and greater competition, as well as its consequences, is 

complex. Families in denser areas can more easily or more cheaply “vote with their feet” 

and move to the district or near the school of their choice; an abundance of schools and 

school districts thus facilitates greater levels of residential sorting (Tiebout, 1956; Oates, 

1999). I am interested in the downstream consequences of this residential sorting for 

average performance and the performances of different socioeconomic groups. For levels 

of average performance in denser areas, the effect of this residential sorting are arguably 

positive. As Hoxby (2000) puts it, “the incentives that schools have to be productive are 

generally increased by Tiebout choice because it gives households more information and 

leverage in the principal-agent problem that exists between them and the people who run 

their local schools.” Schools with competition will exercise more effort and dedicate their 

resources to producing higher-quality education for fear that families will move elsewhere 

if they do not. Though this positive effect of competition is nuanced, as sorting is 

mediated by differences in socioeconomic status through house prices, a positive average 

effect is still consistent with that mediated relation. In a simple model that stipulates two 

different groups, rich and poor, and assumes that the population and house price 

distribution is constant and unrelated to the quality of schools (i.e., areas in the relevant 

horizon contain constant numbers of rich and poor), denser areas will have an average 

positive effect provided that, for all or most house price levels, denser areas have more 

opportunities for people to move to a different district within the same house-price band. 

The house-price mediation also means that there are greater economic differences between 

the residents of districts and schools in denser areas. In the extreme, in an education 

market with a single school and school district, rich and poor families all attend the same 

school. As more districts are available, more house-price / school-quality bundles will 

become available, with some high-house-price / high-quality districts that only the rich 

can afford. Within each house-price band, a greater number of districts may raise their 
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quality (due to competition), but the difference between bands may be larger than in less 

dense areas for several reasons: first, lower-performance students (who on average will be 

the poorer ones) are not pooled with higher-performance ones and thus do not benefit 

from positive peer effects. Second, poorer students do not benefit from the exercise of 

voice by richer ones. Richer families, as with all kinds of political participation (Brady et 

al., 1995), are better at advocating for good schools and at ensuring high-quality 

education in schools that their children attend. Thus, poorer students will not benefit 

from others exercising voice on their behalf. Lastly, as there is less pooling, each family 

spends on their own group according to their means. The gap between spending on poor 

and rich is therefore greater, since families of poorer students are able to contribute less 

through property taxes (even though their education may be costlier). Richer families 

have greater property taxes per pupil to spend and are willing to spend more of this 

money, as their expenditure does not subsidize poorer students.5  

In other words, the consequences of increased exit opportunities in education follow 

Hirschman’s general contention that “those customers who care the most about the 

quality of the product and who, therefore, are those who would be the most active, 

reliable, and creative agents of voice are for that very reason also those who […] exit first 

in case of deterioration.” Those who have the means will benefit more from exit to the 

detriment of those left behind, who are unable to leave and do not exercise voice either. In 

the case of education, the poor may, moreover, be harmed by the absence of peer effects 

and cross-subsidies. 

Thus, the greater numbers of districts and schools in denser areas creates positive average 

effects but also greater differences across groups. The downstream effect resulting from 

                                                             
5 There is considerable dispute in the economics literature about the effect of additional spending on education, 
although the most credible evidence suggests that certain forms of it can have a significant effect (Kirabo Jackson et al., 
2016). In the third chapter of this dissertation, I argue that the source of those funds matter and that they are more 
beneficial if they are locally raised. 
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the voice mechanism in denser areas is less clear theoretically: density should enable the 

exchange of information and political organization for all groups. One can conceive 

circumstances in which density directly enables the exercise of voice differentially for 

poorer families; for instance, there may be ceiling effects for richer families if they are 

involved in school politics no matter how favorable the circumstances are, and in that 

case the benefits of density would accrue more to poor families and enable them to 

compensate for the greater exit levels of rich ones. While I will explore this empirically, I 

expect that the fundamental barriers that impede the political activity of the poor are 

more important than the circumstantial forces in denser areas that may enable them to be 

more politically active, and so this countervailing mechanism offsetting the detrimental 

effect of exit on poor families will have little purchase. 

Taking stock, I argue that, in more populous areas, exit is a theoretical possibility for 

everyone but in practice one that only richer parents exercise, since they can find and 

change schools and school districts with little disruption to their work or community life. 

By contrast, rich parents in less populous areas have no option but to push for 

improvements in the only schools their children are able to attend, since there are no 

alternatives, and they thus become more involved in school life and are more 

“vociferous.” As for poorer parents, in less dense areas they are more likely to benefit 

from having people around them who push for the improvement of their schools. In 

denser areas, by contrast, these families often attend other schools. In short, in less dense / 

low-exit areas, poor students are more likely to be pooled with richer families, but in 

denser / high-exit areas, poorer families can no longer benefit as much from the presence 

in their schools and districts of more vociferous families.  

I argue that these dynamics of exit and voice are the dominant forces in explaining 

differences in educational gradients across schools at different levels of density, and that 

their net result depends on the relative magnitudes of the two effects of density: (1) the 
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effect of density on the exit of richer families, and (2) a possible countervailing effect of 

density on the exercise of voice of poorer families. 

Exit and voice are the overarching mechanisms affecting the quality of schools, but they 

have to express themselves through tangible differences between schools. Resources, 

teachers, buildings, the relation between teachers and parents, the management of the 

school, and other elements may all be different in dense urban areas. For instance, we 

know that teacher labor markets are thicker in denser areas. Additionally, within each of 

these areas, there may be inequality in their distribution across dense and less dense areas: 

if the best teachers are attracted to metropolitan areas but then teach in schools in the 

suburbs of cities, this may affect the distribution across districts in metropolitan areas. At 

the individual level, the people living in denser areas may also be different. Denser areas 

may attract more immigrants and possibly more ambitious people in search of 

opportunities. At the same time, in knowledge-intensive local economies, the incentives 

for students and families to raise their achievement levels may be different at different 

points in the distribution of income, which may affect inequality levels. While these 

mechanisms are part of any relation between density and outcomes, to establish a causal 

relation I will try to abstract from the individual differences in composition between dense 

and less dense areas and focus only on the differences in schools.  

The diagram in Figure 1.3 and subsequent explanation synthesize a comprehensive model 

of how density may relate to individual outcomes, through exit and voice as well as 

through other channels that may interact with them: 
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Figure 1.3: Conceptual relation between density and individual outcomes 

A primary direct driver (Arrow 1) of individual outcomes and inequality is individual and 

family characteristics, such as socioeconomic status. Density, meanwhile, creates two 

primary channels that affect educational outcomes: the first, our focus in relation to exit 

opportunities, is the number of public schools and school districts that a family can send 

their children to without altering other aspects of their lives (Arrow 2); the second, 

labeled “outside school conditions,” is a bundle of economic and social differences caused 

by agglomeration (Arrow 3). These differences have an effect on educational outcomes 

since they may alter the economic incentives to exercise effort in schools and in 

maintaining school quality. Examples include greater differences in more urban areas in 

neighborhood and home environments between socioeconomic groups, including such 

factors as nutrition, family composition, and family dynamics. 

Focusing on the effect of exit opportunities, Hirschman contends in the passage above 

that higher exit levels result in lower voice, since those who exit are the same as those 

who can exercise the most pressure or voice for improvements (Arrow 4). The effects of 
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Arrows 5 and 6, indicating that exit and voice are moderated by socioeconomic status, 

are the principal reasons why we should expect density to affect the degree of inequality 

levels in outcomes between dense and less dense areas: while density affects the 

availability of exit and of voice, the practice of exit and voice is highly conditional on 

socioeconomic status. Lastly, Arrow 7 indicates the direct effect that outside school 

characteristics have on educational outcomes, which in turn tends to be moderated by 

socioeconomic characteristics of the individual (Arrow 8), thereby impacting inequality 

levels.6 Notice that there is no direct arrow between density and voice, since I shall argue 

that despite differences in political norms, media, etc., if a relation between density and 

voice exists it is a relation of much less significance than the other ones. This is ultimately 

an empirical question, and I will estimate the magnitude of this relation in the results 

below. 

1.3.1 Predictions and Hypotheses to Test 

If density relates to educational outcomes substantially through the framework of exit and 

voice and is moderated by subgroup characteristics, four key empirical predictions follow:  

1. Higher area density levels are associated with higher average outcomes;  

2. There is a positive relation between density and outcome inequality between 
rich and poor students. 

Mechanisms  

In terms of the exit mechanism, the theory predicts: 

3. There are more schools and more school districts in denser areas (providing 
greater exit opportunities). 

There is greater inequality in correlates of educational outcomes, such as income and race, 

as well as in school inputs, across school districts in denser areas. Meanwhile, within-

                                                             
6 An additional moderating factor on the magnitude of the effect of exit opportunities on outcomes is what Hirschman 
calls “loyalty” or attachment, in our case, to a particular school or district. It is likely related to the degree of social 
capital or integration across different socioeconomic communities present in one place. This factor is harder to measure 
in a static context, and, in order to simplify the theory tested and its presentation, I do not include it in the diagram. 
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school-district demographics are more homogeneous in denser areas, as there is less 

pooling of groups inside districts.  

In terms of the voice mechanism, the theory predicts: 

4. Low-SES families exercise less voice on average and exercise no more voice in 
denser areas, so there is no countervailing force for the negative effect of the 
exit mechanism on this group. 

1.4 Empirical Setting, Data, and Strategies  

Locally provided services and K-12 education in the United States constitute an ideal 

setting in which to test the relation between density and agency in voice and exit since 

first, there is a direct link between neighborhood selection and the quality of schools and, 

second, schools have well-established channels for the exercise of voice through school 

districts, PTAs, and other bodies and offices at the state level, often directly elected.  

I will compare education markets where the choice of school or district, through change 

of residence, is most salient and less costly: it must be feasible to change districts or 

schools within an education market without having to change jobs, break from regular 

contact with existing networks, or otherwise severely disrupt one’s livelihood. We know 

that most of the relevant forces of residential sorting that affect inequality of income 

occur within metropolitan areas and not through migration of different types of people 

between metropolitan areas, particularly across school districts (Cutler and Glaeser, 1997; 

Owens, 2016). They should also overlap with areas where voice’s influences are most 

shared, including joint associational life, media or political markets, as well as common 

influences, such as joint social interactions. As the closest approximation to these elusive 

education markets, I use the census-defined commuting zones (CZs) introduced by 

Tolbert and Sizer (1996). They partition the entire U.S. mainland into 741 clusters of 

counties, defined in accordance with self-reported commuting patterns from the 1990 
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census. The zones are characterized by intense commuting patterns within CZs and weak 

commuting patterns across CZs. I contrast relatively large geographical areas in a 

continuum between three types: large metropolises, their suburbs and exurbs; smaller 

cities and towns and their surrounding areas; and rural areas. All commuting zones 

include sizeable populations and several school districts and schools. 

1.4.1 Data Sources  

For educational outcome data, I use a cross-section of the bi-annual National Assessment 

of Educational Progress studies in reading and math (NAEP). Their restricted micro-data 

contains some 150,000 observations per subject (reading and math), which are meant to 

be representative at the state level for public schools. It has been exploited for the study of 

state-level distributions of achievement between districts within commuter zones, for 

instance by Dee and Jacob (2011), Lafortune et al. (forthcoming) and Jackson et al. 

(2018). In this chapter, I present results for reading and math in the 2007 testing cycle for 

the 8th grade, the last cross-section with micro-data available at the time of writing. In the 

Appendix, I complement these results with those obtained by using average outcomes at 

the school-district level (in state exams), as related to the average district income and its 

interaction with density levels, using data that is standardized to a common scale by 

Reardon et al. (2016), based on state exams. 

Individual demographic variables will be used as controls and to elicit differences in the 

effect of density by demographic groups; these variables are obtained from the school and 

student survey serving as a companion to the NAEP microdata, complemented with 

aggregate area data from the National Center for Education Statistics Common Core of 

Data. The individual data on socioeconomic status used in most analyses includes race 

and ethnicity, free and reduced-cost lunch status, individual learning programs (as a 

marker for disability), English-learner status, and whether or not the parents graduated 

from college, as well as an SES index constructed by these variables. From the same 
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source, we also have some information about the educational behavior of students, their 

access to books and newspapers, and the characteristics of their teachers. 

I use a simple measure of density: the area-level density of enrollment within commuting 

zones, i.e the enrolled K-12 students per square kilometer. These data comes from the 

National Center for Education Statistics matched with the U.S. Census’s TIGER mapping 

data, geographically matched by the zipcode of residence of the student.7 

In analyzing the socioeconomic segregation in denser and less denser areas, I use 

aggregate data on income and racial mixes, and its distribution at the district level is 

obtained from the American Community Survey (compiled by Reardon et al., 2016).8 

Additional aggregate data for commuter zones on income and racial segregation, crime 

data, and levels of social capital comes from Chetty et al. (2014). Data on the commuter-

zone economies, such as the share in routine jobs, comes from Autor and Dorn (2013). 

To establish measures of “voice,” I use the EdNext survey, a nationally representative 

survey on issues of education, providing oversamples for teachers and parents and done 

via computer, with data for each year in 2007-2015. It contains an average of 100 

observations by commuter zone per year. While the majority of the questions change year 

to year, there are a few recurring questions that I exploit to form samples of up to 34,459 

observations in the period on involvement in school-system politics. They are the 

perception of school quality, attention paid to education, voting in school-board elections, 

and policy preferences for education reform. 

 

                                                             
7 At the level of commuting zones, this measure is unlikely to be affected by measurement errors that an analogous 
measure would have when looking at smaller units: issues with density in residential and industrial areas or areas with 
large open spaces, for example, are less relevant if they are all subsumed within larger economic areas. 

8 This is complemented with county-level data obtained from Chetty et al. (2014), who compile it from individual tax 
returns that should reflect the entire population of taxpayers, rather than a sample. In Appendix Table A3, we performa 
the same inequality analysis using this county-level data with similar results. 
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1.4.2 Empirical Strategy 

The empirics of the chapter proceed as follows. I first document descriptively the average 

relation between density and student outcomes and how this varies along the distribution 

of test scores. For this task, I use quantile regression, which allows me to estimate the 

effect of commuter-zone density for observations at different deciles of the distribution of 

scores. In essence, the quantile regression estimator weighs the observations centered 

around the specified quantile in a regression framework and linearly decreasing away 

from the center; it was introduced by Koenker and Bassett (1978). 

In regression form, the link between student density in enrollment and outcomes is 

established by running a series of regressions of the form: 

(1) Yθics = α log dc + β Xics + States + εics 

For a subject i in commuter zone c in state s, dics is the enrollment density variable and 

indicates enrollment in K-12 education per square kilometer in the commuter zone. Xi are 

student-level controls (not included in the main model), which include indicators for exact 

age in months, gender, race, disability status, English-learner status, free and reduced-cost 

lunch status, and whether the student received extra time in the exam. States are state-

fixed effects. I run these individual-level regressions for the cross-section of student 

outcomes as well as survey results (the Yi), with regressions weighted by the sample 

weights to achieve state-representative samples. Standard errors ε are clustered at the 

commuter-zone level. θ is the quantile level of performance and so, for the average effect 

equations, the θ parameter is absent. 

In order to test the relationship of density with an inequality gradient more systematically, 

I look at disadvantaged students by running a series of mean (non-quantile) regressions in 

which indicators of socioeconomic status (SES) interact with density, of the form: 
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(2) Yics = α log dc+ γ log dc x SESi + δ SESi + β Xics + States + εics 

γ is here the coefficient of interest that indicates differences in the effect of inequality for 

different socioeconomic groups.  

Causality: Geographic Discontinuity Design and Instrumental Variable 

Specifications 

In order to test the theoretical predictions, the ideal experiment would be to have students 

with exactly the same individual characteristics randomly assigned to areas that differ in 

terms of their density alone. This ideal setting is not available, and individuals in denser 

places may differ in many economic, social, demographic, and other ways outside schools, 

in ways that are unobservable.9 Reverse causality is also a concern, since the educational 

success of certain areas may attract people to those areas and drive up their density. If 

places that have more successful economies tend to have or attract families at extreme 

ends of the socioeconomic distribution, such as workers in finance or recent immigrants, 

we may expect that, given correlations between socioeconomic status and educational 

outcomes, the density-inequality gradient would be greater without any need for 

differences in schools they attend. 

To deal with such concerns, I undertake a geographic regression discontinuity design that 

exploits boundaries between commuting zones and three instrumental variable strategies, 

described below.  

 

 

                                                             
9 Unobserved individual characteristics correlated with socioeconomic status markers will in general bias average level 
regressions more than the ones trying to capture inequalities. Density-inequality gradients (γ in the specification above) 
will be biased only if density is related to socioeconomic groups in different ways: if the effect of density is biased in the 
same direction for poor and rich subgroups, the relation between density and inequality across groups will not be 
biased. 
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1.4.3 Geographic Discontinuity Design 

The contrasts in density levels in neighboring commuting zones allow us to consider a 

specification that exploits potential discontinuities in the boundary through a geographic 

regression discontinuity design. Intuitively, the rationale for using such a design is that, 

for people living close to the commuting-zone boundaries, their living on one side of the 

boundary or the other is as good as being randomly assigned, since both sides are close in 

many other characteristics but may influence the education market they belong to 

discontinuously. 

Regression discontinuity (RD) strategies have been increasingly used in the social sciences 

in recent times. A particularly popular strategy has been to exploit election cutoffs, 

looking at candidates who either get elected or fail to, by looking at either side of the 

required vote share, which is 50% in two-way races (see Cattaneo et al., 2015). 

Candidates who get just above 50% of the vote get elected, while those who get just 

under 50% do not, but otherwise those candidates and elections are essentially similar. 

The same idea of cutoffs in a continuous variable with different treatments on either side 

of the cutoff can be applied to geographic boundaries. Dell (2010), for instance, has done 

this by looking at historic and no longer applicable colonial administrative boundaries in 

South America, and Keele and Titiunik (2015) exploit seemingly arbitrary media market 

boundaries. At its most basic level, the goal is to find a boundary that divides areas in an 

“as if random” fashion, i.e. one that is related to the outcomes only through a change in 

the mechanism postulated. In the examples above, historical processes of segregation or 

the media to which citizens are exposed change abruptly at the boundary, while in my 

case other variables from economic conditions affecting education levels do not.  

I implement an RD design whereby I exploit test-takers who live close to boundaries 

between commuting zones of different densities. I select the subset of boundaries where 

there is a substantial drop in commuting-zone density levels, higher than 5% of the 
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average density level (equivalent to 3.5 students per square km). For a test-taker, the 

treatment indicator takes the value 0 if the commuting zone in question has a higher 

density than the nearest neighboring commuting zone. The treatment takes the value 1 if 

the density of the relevant commuting zone is lower than that of its nearest neighbor.10 

The associated continuous forcing variable is then distance of the residence of the test-

taker to the boundary in meters—a negative distance if the student observation’s zipcode 

is in the higher-density commuting zone of the pair and a distance greater than zero if it is 

in the lower-density one, so the sign of the forcing variable fully determines treatment (a 

sharp RD design). 

Even though the quality of schools is a strong predictor of residential choice, the 

advantage of using commuting zones (similar to media markets or historic borders no 

longer in place) is that they do no correspond to hard boundaries that are physical or 

demographic. Developed by census researchers, they are arbitrary lines, with no 

administrative consequences, that reflect commuting patterns. The zone boundaries, for 

example, do not stop participation in neighboring labor markets. Yet the boundaries do 

subtly nudge people who fall on each side of them to participate in different local 

education markets, without affecting social relations or their commuting lengths. It is 

worth remembering that these boundaries are far from the centers of commuting zones, 

where the Tiebout sorting is likely to be more intense and where there are many districts 

in close vicinity. Instead, the boundaries arguably put residents in different education 

markets without their actively deciding on it. Along these boundaries, we should not see 

systematic strategic choice of residence on either side; the assumption of random 

assignment of commuting zone around the boundary appears warranted. Below, we also 

                                                             
10

 Ideally, the treatment would be sensitive to its dosage—that is, the size of the drop in density at the boundary. 
However, current regression discontinuity models only handle binary treatments, rather than continuous or even factor 
treatments. This limitation offers a clear avenue for extensions of those methods and for the application of a more 
precise model to our case.  
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provide some evidence for this randomness, through showing that test-takers along 

boundaries look very similar, at least on observable characteristics. 

Moving to the implementation of the design, I base the residence of test-takers on their 

zipcodes, a fairly precise estimation of their locations as there are 43,000 zipcodes, so 

each covers an average of 178 square km or a radius of 7 km. I use a nonparametric 

approach (Cattaneo et al., 2017, 47) whereby the global function that relates the running 

variable and the outcome are left unspecified and is simply approximated locally around 

the boundary with a linear model. The estimation of a treatment effect of the drop in 

density at the boundary is based on the difference between the predicted test scores as the 

distance to the boundary approaches zero from values lower than zero (in the higher-

density commuting zone) and the predicted values of the outcome as distance approaches 

zero from positive values (in the lower-density commuting zone). In short, I predict these 

limit values through estimation of separate local regressions on either side of the 

boundary and compare the point-estimates at the boundary. 

These estimations can be affected by choices about the local estimation procedure. 

Following contemporary practice (see Cattaneo et al., 2017, 80), I use a local linear 

polynomial with a uniform kernel (which weighs all observations within the bandwidth 

equally) to predict values at the boundary when approximated by either side. The decision 

on which bandwidth to use determines the range of observations that are considered close 

enough to the boundary for estimating the local discontinuity. Rather than using an ad 

hoc bandwidth, I use mean square error (MSE)-optimal bandwidth. This finds the optimal 

value for the bandwidth that minimizes the tradeoff between the bias driven by using 

observations far from the boundary and the variance driven by using too few 

observations. 
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1.4.4 Instrumental Variable Strategies 

Now I will turn to an alternate and complementary empirical strategy. I use a series of 

instrumental variables specifications in order to assuage concerns about reverse causality 

or omitted variable biases that may cast doubt on the estimates. I first focus on the nature 

of the terrain and its role in enabling the settlement of different population levels, a 

common strategy in the literature on agglomeration economics (see for example Combes 

et al., 2010, or Nunn and Puga, 2012). A plausible instrument is then the fertility of the 

land, together with the closeness to the sea, insofar as it conditions the capacity to feed 

large numbers of people in an agricultural economy. This provides a historical 

determinant of contemporary density levels that cannot be due to the quality of the 

education system. Since these physical determinants of density have little immediate 

relation with the structure of the economy today and with possible differences across 

groups, and in particular with the importance of human capital in the economy, reverse 

causality is less of a concern.  

A second instrument is suggested by a separate argument that seeks to explain the 

presence of greater public-school choice in denser areas, made by Fischel (2009), to the 

effect that school districts were mostly fixed during the high-school movement (1910-

1940) to be of sufficient size to sustain a high school. This means that the geographical 

size of districts today is heavily influenced by their density during that period (which is in 

turn related to geographical determinants). Density in the 1930s thus influences the 

geographical size of districts today and, by extension, the availability of commutable 

districts in a given area.  

The main concern about the use of this instrument is that these longstanding determinants 

set agglomeration processes in motion in such a way that, even if the relationship has 

originally little to do with education, denser places over time become different very 

different in ways that may be related to education outcomes. They may attract people 
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from more extreme parts of the distribution of skills (e.g. those who are innately higher 

achievers and relatively low achievers), for instance. Moreover, historically denser areas 

may be the first to have the critical mass to create schools and universities that benefit and 

attract higher-SES groups. Most of the potential biases for this instrument suggest that its 

estimates may overstate simple effects of density that do not involve general equilibrium 

shifts, such as changes to the industrial composition of the area that may happen over 

time. 

A third instrument attempts to eliminate the biases these longstanding processes may 

generate. Instead, we use shorter-term predictors of density of the student body: the local 

number of students by cohort 8 years before (population in 2000), combined with 

national fertility levels, to predict student density in 2007.11 Predicted density of K-12 

students at time t is then given by the (national) fertility rate at the start of the period t-x 

(x=8 in the base case) for each age cohort, multiplied by the density of the females in each 

age cohort per area.12 This latter number is given by the ageing by x years of the cohorts 

of females present in the district in time t-x. The predicted density would match the actual 

density exactly if there were no migration from other areas, if fertility rates remained the 

same in the x years in the period, and, given that we use national rates, if there were no 

across-district variation in rates. 

With this instrument, the variation used is the predicted part of contemporary density 

levels, discounting any short-term adjustments potentially due to the quality of the 

education system and also the recent migration of people with different backgrounds and 

economic fluctuations that may affect the education system. The remaining variation, that 

predicted density will not exploit, is thus the short-term changes in the attractiveness of 

                                                             
11 This is similar to the instrument used by Maestas et al. (2016) for the ageing of the population, which is in turn 
inspired by Bartik (1991). 
12 Specifications using x=18, which use data from the 1990 census, lead to similar results (not shown). 
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areas or districts. Arguably, migration adjustments across commuting zones are driven in 

the short term by families seeking new job opportunities and so likely possessing high 

levels of commitment to education. For that reason, I would expect the relation between 

predicted density and outcomes, discounting the gradient-increasing short-term 

movements of people, to understate the true causal relation between density and 

outcomes.  

To summarize, I use three different instruments with long- and short-term effects on 

density that in principle may bias the coefficient of interest in different directions. They 

then provide bounds for the magnitude of the true effects.  

1.5 Results 

1.5.1 Descriptive Results 

I will briefly document the variation in average performance across different parts of the 

country before establishing its relation with density levels. There are very substantial 

differences among the average performance levels in different parts of the country. These 

differences among commuting zones are reflected in the finding in column 5 of Table 1.1, 

which demonstrates that geographical areas are at least as explanatory of outcomes as 

basic demographics, as shown in the doubling of the R2 when, in addition to individual 

controls, we add commuting-zone and district fixed effects. This high explanatory power 

of geographical area means that effects can be seen more directly: if we take the 

distribution of the commuting-zone effects in the models with commuting-zone fixed 

effects, the difference between the average effect of being in a commuting zone —

performance in the 75th percentile and the 25th percentile— is .26 standard deviations in 

student test scores, after the addition of demographic controls. The difference between the 

90th and 10th percentile is half of a standard deviation in test scores. This is shown in 

panel A of Table 1.2. By contrast, the average white / non-white gap in our sample is .32 
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SD. To give a tangible sense of what the commuting zones are and how they stack in 

terms of both density and performance, I also show the top 10 commuter zones in terms 

of density, in Panel B of Table 1.2. They all feature in the top 20% of commuter zones 

measured by average student outcomes. 

Table 1.1: Relative explanatory power of outcome differentials by individual demographics and 
geographical areas 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Basic demographics X    X 
State FE  X    
Commuting Zone FE   X  X 
District FE    X X 

R2 0.110 0.032 0.053 0.176 0.233 
Results from models regressing z-scores of individual reading scores as a dependent variable and individual 
demographics and area dummies (as indicated) as independent variables. Source: NAEP microdata 2007.  
 

Table 1.2: Descriptive differences across commuting zones with different levels of density 

Panel A: Differences in average performance by commuting zone 
 Model without controls Model with controls 

Maximum CZ coefficient 2.30 2.03 
Minimum CZ coefficient -0.03 -0.78 
Difference 2.33 2.80 
   
Quartile 90 CZ coefficient 1.17 0.58 
Quartile 10 CZ coefficient 0.46 0.06 
Difference 0.71 0.51 
   
Quartile 75 CZ coefficient 2.22 0.47 
Quartile 25 CZ coefficient -0.03 0.20 
Difference 2.25 0.26 
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Table 1.2: Descriptive differences across commuting zones with different levels of density 
(CONTINUED) 

Panel B: Top 10 commuting zones by student density levels and performance rank 

Commuting Zone name 

Average 

Student density Effect Rank 
Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL 1,259 125 
New York-Wayne-White Plains, NY-NJ 852 103 
Philadelphia, PA Metropolitan Division 487 155 
Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ 366 67 
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV 311 53 
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Glendale, CA 291 58 
Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX 274 159 
Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI 254 66 
Dallas-Plano-Irving, TX 210 50 
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA 206 133 

Panel A: Coefficients on commuting zone dummies from regressions of student outcomes (624 commuting 

zones). Panel B: Effect rank is the rank of the coefficient dummies in regression of student outcomes with 

individual controls.  
 

I will now turn to the role of geographic agglomeration in explaining these differences. I 

will look first into whether there is a relation between density and average effects 

(prediction 1). Figure 1.3 plots individual-level data in 30 bins along the log density axis 

without demographic controls (top chart) and with those controls (bottom chart), which 

suggests a positive relation between log density and student outcomes, on average. In 

regression form, column 1 of Table 1.3 shows that before we add any individual controls, 

there is no clear pattern between density and average scores. As I add linear individual 

controls and state fixed effects, a stronger positive relation between density and outcomes 

emerges (α = .029 for reading and α = .025 for math in the fully specified model 4). 
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Table 1.3: Effect of commuting zone density on the average performance in test scores 

Panel A: Effect on reading test scores 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
CZ log density 0.00618 -0.000404 0.0100 0.0286*** 
 (0.0179) (0.0122) (0.00652) (0.00415) 
     
Free or reduced lunch  -0.680***  -0.478*** 
  (0.0168)  (0.0120) 
     
White or Asian    0.435*** 
    (0.0145) 
State FE   X X 
Observations 148950 148950 148950 148950 
R2 0.000 0.110 0.032 0.159 
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Table 1.3: Effect of commuting zone density on the average performance in test scores 
(CONTINUED) 

Panel B: Effect on math test scores 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
CZ log density 0.00992 0.00201 0.00497 0.0247*** 
 (0.0170) (0.0119) (0.00821) (0.00535) 
Free or reduced lunch  -0.724***  -0.508*** 
  (0.0188)  (0.0122) 
White or Asian 

   
0.477*** 
(0.0146) 

State FE   X X 
Observations 141700 141700 141700 141700 
R2 0.000 0.126 0.040 0.190 

Coefficients of OLS model regressing z-scores of individual reading (Panel A) and math (Panel B) in 8th grade 
NAEP test scores on commuting zone density levels. Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, in 
parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

 

The second prediction is that the average positive relation masks significant heterogeneity 

across the different socioeconomic groups. As a first approximation to the effects for 

different groups, I use quantile regression to break down the effects for the first 9 deciles 

of the distribution of outcomes (the 10th is too imprecisely estimated to be used). Figure 

1.4 shows that while the average effect of density may be positive, the effects actually 

differ substantially along the distribution of outcomes. While the point estimates are 

negative for those at or below the 30th percentile of the distribution of outcomes, the 

relation is positive and significant for all those with predicted outcomes above that third 

decile. The positive effect of density is also larger the higher the decile. Denser commuting 

zones are therefore more unequal: along the distribution, lower performers do worse and 

higher performers do better. 
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Figure 1.4: Effect of density for students along the distribution of outcomes 
Plot of coefficients from a series of quantile regressions between reading z-scores and district log density. 
Each dot represents the average effect of log density for that quantile. Includes state fixed effects, but not 
individual demographic controls. (N=159,304)  

 

So far I have not characterized the groups that behave differently; instead, I have just used 

their position in the distribution of outcomes. Prediction 2 is, more specifically, that 

differences in test scores by socioeconomic status get exacerbated in denser areas. In Table 

1.4, I show the results for both reading (panel A) and math (panel B). When I divide the 

sample by the available indicators of socioeconomic inequality, the results match the 

prediction: poorer students do worse in denser areas, while richer students do better: for 

both outcomes, model 1 of Table 1.4 shows a negative and significant interaction between 

density and being a recipient of a free or reduced-cost lunch and, similarly, a positive and 

significant interaction between density and having parents who attended college (model 

3). These are the preferred estimates; specifications that include demographic 

characteristics would attenuate results by socioeconomic status, as demographic controls 

are correlated with indicators of socioeconomic status. The results, however, are 
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directionally robust to the addition of individual demographics in models 2 and 4. These 

are relatively large differences: for reading (panel A), from columns 1 to 4 we can see that 

whether we measure socioeconomic status by free or reduced-cost lunch status (models 1 

and 2) or parental college attendance (models 3 and 4), being in a 10% denser commuter 

zone is related to a .2-.4% SD increase in the outcome inequality across groups, or 

between 1-2% of the average gap in outcomes between groups. In each specification, this 

is driven by the higher performance of those of high socioeconomic status coupled with 

the lower performance of those of low socioeconomic status: concretely, the results show 

that the effect of a 10% increase of density for those not on free and reduced-cost lunches 

is a .2% standard deviations on reading (from model 1 of Table 1.4, α = .020), while for 

those on free and reduced-cost lunches it is -.2% (in the same model, α + γ = -.024).13 The 

results are parallel and very similar in magnitude for math and henceforth, for simplicity I 

will focus on reading results, since in the education literature effects of any variable or 

policy on reading are typically smaller than those on math. 

  

                                                             
13 I am able to replicate these results using data (compiled by Reardon et al., 2016) of all state exams results in the 
country through grades 3-8 in math and English and Language Arts. This data contrasts with the NAEP sample but is 
only available in aggregate form per district. I am forced to use average income levels and average test scores in districts 
and commuting zones. The results from these district-level regressions, however, are consistent with those found for the 
individual-level ones. The model in Table A1 reproduces directionally the findings of Table 1.4. Taking model 2 
(reading) at average levels of students on free and reduced-cost lunches (42%), district density is positively associated 
with test outcomes. This relation is negative for districts above the 92nd percentile of FRL (81%). In Table A2, I am 
able to use average district household income as a continuous proxy for socioeconomic status. In model 2, the relation 
is similarly positive at mean levels of average district household income (57,649) and above, while it is negative for 
districts below the 48th percentile of average household income (57,011). Although it need not be the case that average 
district scores bear the same relation with density as individual level scores, it is likely that they do, given the sorting in 
districts by groups of similar income. It is reassuring, therefore, that the results are consistent across these data sets. 
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Table 1.4: Relation between commuting zone density and the socio-economic gradient of 
performance in test scores 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Panel A: Reading test scores 

CZ log density 0.0204*** 0.0360*** -0.0159* 0.0285*** 
 (0.00536) (0.00605) (0.00634) (0.00534) 
     
CZ Log density X -0.0434*** -0.0134   
Free Reduced Lunch (0.00790) (0.00907)   

     

Free or reduced lunch -0.471*** -0.397***   

 (0.0265) (0.0289)   

     

CZ Log density X   0.0407*** 0.0165* 

Parent graduated college   (0.00758) (0.00700) 

     

Parent graduated college   0.242*** 0.258*** 

   (0.0254) (0.0236) 

Individual demographics  X  X 

Observations 136734 136716 119383 119365 

R2 0.127 0.196 0.074 0.175 

Panel B: Math test scores 
CZ log density 0.0240+ 0.0499*** -0.0121 0.0396*** 
 (0.0124) (0.00987) (0.0151) (0.00888 
     
CZ Log density X -0.0513*** -0.0272**   
Free Reduced Lunch (0.00896) (0.00978)   
     
Free or reduced lunch -0.520*** -0.336***   
 (0.0300) (0.0306)   
CZ Log density X   0.0525*** 0.0277*** 
Parent graduated college   (0.00797) (0.00691) 
     
Parent graduated College   0.289*** 0.248*** 
   (0.0248) (0.0228) 
Individual demographics  X  X 
Observations 136734 136716 119383 119365 
R2 0.127 0.196 0.074 0.175 
Coefficients of OLS model regressing z-scores of individual reading (Panel A) and math (Panel B) in NAEP 8th 
grade test scores on commuting zone density levels and socioeconomic status. Includes individual demographic 
controls as indicated and state fixed effects in all cases. Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, in 
parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
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In Figure 1.4, we see graphically the pattern of differential effects of density on outcomes 

once we divide the sample by four binary demographic indicators. This pattern of 

diverging fortunes as density increases is clear for two main indicators in charts A (free 

and reduced-cost lunch) and B (parents who attended college) of Figure 1.4. In both, the 

advantaged group’s test scores rise as density increases, while scores become lower for the 

less advantaged socioeconomic group. Looking at racial groups, the advantaged group 

(whites and Asians) see their outcomes increase with density, while Blacks and Hispanics 

do not seem to have a density gradient in either direction (chart C). The two remaining 

indicators, being an English learner and having a disability, are the least reliable 

indicators of socioeconomic status and do not lead to divergences among the groups 

along the density gradient (charts D and E). When taking a summary measure of 

socioeconomic status in an index with equal weight for each indicator, in plot F, we 

observe the predicted pattern of divergence along the density axis of the groups with 

above-median levels of deprivation compared to those with below-median levels of 

deprivation. The size of the effect is relatively large, with the gap between the high- and 

low-SES groups increasing by about 50% over the support of the data. 

 

A: Free and Reduced lunch status   B: By college attendance of parents  

Figure 1.4: Relations between density and outcomes for students with four binary socioeconomic-status 
indicators  
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C: By racial group     D: By English learner status 

 

E: By disability status     F: By socioeconomic status index 

Figure 1.4: Relations between density and outcomes for students with four binary socioeconomic-status 
indicators (CONTINUED)  
Plots reading outcomes and log density, with observations binned in 20 quintiles for each population 
subgroup, estimated from regressions with no additional controls. For the index, the two groups divide 
commuting zones into those with below- and above-median number of ones on the other binary indicators. 
(N=159,304) 

The differential effects of having a disability are particularly instructive, since this can be 

conceptualized as an indicator unrelated to socioeconomic status at all but one that is 

predictive of lower performance on standardized tests. In fact, in our data this indicator is 

measured through having an individualized education plan and is negatively related with 

being a recipient of free or reduced-cost lunches (correlation coefficient: ρ=-.07) and 
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positively related with having parents who graduated from college (ρ =.04). That the we 

find no effect for the interaction of density with of this particular education gradient is 

reassuring. It shows that it is not that density simply amplifies any differences in 

education performance, but just ones that are clearly related to socioeconomic status.  

1.5.2 Geographic Regression Discontinuity Specification Results 

Figure 1.5 displays the full support of the data (in 50 equally sized bins on each side of 

the boundary), allowing us to inspect visually the discontinuity of average student 

outcomes across the commuting-zone density discontinuity. Analytically, the observations 

near commuting-zone boundaries I use are as follows. Of the 152,388 reading test-takers 

for whom there is zipcode information, 135,113 observations are such that the student 

density-level difference between the commuting zone they are in and the nearest 

commuting zone is greater than 3.5 students per square kilometer. The average distance 

to a commuting-zone boundary in our sample is 28 km for those in denser commuting 

zones and 22 for those in less dense commuting zones than their neighbors. The average 

drop in density across boundaries is a substantial 142 students per square km, higher than 

the mean density in our sample of 115 and about half of the density at the 90th percentile 

(291 students per square km).  

Visually, in Figure 1.5, it is clear that along with the drop in density across the boundary, 

there is a drop in average quality. Zooming in closer to the boundary and looking at the 

inequality across different groups in the two panels of Figure 1.6, I examine separately the 

effect of the drop in density treatment for test-takers who receive free or reduced-cost 

lunches and those who do not. As predicted, the effect of a drop in commuting-zone 

density across the boundary is accompanied by an increase in scores for students on free 

and reduced-cost lunches but a drop for those who do not. 
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Figure 1.5: Distance to lower-density neighboring commuting zone and reading test scores (z-score) 
Negative values of the x-variable indicate observation is from a test-taker in a higher-density commuting 
zone than its neighboring zone; positive values indicate that the observation is from a test-taker in a lower-
density zone. Includes 135,113 observations grouped in 100 equally sized bins (50 on each side of x=0) and 
plots two 4th-degree global polynomials on either side of x=0. 

 
I will now turn to the numerical estimates of the effect of the drop in commuting-zone 

density levels. I run separate regressions for the disadvantaged and advantaged, and then 

take the difference between the value at which both local regressions intersect with the y 

axis, i.e. the difference between predicted Ŷ(x=0) for each of the estimations, as x↑0 and 

x↓0.  
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Figure 1.6: Distance to lower-density neighboring commuting zone and reading test scores by 

socioeconomic group (z-score). Left: Test-takers who receive free and reduced-cost lunch. Right: Test-

takers who do not receive free and reduced-cost lunch. 

Negative values of the x-variable indicate that the observation is from a test-taker in a higher-density 
commuting zone than its neighboring zone; positive values indicate that the observation is from a test-taker 
in a lower-density zone. Left panel includes 55,182 observations, and right panel includes.76,277. In each 
case they are divided into equally sized bins around the MSE-optimal bandwidth and the panel plots two 
local linear models on either side of x=0. 

The results are presented in Table 1.5. They collectively suggest that around the optimal 

bandwidth for each indicator of socioeconomic status, the effect of a drop in density 

across the boundary is negative for high-SES students, while it is positive for low-SES 

students. First, for students who are recipients of free and reduced-cost lunches, being in a 

commuting zone that is less dense than that of the test-taker and closer than 2.3 km leads 

to an increase of .32 standard deviations in reading test scores—and this is highly 

statistically significant. The converse is also true, for those who do not receive free or 

reduced-cost lunches: there is a decrease in test performance across boundaries when there 

is a drop of density of about .26 standard deviations. The effects on inequality across 

cleavages are smaller for differences in parental education: .12 SD for non-college-

educated parents and a statistically insignificant -.01 for college-educated ones. For racial 

cleavages, the effects are larger and significant: .54 for blacks or Hispanics and -.27 for 

whites and Asians. For inequality around English-learner status, we find a weak pattern in 
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the opposite direction: -.01 for English learners and .06 for non English learners. For the 

cleavage that does not intuitively reflect socioeconomic status, disability, there is an effect 

in the opposite direction from what I predict for socioeconomic cleavages: the effect for 

disabled students of a drop in density is negative (-.12), while it is positive if not 

significant for non-disabled students (.08). For the summary index of socioeconomic 

status that averages these measures, the effect on the cleavages around average values of 

that division conforms with the expectations: .21 SD effect for below-median-SES test-

takers and -.07 effect for above-median-SES test-takers, according to the index.14 

Table 1.5: Geographic regression discontinuity estimates of effect of drop of commuting zone 
density on reading test scores, by low and high socioeconomic groups 

 
Low SES: 
estimate 

High SES: 
estimate 

Low SES: 
Bandwidth 

(km) 

High SES: 
Bandwidth 

(km) 
Low 

SES: N 
High SES: 

N 
Free reduced 
lunch 0.318** -0.258** 2,302 3,377 55,182 76,277 
 (0.011) (0.006)     
Parents who 
attended college 0.120** -0.008 2,761 1,735 51,723 57,067 
 (0.012) (0.021)     
Race 0.536** -0.269* 2,584 918 40,675 87,978 
 (0.011) (0.013)     
English learner -0.006 0.056 6,350 740 9,377 123,108 
 (0.075) (0.075)     
Disability status -0.119* 0.081 4,271 841 18,090 114,396 
 (0.036) (0.066)     
SES index 0.209*** -0.070** 1,575 4,236 97,310 35,181 
 (0.004) (0.011)     

Displays, for each indicator of socioeconomic status, the RD estimates of the effects of being in a lower density 
commuting zone than its nearest neighbor, by low and high socioeconomic status group. Standard errors are in 

parentheses. It also displays the MSE-optimal bandwidth and the number of observations included in the 
bandwidth, for each group. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

 

                                                             
14 Note that these estimates are, generally speaking, larger than the OLS estimates. Part of the explanation is that the 
average drop in our subsample of within-bandwidth observations is very large. The estimated local average effects in the 
RD specification therefore come from a very specific set of observations, contrasting those in the edges between 
suburban or exurban areas and rural areas. 
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I will now look at two potential threats to the validity of the estimates for these 

geographic regression discontinuity estimates. The first stems from concerns about the 

strategic positioning of observations on either side of the boundary. I look at whether or 

not there is “bunching” on either side of the boundaries. If there were different numbers 

of observations across the boundaries, this would suggest strategic positioning on one of 

the two adjacent commuting zones, and it would be harder to defend the idea that the 

positioning is as good as random and that the respondents on either side of the boundary 

are no different. In Figure 1.7, I plot the frequencies of observations around boundaries. 

There is a slightly greater concentration of observations just inside of denser commuting 

zones, but the difference is small. A formal test of the equality of density above and below 

the cutoff reassuringly shows that I cannot reject the null hypothesis of equality of 

frequencies on both sides of the boundary (p-value of .31). 

Figure 1.7: Histogram with frequency of observations by distance from the commuting-zone boundary 

Negative values of the x-variable indicate that the observation is from a test-taker in a higher-density 
commuting zone than its neighboring zone; positive values indicate that the observation is from a test-taker 
in a lower-density zone. N=135,113. Observations are grouped in 100 bins, one for each 1,000-meter 
interval. 
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The second threat to the validity of any regression discontinuity design is the discontinuity 

in covariates that may be related to the outcomes, which may confound the effect of the 

treatment. I will therefore look at individual-level covariates. There is no significant 

difference with the number of males (p-value of .71), free and reduced-cost lunch status 

(.69), individualized education programs (.96), and college-educated parents (.99), 

although there are significant differences for English learners (.02) and being white or 

Asian (<.01). It is reassuring that most variables do not have a significant difference 

across the subset of boundaries. In all the specifications where they do not act as 

cleavages to be investigated, adding indicators for white and Asian ethnicities and 

English-language learners as controls does not alter the results. 

In conclusion, the local estimates of the effect of the drop in density around commuting-

zone boundaries are directionally consistent with the ordinary least square estimates for 

the whole sample of test-takers. Hence they provide support for the main empirical 

contention that density is related to greater levels of average test scores and 

socioeconomic inequality in test scores. 

1.5.3 Instrumental Variable Specifications Results 

Table 1.6 presents results from analyzing density with the three instruments described. In 

panel A, I present the instrumental variable estimates with no further commuting-zone 

controls. In panel B, I include commuting-zone controls in order to block potential 

mechanisms that are different from those that are related to the channels of exit and voice 

and that may be related to the instruments. These include economic characteristics, such 

as the share of the regional economy that is knowledge-based (measured by the share of 

routine jobs), as well as other social characteristics of the commuting zone, such as 

differences in social capital, violent crime, and share of foreigners. Both panels show, as 

expected, larger coefficients on the interaction term for density levels in the 1930s and the 

nature of the terrain (models 2 and 3), while they are about the same size as the OLS 
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estimates when using short-term predictors of density using the sizes of previous cohorts 

(model 4). For all models, the coefficients on log density are somewhere between .02 and 

.07. That the instrumented models chosen for their differently signed biases turn out not 

to change substantially the magnitude or significance of the simple OLS estimates should 

give confidence that true estimates across the support of the data will be in that region.  

Table 1.6: Instrumental variable estimates of effect of commuting zone density on the socio-
economic gradient of performance 
Panel A: Models including individual demographics and state controls alone 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 

OLS IV 30s density IV terrain 
IV density predicted 
by earlier cohorts 

CZ log density 0.0285*** 0.00853 0.0277 0.0214* 
 (0.00534) (0.0101) (0.0174) (0.00930) 
     
CZ Log density X 0.0165* 0.0475*** 0.0347* 0.0187+ 
Parent graduated college (0.00700) (0.0138) (0.0163) (0.0104) 
     
Parent graduated college 0.258*** 0.129* 0.193** 0.249*** 
 (0.0236) (0.0524) (0.0598) (0.0387) 
Observations 119365 112952 104315 107941 
R2 0.175 0.178 0.167 0.176 
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Table 1.6: Instrumental variable estimates of effect of commuting zone density on the socio-
economic gradient of performance (CONTINUED) 
Panel B: Models including commuting zone characteristics as controls 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 

OLS IV 30s density IV terrain 
IV density predicted 
by earlier cohorts 

CZ log density 0.0439*** 0.0687** 0.128* 0.0241 
 (0.0125) (0.0231) (0.0629) (0.0232) 
     
CZ Log density X 0.0164* 0.0528*** 0.0325* 0.0184+ 
Parents graduated college (0.00641) (0.0148) (0.0152) (0.0104) 
     
Parent graduated college 0.257*** 0.102+ 0.195*** 0.251*** 
 (0.0223) (0.0573) (0.0582) (0.0393) 
     
Share routine jobs -1.379* -2.859** -5.065+ -0.522 
 (0.636) (1.014) (2.652) (0.968) 
     
Social capital index 0.0569*** 0.0576*** 0.0569*** 0.0437*** 
 (0.00941) (0.0105) (0.0115) (0.00932) 
     
Violent crime rate -35.81** -36.89** -33.05** -43.80*** 
 (11.85) (13.21) (10.94) (11.64) 
     
Foreign-born rate 0.646*** 0.284 -0.169 0.808*** 
 (0.173) (0.212) (0.555) (0.235) 
Observations 123858 107503 101842 102515 
R2 0.178 0.175 0.158 0.175 
Coefficients of OLS and two stage least squares models regressing z-scores of individual reading test scores on 
commuting zone density levels and socioeconomic status. In the IV columns, commuting zone density is 
instrumented by the variables indicated at the top of the table (see text for how the variables are constructed). 
Individual demographics controls and state fixed effects are included in both panels. Panel B additionally 
includes the commuting zone demographic characteristics shown as well. Standard errors, clustered by 
commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
 
 

1.6 Exit and Voice as Explanatory Mechanisms 

The evidence thus far suggests that in fact density is associated with greater inequality of 

outcomes. I turn now to whether the data is consistent with the role I claim for the exit 

and voice mechanisms.  
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1.6.1 The Exit Mechanism in Denser Areas 

I explore first whether the exercise of the exit mechanism is indeed easier in denser areas. 

According to prediction 3, denser areas should have more exit opportunities. In Table 1.7, 

I run regressions (aggregated at the commuting-zone level) of the number of students, the 

number of schools, and the number of districts on the density of the commuting zone. I 

find that denser areas in fact have more students in absolute terms, and that there is 

indeed a strong positive relation between the density of the commuting zone and the exit 

opportunities available in it via a greater number of schools and districts. 

Table 1.7: Relation between commuting zone density and measures of availability of exit 
mechanism 

 (1) (2) (3) 
 Log students Log no. schools Log no. districts 
Log density 1.074*** 1.223*** 0.437*** 
 (0.0209) (0.0407) (0.0162) 
Observations 625 625 625 
R2 0.905 0.756 0.793 

Coefficients of commuting zone regression models regressing dependent variables (from Common Core of 
Data) on commuting zone density levels. Regressions include state fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered by 
commuting zone, in parentheses.* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
 

The more substantial prediction 4 concerns the patterns of segregation associated with 

those denser geographies. Concretely, the prediction is that the greater exit levels entail 

less pooling of different types of people into the same schools. This means that there will 

be more homogeneous schools and districts as well as greater differences across schools 

and school districts in denser areas. While it is difficult to find good evidence about 

individual schools (no detailed data on family income at the school level is available), 

there is better data from school districts. Using income data distribution at the district 

level, in panel A of Table 1.8 I regress three indicators of inequality across districts within 

commuting zones and commuting-zone density. The panel shows the ratios in income 

between districts within the commuting zone at the 90th and 10th percentiles of average 
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income (model 1), the 90th and 50th percentiles (model 2), and the 50th and 10th 

percentiles (model 3). Panel B does the same by looking at the same income ratios within 

districts, using the mean of these ratios in the commuting zone as dependent variables. 

Table 1.8: Relation between commuting zone density and economic inequality 

 (1) (2) (3) 
Panel A: Inequality of income across districts within commuting zones, and commuting zone 
density 
 Ratio 90th-10th pctile 

income of districts 
within CZ 

Ratio 90th-50th pctile 
income of districts 

within CZ 

Ratio 50th-10th pctile 
income of districts 

within CZ 
Log density 0.145*** 0.0534*** 0.0466** 
 (0.0129) (0.00558) (0.00572) 

Panel B: Inequality of income within districts and commuting zone density 
 Ratio 90th-10th pctile 

within district 
Ratio 90th-50th pctile 

within district 
Ratio 50th-10th pctile 

within district 
Log density -0.297*** -0.0314*** -0.0843*** 
 (0.0348) (0.00435) (0.0111) 
Observations 306728 306728 306954 

Coefficients of regression models regressing district income distribution measures (panel A) and commuting 
zone income distribution measures (panel B) on commuting zone density. In panel A, the dependent variables 
are ratios of the xth to the yth percentile of median district incomes in the commuting zone (cz regressions), 
while in Panel B they are ratios of the xth to the yth individual income percentile within a district (district level 
regressions). For each school district, there are 5x6 observations, one for each year 2009-2013 and each grade 
3-8, in s from ACS on commuting zone density levels. Models include state and year fixed effects. Standard 
errors, clustered by commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
 

The positive and significant coefficients in panel A and the negative and significant 

coefficients in panel B show that, while there are greater differentials in average district 

income within denser commuting zones (higher income ratios across districts), there is 

more homogeneity within school districts (lower ratios within districts). This finding is 

consistent with the prediction that higher density leads to greater socioeconomic 

segregation across districts.15 

                                                             
15 Alternatively, aggregate county-level data coming from tax returns has been made available by Chetty et al. (2014). 
This has the advantage of coming from administrative data and thus includes all or most of the population, decreasing 
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In addition to its interaction with voice, which may leave poorer students in denser areas 

without advocates for school quality, this socioeconomic segregation will have a direct 

impact on student outcomes, assuming that there are positive peer effects that poor 

students miss out on by not being in the same schools as richer students. The impact will 

be exacerbated if it is matched by greater inequality in school characteristics in denser 

areas along socioeconomic divides. There is in fact some evidence that, in denser areas, 

the schools that students of different socioeconomic status go to are different. In panel A 

of Table 1.9 I regress positive characteristics of teachers serving poor and rich families by 

the density of their commuting zone: whether they have done Professional Development 

activities in the previous year, their experience as teachers, and their possession of a 

Master’s or higher degree. The positive coefficients on the interaction between density and 

free school lunches suggest that, directionally at least, the density gradient in positive 

characteristics of teachers differs for low- and high-SES students: in denser areas, the 

characteristics of the teachers are more different for rich and poor students. As for the 

scholarly characteristics and behaviors of students and their schools in areas of different 

densities, Panel B of Table 1.9 regresses student attributes in denser and less dense areas 

by socioeconomic status: the number of books they have at home, their access to 

newspapers, whether they talk about studies at home, and whether they talk about studies 

with friends. All of these measures will stem from a combination of student and school 

differences, as better schools encourage parents to be involved in their children’s studies 

and foster discussions and group work among peers. I find that while students with higher 

socioeconomic status seem to have more books and talk more about their studies at home 

and with friends in denser areas, that is not the case for students on free or reduced-cost 

                                                                                                                                             

 

any biases there may be in the survey data, such as from censoring. The results analogous to Table 1.8 for counties are 
in Appendix Table A3, indicating that similar dynamics result from density differences at the county level.  
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lunches. In each case, this suggests that the gap in scholarly characteristics and behaviors 

between richer and poorer students is greater in denser areas. 

Table 1.9: Socioeconomic differentials in school inputs in denser commuting zones 

Panel A: Teacher characteristics in denser areas 
 (1) (2) (3)  
 PD activities Years as teacher Above Bachelor’s  
CZ log density 0.121*** -0.552*** 0.0258***  
 (0.0340) (0.109) (0.00584)  
     
CZ Log density X -0.0389+ -0.0158 -0.00599  
Free Reduced Lunch (0.0235) (0.0832) (0.00383)  
Observations 145480 120255 120063  
R2 0.019 0.020 0.121  

Panel B: Student characteristics in denser areas 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 

Books at home 
Newspaper at 

home 
Talks about 

studies at home 

Talks about 
readings with 

friends 
CZ log density 0.00621*** 0.00375 0.0110*** 0.00558** 
 (0.00123) (0.00324) (0.00197) (0.00206) 
     
CZ Log density X -0.00762** -0.0144** -0.00341 -0.00134 
Free Reduced Lunch (0.00242) (0.00461) (0.00250) (0.00285) 
Observations 133448 133642 133260 131043 
R2 0.046 0.020 0.008 0.003 

Coefficients of regression models for individual students. Data on student habits comes from NAEP student stuent 
survey and on teacher characteristics comes from the NAEP teacher survey. Specifications includes state fixed 
effects. Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

 

1.6.2 The Voice Mechanism in Denser Areas 

Turning to voice, in line with prediction 5, I expect that there is no compensating voice 

mechanism for poorer families to make up for the increased segregation they experience in 

denser areas. Table 1.10 relates nationally representative survey evidence on participation 

in and knowledge about school matters with density and socioeconomic status. In models 

analogous to the descriptive individual-level regressions for test scores above, the main 

relation between the two aligns with longstanding general findings about political 
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engagement: there is a positive correlation of engagement with income and education (e.g. 

Brady et al., 1995), which implies lower levels of voice for poorer parents. Models 1 and 

2 of panel A show a positive and significant coefficient of being a college graduate on 

board-election participation and attention paid to education: the more socioeconomically 

advantaged parents pay more attention to education and tend to vote more often in 

school board elections. This is despite not having a different assessment of the quality of 

their local or national schools (models 3 and 4).  

I will now look at these differences across groups in areas with greater density levels. In 

particular, I am interested to see if the detrimental effect of the exit mechanism for richer 

families is tempered through the increased use of the voice mechanism by poorer students 

(facilitated by the greater potential for organizing in denser areas).16 The empirical models 

show that density does not have a positive effect on lower-SES respondents (using the 

terms from equation 2, this is α in Table 1.10, panel A, models 1 and 2), and so they do 

not increase their participation—even though we have established that their test-score 

performance is, on average, worse. Higher-SES families, however, seem to get less 

involved or exercise less voice in denser districts (α + γ is negative), although only by a 

small amount: a 10% increase in density would only be associated with a reduction of the 

gap in voice between high- and low-density places of about 1.6% (.0029/.18).  

  

                                                             
16 Identification is, of course, a problem, and there are no obvious exogenous sources of variation in the availability of 
voice, such as differences in presence on school boards. In addition, these factors typically vary, like many education 
policies, by state, further reducing the empirical leverage of using such variation. 
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Table 1.10: Opinion about schools, density and participation in public schools and socioeconomic gradient 

Panel A: Opinion about schools, density and participation in school elections 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 School board 

Election 
participation 

Attention paid to 
education 

Grade given to 
local school 

Grade given to 
national schools 

Log density (CZ) 0.000692 0.0216 -0.00103 0.00572 
 (0.00631) (0.0148) (0.00786) (0.00855) 
Log density X College -0.0292** -0.0758*** 0.0157 0.00868 
graduate (0.00904) (0.0202) (0.0128) (0.0136) 
College graduate 0.187*** 0.708*** 0.00210 0.0236 
 (0.0402) (0.0859) (0.0617) (0.0642) 

Observations 11475 15983 24317 22864 
R2 0.269 0.040 0.081 0.025 

Panel B: Support for reform measures
 

 

Reform index 
Support for 
vouchers 

Support for 
charter 
schools 

Support for 
variable 
pay 

Log density (CZ) 0.0310 0.0425* 0.0325* 0.0238* 
 (0.0158) (0.0198) (0.0126) (0.0111) 
Log density X College -0.00557 0.0384 -0.0249 0.00420 
 (0.0263) (0.0275) (0.0178) (0.0190) 
College graduate -0.00180 -0.330* 0.214* -0.247** 
 (0.112) (0.130) (0.0857) (0.0864) 

Observations 11475 15983 24317 22864 
R2 0.269 0.040 0.081 0.025 

Coefficients of OLS models regressing individual survey responses, with demographic controls. Responses coded as 
follows: Panel A: 5 Highest opinion/participation; 1 Lowest opinion/participation. Panel B: 5 Highest Support; 1 Lowest 
support. Grade given to schools (Panel A) coded as a z-score centered on zero. Dependent variables data comes from 
pooled EdNext survey 2007-2015. Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, 
*** p<0.001 
 

In panel B of Table 1.10, I look at other measures of activity and opinions that may 

conform to a broader definition of voice. For instance, a greater concern for 

underperforming schools may be related to having stronger opinions in favor of policies 

that involve substantial departures with current practices. I exploit differences across 

groups in attitudes toward a number of very specific policies related to education reform, 

such as advocating for more choice in the form of vouchers or charters and promoting an 
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increased variable portion of teacher pay. The patterns are mixed: in panel B of Table 

1.10, the support for measures of reform are overall not very different between those with 

college degrees and those without, suggesting similar policy preferences. I do observe that 

these reforms are more popular in denser areas, although they are not driven particularly 

by higher- or lower-SES groups: there is no significant interaction γ between density and 

SES indicators.17 

In summary, the analyses suggest there is no countervailing increase in voice for 

disadvantaged groups that responds to the lesser outcomes they experience in denser 

areas. For poorer families there is no density gradient in the exercise of voice, no different 

assessments of the quality of schools, and no different levels of support for education 

reform. In other words, low-SES families do not do anything differently in denser areas, 

despite their children doing worse in schools. By contrast, higher-SES individuals use 

voice mechanisms less in denser areas. Therefore, given the patterns of school segregation 

we document, in denser areas there will be: less participation in worse-performing poorer 

districts, as more vociferous families exit and others do not increase their participation. 

And also less participation in high-performing richer districts, as those families participate 

less. Taking these findings together, we see that the clear cleavage between the exercise of 

voice in groups with different socioeconomic statuses is somehow reduced in denser areas, 

but only because higher-SES individuals exercise it a little less. There is no evidence that 

the greater availability of information, media outlets, and ease of organization, as well as, 

the poorer quality of schooling, results in greater voice in denser areas for low-SES 

groups.18 

                                                             
17 One simple explanation for why we may observe people in denser areas to be more supportive of education reform 
overall is the higher feasibility of policies such as vouchers and charters in denser areas. 
18 

I provide an imperfect test of the general proposition, defended by Hirschman, that exit and voice are, to an extent, 
substitutes and that there is an inverse relation between the two. If exit and voice were independent (no arrow 4 
between exit and voice in the diagram above), there would be no question that density has a positive impact on 
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1.6.4 Testing Directly the Importance of Mechanisms in Explaining the 
Relation between Density and Outcomes 

So far I have provided evidence of how the specific mechanisms of interest, exit, and voice 

are related to density and, indirectly, how they may explain some of the results. This is 

suggestive but gives no sense of their importance compared to that of other potential 

mechanisms, such as the economic characteristics (and hence available incentives) or the 

non-school or social characteristics that density may be related to. To make this 

comparison, I do a simple test that includes in the main individual-level regressions (e.g. 

parents who attended college) ones that include proxies for the strength of those 

mechanisms. These proxy variables for each of the mechanisms are, for choice, number of 

schools and of districts; for voice, attention paid to education issues and board-election 

participation; for economic characteristics, the share of routine jobs in the local economy; 

and for social characteristics, violent crime levels, a measure of social capital,19 and racial 

and economic segregation levels. 

If any of these factors were indeed a mechanism or mediator, when the corresponding 

variable was included in the regression analysis, the effect of density for either the high- or 

low-SES group (or both) would be significantly attenuated. The results are shown in 

Table 1.11. Starting with the basic OLS model 1 (replicating model 3 of panel A, Table 

                                                                                                                                             

 

educational inequality. However, I do find some suggestive direct evidence that there is on average an inverse relation 
between exit and voice, as Hirschman postulated. In Appendix Table A4 (panel A, models 1 and 2), we see that there is 
a negative relation between the number of districts (our measure of exit) and the amount of voting in school-board 
elections. Controlling for their opinion on the quality of the school, respondents seem to be more likely to participate in 
school-board elections if there are fewer exit options in their district. This seems to be moderated by the level of racial 
segregation in the commuting zone (model 2) and income segregation (model 3). Given the differential benefits we 
observe of being in denser areas, it may be that this responsiveness of the exercise of voice to exit is very different for 
different groups. No significant relation is in place between voice and number of schools in the commuting zone (panel 
B of Table A4).

 

19 The measure of social capital is a standardized index combining measures of voter turnout rates, the fraction of 
people who return their census forms, and measures of participation in community organizations. For details, see 
Rupasingha and Goetz (2007). For the other measures and definitions, see Chetty et al. (2014). 
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1.4), I add in each model variables proxying for to potential mechanisms. We see that the 

density coefficient for low SES is attenuated as I add choice (model 2), voice (model 3), 

and social-cohesion indicators (model 5), although not when I add difference on the 

typology of the economy in denser areas (model 4). This is also the case for the fully 

specified model 6, with all variables. Choice in particular seems to explain the bulk of the 

negative effect of being in denser areas on student outcomes for low-SES groups (the 

coefficient on log density goes from -.0159 to an insignificant .00884 when we include 

choice measures), with a smaller change for voice. The change in the coefficient when I 

include social characteristics such as violent crime, social capital, and segregation 

measures is large too and signals that denser areas are very different from others in ways 

not directly related to schools. However, throughout all the specifications, including the 

fully specified model 6, where I add all the variables, I do find that there is a strong 

positive and persistent effect of density on outcome inequality that our mechanisms do 

not fully explain. 
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Table 1.11: Simple tests of the importance of commuting zone mechanisms in the relation between density and 
education outcome inequality: DV is individual level outcomes 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 
No 

mechanisms Choice Voice 
Economic 

Characteristics 
Social 

characteristics 
Model with all 
mechanisms 

CZ log density -0.0159* 0.00884 -0.00971 -0.0315** 0.0254* 0.0137 
 (0.00634) (0.0149) (0.00687) (0.0108) (0.0125) (0.0175) 
       
CZ Log density X 
Parent graduated 
College 

0.0407*** 
(0.00758) 

0.0397*** 
(0.00765) 

0.0410*** 
(0.00826) 

0.0411*** 
(0.00764) 

0.0416*** 
(0.00755) 

0.0409*** 
(0.00826) 

       
Parent graduated 
college 

0.242*** 
(0.0254) 

0.246*** 
(0.0256) 

0.236*** 
(0.0285) 

0.240*** 
(0.0256) 

0.238*** 
(0.0256) 

0.236*** 
(0.0287) 

       
Log no. districts  0.00651    0.0387* 
  (0.0143)    (0.0151) 
       
Log no. schools  -0.0192*    -0.0107 
  (0.00868)    (0.00743) 
       
Attention paid 
average   -0.0390+   -0.0116 
   (0.0196)   (0.0120) 
       
Board election 
average   0.105*   0.0698+ 
   (0.0461)   (0.0377) 
       
Share of routine jobs    1.260+  0.837 
    (0.714)  (0.654) 
       
Violent crime index     -40.60** -41.37** 
     (13.75) (12.86) 
       
Social capital     0.0783*** 0.0683*** 
     (0.0143) (0.0157) 
       
Racial segregation     -0.393*** -0.474*** 
     (0.0957) (0.101) 
       
Income segregation     -0.497 -0.228 
     (0.551) (0.565) 
Observations 119383 119383 104930 117025 113957 100029 
R2 0.074 0.074 0.073 0.074 0.080 0.080 
Coefficients of OLS model regressing z-scores of individual reading test scores on commuting zone density levels and 
socioeconomic status. Column 1 reproduces model from Table 2, Panel A, column 3, while the rest include in addition 
potential commuting zone level mechanisms. Choice variables come from Common Core of data. Voice variables from 
EdNext survey data 2007-2015, pooled. Economic characteristics variables come from Autor, Dorn (2013) and social 
characteristics data from Chetty et al. (2014). All models include state fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered by 
commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

 

In Table 1.12, the same analyses done with variables aggregated at the district level 

suggest that the largest mechanism explaining the relation between density and district-

level inequality in school outcomes is related to school choice, as the inclusion of school-

choice indicators is the only one that makes the coefficient on density insignificant 

(column 2). This may be partly because the binary indicator of socioeconomic differences 
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(parental college graduation) is too coarse in capturing the type of inequality associated 

with density. Unlike Table 1.11, the aggregate analysis in Table 1.12 does not impose a 

particular individual socioeconomic indicator and focuses on inequality alone, measured 

in standard deviations of reading performance in the commuting zone. 

Table 1.12: Simple tests of the importance of commuting zone mechanisms in the relation between density 
and education outcome inequality: DV is variation in individual level outcomes in the commuting zone 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 No mechanisms Choice Voice Economic 

characteristics 
Social 

characteristics 
Log density 0.0230*** 0.00379 0.0233*** 0.0327*** 0.0177* 
 (0.00458) (0.00677) (0.00478) (0.00523) (0.00712) 
      
Number of districts  -0.000120    
  (0.000107)    
      
Log no. of schools  0.0251***    
  (0.00440)    
   0.0452+   
   (0.0237)   
      
Share of routine 
jobs in economy 

   -0.501+  

    (0.303)  
      
Violent crime     10.75 
     (7.434) 
      
Social capital index     -0.0156** 
     (0.00550) 
      
Segregation of 
income 

    0.203 
(1.098) 

      
Segregation of 
poverty 

    0.0701 
(1.198) 

Observations 656 656 505 641 616 
R2 0.071 0.137 0.073 0.095 0.118 
Coefficients of OLS models regressing standard deviations in reading outcomes for commuting zones, as in panel A of 
Table 1.4. Additional variables are included as commuting zone aggregates. Choice variables come from Common Core 
of data. Voice variables from EdNext survey data 2007-2015, pooled. Economic characteristics variables come from 
Autor, Dorn (2013) and social characteristics data from Chetty et al. (2015). All models include state fixed effects. 
Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
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1.7 Interpretation and Policy Implications 

This chapter has documented differences in the heterogeneity in student outcomes across 

local areas in the United States and tried to isolate the effects of variation in density levels 

within a theoretical framework that considers how socioeconomic groups benefit 

differentially from being in denser areas. In short, denser areas seem to increase both 

average levels and inequality in outcomes, and this appears to be significantly mediated by 

the higher level of school choice available to families in these areas. This high level of 

choice benefits richer families but harms poorer ones, who in less jurisdictionally 

fragmented areas benefit from attending the same schools as richer students. Geographic 

separation facilitates the divergence in education that students of different backgrounds 

receive. More student separation and less pooling facilitates differences in school finances, 

types of teachers, the management and culture of the school, and classroom practices, all 

of which are included in the variety of mechanisms used in the segregation explanation. 

With the limited data available, I have shown that there are in fact divergent inputs and 

experiences in schools in denser areas across socioeconomic groups. The result is that, at 

least in the case of public schools, a harmonious balance between exit and voice as 

mechanisms for ensuring high-quality public schools is not available to all, and that the 

lack of options for some results in greater inequality in student outcomes. Greater exit in 

denser areas allows high-SES families to choose the best schools and districts, while both 

exit and voice break down for poorer families, who are unable to take advantage of exit 

or to exercise voice in an effective way. This is probably due to a combination of barriers 

to exit, principally housing affordability, and barriers to voice, including a lack of 

information, the difficulty of time commitments to exercizing accountability upon 

schools, and other challenges that are independent of density. 
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Concerns about inequality in school outcomes in denser areas, such as the larger 

metropolitan areas, should lead to policies that tackle these structural differences. The 

geo-demographic mechanisms presented here result in stable, difficult-to-change economic 

segregation levels not traceable to pernicious school policies, which probably means that 

there are no easy policy solutions. However, three types of policies may be able to 

mitigate such dynamics.  

The first group of policies involves diminishing the impact of the increased opportunities 

for exit that richer families enjoy in denser areas. One way of achieving this would be to 

remove or weaken the jurisdictional barriers that enable and exacerbate the economic 

segregation of schools. Bussing across areas of different socioeconomic levels and open 

enrollment within metropolitan areas ought to be considered. However, given that 

residential segregation by economic status is a long-established and important part of 

American society, as well as the political challenge of coordinating whole metropolitan 

areas with many jurisdictions, these changes may prove very hard to put into effect—

although it should be noted that a form of open enrollment limited to the core cities of 

certain metropolitan areas, including New York and Boston, is already in place. Ensuring 

that effective information on the quality of available schools is available to families of 

lower socioeconomic status, as well as support for using this type of information, is also 

likely to be necessary. 

The second group of policies focuses on ensuring the availability of exit options for the 

poor (rather than suppressing opportunities for the rich). Private-school choice, in the 

form of charters or voucher programs, could ensure that the jurisdictional barriers to 

public-school choice are less important. Moreover, the introduction of such private-choice 

programs has been shown to improve public schools (Figlio and Hart, 2014). By contrast, 

given the well-established differences across groups in the exercise of voice, any measure 

that tries to introduce a greater exercise of voice through increased information or 
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organizational support is likely to be ineffective, unless it is given a new form. However, 

technology widely available can be leveraged to provide more targeted information, e.g. 

report cards that are more frequent, more user-friendly, and more insistently pushed to 

parents.  

A third group of policies that does not try to mitigate the mechanisms described but 

instead tackles their consequences would be dedicated compensatory mechanisms for the 

schools most likely to suffer due to the inequality I have documented. The focus would be 

on creative policies ensuring that the inputs into different districts are of the same quality: 

e.g. that teachers are similarly qualified and experienced. An even less interventionist way 

of mitigating the differences in outcomes, going back to the heart of the puzzle of the lack 

of high-quality schooling across the country, would be measures that ensure the 

continuous collaboration and sharing of practices, facilities, and resources among schools 

serving neighboring communities. 20  Digital education and initiatives such as virtual 

schools offer promising new ways to provide access to high-quality content to 

disadvantaged schools in dense areas and, especially, to rural schools that are on average 

lower performing. Lastly, we have seen that disadvantaged students in denser areas 

experience differences in their familial and social environments reaching beyond the 

schools they attend. It is no surprise, then, that successful urban school models serving 

disadvantaged students, such as the Harlem’s Children Zone, provide all kinds of 

extracurricular services, including healthcare, nutrition advice, mentoring, after-school 

programs, and others (Dobbie and Fryer, 2011). While disadvantaged students may 

benefit less from pooling with richer students in dense areas, the potential of efficient 

offerings of supplementary services in those areas, given agglomeration economies, could 

be a valuable opportunity. 

                                                             
20 A scheme of sponsorship of academies in the UK, whereby successful private schools (among other entities, such as 
universities or businesses) can sponsor new academies, has been running for almost two decades. There is emerging 
evidence of the success of such sponsorships in improving student performance (Eyles and Machin, 2015). 
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1.7.1. Limitations and Possible Extensions 

This research suggests several extensions that would work to reduce the limitations of the 

present study. First, deepening the study of mechanisms would require a focus on a wider 

range of the differences across schools attended by different socioeconomic groups that 

perpetuate the gap we have observed in test scores. Rich local data on the functioning of 

urban and rural school systems attended by similar socioeconomic groups, as well as 

ethnographic insights about the interactions between students and teachers in places 

where there is either socioeconomic pooling or socioeconomic segregation, could also 

illustrate the mechanisms I argue are at play. The policy considerations in the previous 

section, moreover, suggest the need for more research on the importance of additional 

school choice in an area (beyond studies of the effectiveness of specific schools) and the 

use of information on school quality. 

Second, the promise of density as a driver of greater exercise of voice by all groups failed 

to materialize in our findings. For a conclusive characterization of the voice mechanism in 

education, it would be necessary to look at broader measures of voice (such as district 

voter files) as well exogenous factors in the variation of the exercise of voice across 

different areas, such as whether school boards are elected, appointed, or integrated in 

multi-domain city governments; the types of elections in which they are elected; 

differences in political traditions; the thickness of media markets; and the introduction of 

new communications technologies. This should also help to establish more definitively 

whether policies to increase the exercise of voice for low-SES groups are useful in 

improving the quality of schools. 

Lastly, education is the largest locally provided service in the United States, but similar 

dynamics may arise in other contexts, both in terms of policies and where the intensity of 

school segregation mediated by residence is less acute. Many developed countries with no 

Anglo-American heritage are likely to have less local control of schools and more 
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centralized funding, as well as centralized management of schools—and one may expect 

that this would limit the density gradient on inequality across groups. Similarly, even in 

the United States, we may expect that other policy domains, such as healthcare provision, 

experience less intense residential sorting. How representative K-12 education in the 

United States is of broader dynamics applicable to urban-rural divides in all domains and 

institutional contexts remains an open question. Research into these questions would 

undoubtedly yield important insights into general propositions about the importance of 

the exit and voice dynamics in denser areas. It should also inform jurisdictional and policy 

design, as the U.S. and other countries continue to urbanize. 

1.8 Conclusion 

I have presented a partial explanation for the differences in educational outcomes across 

commuting zones and of the extent of inequality among different economic groups within 

different areas. I document that density or agglomeration, a phenomenon that has been 

found to have almost unanimous positive consequences across a number of outcomes, 

also has a positive average effect on education outcomes, but that, at the same time, it is a 

driver of greater inequality. I have estimated these relations between density and outcomes 

using a geographic regression discontinuity strategy and a series of instrumental variables 

and find support for a causal interpretation of these claims. While the average effect of 

density is indeed positive for educational outcomes, districts at the 90th percentile of 

performance gain from increases in density about twice as much as those at the 70th 

percentile, and the point-estimates of the effects of density are negative below the 30th 

percentile. The evidence presented of more fragmentation of school districts and more 

income segregation in denser areas is consistent with the view that the availability of more 

public-school choice is at least partially driving these results. I also present direct evidence 

that school choice can explain part of the relation between density and negative outcomes 
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for low-SES students. My results suggest that denser areas do not “lift all boats” equally 

but that children who are disadvantaged on observable characteristics do less well in 

denser areas, partly because they are no longer being pooled with more advantaged 

peers—in other words, they are no longer in the same boat.  

I also present evidence that the greater exit mechanism in denser areas, which benefits 

higher-SES students but is detrimental to lower-SES students, is not compensated by 

greater accountability of public services through the exercise of voice by families with 

lower socioeconomic status in denser areas, even though density should in theory 

facilitate it. In both dense and less dense areas, lower-SES familes participate less in 

activities that may contribute to improving school districts. At least for poor families, 

voice does not get exercised more by those who are left behind through the exit 

mechanism. Exit and voice mechanisms both remain low for this group, although we do 

have some evidence that, as rich families make use of the exit mechanism, they get less 

involved in exercising accountability. 

This chapter constitutes the beginnings of a research agenda that roots educational 

inequality in persistent institutional characteristics, such as the geographically determined 

fragmentation of school catchment areas through differentiated school districts. It is, 

naturally, connected to the stark differences that different metropolitan areas experience 

in intergenerational mobility levels and that has been documented by Chetty et al. (2014) 

and will need further exploration. The expected increase in urbanization of the United 

States and throughout the world means that these dynamics will become more important 

in the future. No easy policy solutions are available for the deep tensions between 

separation and equality, which are rooted in demographic and jurisdictional conditions 

and will be difficult to change. Understanding these relations at a finer level and in 

different contexts, as well as developing and testing creative policy solutions that keep the 
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positive average effects of density but mitigate the inequalities it generates, should become 

a high priority for scholars. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Quality and Access Tradeoff in Decentralization Reform: 

Evidence from Education in the OECD and Spain21 
  

                                                             
21 This chapter is joint work with Susana Cordeiro Guerra. 
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2.1 Introduction and Motivation 

Decentralization reform produces fundamental changes in the fiscal and administrative 

decision-making functions and responsibilities of subnational governments. As a result, 

one would expect it to have significant effects on different outcomes at the local level. In 

this chapter, we look at the effects of decentralization in the education sector, and of 

different types of decisions, on basic outcomes of the K-12 education system, such as 

quality or achievement and access of the population beyond the basic primary or 

secondary education, such as Kindergarten or vocational education. We find that the 

effects of decentralization are highly dependent on the outcome measured. Indeed, our 

results illustrate a classic congestion effect. While decentralization has a positive effect on 

access indicators, it has a negative effect on quality indicators. These different effects 

illustrate a tradeoff between access and quality in the implementation of this reform.  

Drawing on cross-country data, we start the analysis by asking the question of what the 

effect of decentralization is, separately, on quality and access indicators. This OECD 

panel dataset allows us to examine patterns more broadly across a range of different 

countries. By design, we focus on decentralization as it takes place in developed countries 

at similar and relatively low levels of centralization (the average at the start of the period 

we observe is 26% of decisions centralized), with comparable levels of achievement.  

These results provide support for the existence of a tradeoff between quality and access 

that is inherent to a congestion effect, where quality may deteriorate as education gets 

more crowded. We also find that the effects do not seem to depend on which decisions are 

decentralized. In addition, most of the variation in our data is driven by personnel 

decisions (such as hiring and firing) and resource allocation relating to personnel. 

We complement the cross-country data with the case of education decentralization in 

Spain since 1980. The case of Spain is an interesting one to study for three main reasons. 
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First, the levels of centralization were very high prior to the reform, higher than  in any of 

our OECD data starting two decades later. This allows us to look at a different case, 

where returns to decentralization may be highest but also one where, because quality was 

relatively high and access low, congestion effects may be of lesser importance than in the 

OECD sample. Second, it allows us to trace the effects of a reform motivated exogenously 

to the education policy domain. We are able to exploit exogenous variation in the timing 

of Spanish decentralization, motivated by regime change following the new Constitution 

of 1978 and sequenced over 20 years. Third, and most importantly, it allow us to test the 

political mechanism we hypothesize is at the root of the tradeoff between quality and 

access we find. Spain shows heterogeneity in the history and cultural background of 

regions. While some of the regions have a long history of political assertiveness, with 

cyclical talk of regional independence since the 19th century, others were first conceived 

as entities with any autonomy during the 1970s. The diverse politics of the different 

regions result in different incentives for regional politicians after decentralization and 

allows us to investigate the effects those differences have. Our hypothesis is that it is the 

nature of the political incentives of regional administrations that drives the emergence of a 

quality and access tradeoff upon decentralization. More specifically, some of the regional 

rulers have greater motivation to deviate from national policies, as in the historic regions 

such as Catalonia that have ruling regional parties with clear objectives of deepening self-

rule. We argue they use education, as the first decentralized policy domain for visibly 

showcasing their ability to rule, assert their control and potentially extend patronage, 

particularly as they were not responsible for paying for these policies through separate 

regional taxation. Others will be comparatively more administratively focused and 

oftentimes run by local branches of national parties and will, as such, consider national 

interests, including the costs of such policies. It is the political incentives for regional 

politicians, which differ depending on the level of local assertiveness that result in 

increases in access despite a predictably more congested education system: widening 
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access to education is highly visible, provides patronage opportunities and can be put in 

effect much more quickly than improvements to quality. After decentralization, the more 

politically assertive regions would favor access in the tradeoff between pursuing cheaper 

but uncertain and longer term quality reforms and expensive, visible access reforms. We 

find that the pattern of results in Spain is consistent with this hypothesis. If the incentives 

for regional politicians are always to an extent to favor these visible, costly policies, our 

hypothesis provides a potential explanation for the effects of decentralization we observe 

cross-nationally.  

In sum, these two datasets and analytical strategies offer a robust complementary 

approach to the analysis of this classic congestion effect in the context of decentralization. 

We find a general pattern of increased congestion effects (even though, at least in our 

data, cohorts, schools or classes may not necessarily get more crowded) as a result of the 

decentralization change in the cross-country data and then examine potential political 

explanations for the quality/access tradeoff in a particular case.  

The use of rich data, exogenous variation (in the case of Spain) and the focus on K-12 

broadens our understanding of the nuances that may be behind previously inconclusive 

findings of the effect of decentralization on outcomes. Typically, these studies do not 

consider tradeoffs between different outcomes or the role of political incentives and are 

unable to distinguish between the effect of decentralization of different types of decisions. 

We also open a potentially fruitful research agenda that systematically considers the 

interaction of the organization in charge of the delivery of public services with the 

political incentives of local governments in the empirical analysis of the effects of 

decentralization. 
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2.2 Literature and Open Questions: The Allure of 

Decentralization and its Measurement Challenge 

For many countries around the world that have traditionally possessed centralized 

systems of government, the allure of decentralizing public services lies in part in the 

proposition that, by giving the public service provider more discretion over decision-

making, decentralization can directly and positively affect the interaction between the 

service provider and the end user. According to this logic, decentralization promotes 

better outcomes by improving the flow and quality of information, both in terms of 

facilitating the transmission of specific community demands to policy-makers as well as 

making it easier to monitor them and hold them accountable to results (Grindle 2007).  

This promise of greater government accountability was particularly attractive in the 

global context of a generalized disappointment with more centralized forms of 

government following the collapse of communism in the former Soviet Union and in 

Eastern Europe, the failure of corporatist reforms in Western Europe, and the demise of 

the developmental state in Latin America (Faletti 2010).  

While the policy community recognizes that decentralization is not a magic bullet, it has 

placed considerable emphasis on its potential benefits. The rationale for this optimism 

stems mostly from the economics literature and, in particular, the literature on fiscal 

federalism. Economists argue that fiscal decentralization increases allocative efficiency 

since local communities have heterogeneous preferences and there are information 

asymmetries between community members and more centralized decision-makers 

(Tiebout 1956; Oates 1972). According to this argument, to optimize the accountability 

and responsiveness of decision-makers to the citizenry, the provision of public services 

should be located at the lowest level of government (Oates 1999).  
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The political science literature, however, is more agnostic on the benefits of 

decentralization. This literature takes greater account of the political constraints that 

central and local governments face as a result of this fundamental change in government 

structure. On the one hand, the literature elaborates on the different forms of political 

accountability (i.e., vertical, horizontal) that can take shape in decentralized contexts and 

the range of incentives that can influence such mechanisms of accountability (O’Donnell 

1998; Fearon 1999). On the other hand, the literature also discusses the perils of 

decentralization, including questions related to the difficulty of establishing self-enforcing 

federalism in contexts characterized by ample opportunities for free-riding and capture by 

local governments, separatist tendencies in heterogeneous regions, little clarity of function 

assignments to different levels of government, and difficulties in ensuring compliance with 

budget constraints by subnational entities when a federal government may be ultimately 

liable for any budget excesses (Riker 1964; Weingast 1995; Rodden and Rose-Ackerman 

1997; Rodden 2006).  

The public policy literature has made some effort in advancing this debate by 

conceptualizing the conditions under which different reforms are likely to succeed. In 

particular, a recent literature focuses on the conditions that are necessary for 

decentralization reform to succeed. For instance, Pritchett and Pande argue that functions 

should be decentralized if they ascribe to three criteria (Pritchett and Pande 2006; 

Pritchett 2014). The first criterion is whether activities are discretionary in nature and, 

more specifically, whether the decisions consist of judgments that require knowledge of 

the local context. The second criterion is whether activities are transaction-intensive, and 

as such, require frequent interactions at the local level. The third criterion relates to 

observability and the extent to which different levels of government are best positioned to 

assess performance and the effectiveness of service delivery. To this end, the last criterion 

of observability is a combination of both being able to observe the action and also 
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knowing whether the action was adequate in technical terms. Their argument is that these 

criteria require local input to enhance accountability between the provider and the end 

user and thus should be decentralized. Indeed, this hypothesis is consistent with the 

literature that argues that both knowledge of the local context and the ability to infer 

performance at the local level should be drivers of decentralization (Oates 1999; Shah 

1994; Grindle 2007). For instance, the function of setting quality standards or goals is 

best seen as a minimally discretionary and minimally transaction-intensive activity that 

requires significant technical expertise in the observability criterion, which would indicate 

that it is ill-suited for decentralization. By contrast, hiring teachers is a highly 

discretionary, transaction intensive and locally observable activity, suggesting that it 

should be decentralized. This literature has provided a framework for understanding how 

the nature of different decisions may change the effects of decentralization due to limits to 

the accountability of decentralized agents making those decisions. In addition, how 

political incentives may differ with respect to different types of decisions, and dependent 

on the outcomes they have an effect on (rather than the intrinsic accountability of those 

decisions) has not been considered. 

The economics, political science and public policy literatures thus provide a mixed, but on 

balance, positive picture of decentralization, especially for certain types of decisions. 

Under the right conditions, decentralization can positively contribute to improving policy 

outcomes. But, theoretically, the nature of those conditions is still a subject of debate and 

despite the substantial policy implications is far from settled. When exactly is 

decentralization effective? In what functional domains? For what types of outcomes?  

Even leaving the theoretical complications aside, these questions are very hard to answer 

definitively due to the substantial amount of analytical “noise” comprising their 

investigation. First, decentralization is a multi-faceted process that takes place along many 

dimensions, including the fiscal, political and administrative. Countries can choose to 
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decentralize in any one or all of these dimensions at different paces and in different 

sequences. In addition, decentralization reform is often part of a wider set of reforms that 

have other organizational and political implications. Thus, it is difficult to disentangle 

what is causing what –whether an outcome is substantially due to a particular 

decentralization type or due to other elements of the reform implementation. Indeed, it 

has proven particularly hard to find a set of conditions under which the empirical effects 

of decentralization are unambiguously strong beyond particular circumstances (for a 

development of this argument see Treisman, 2007).  

Second, apart from factors related to the reform and its implementation, decentralization 

efforts are often substantially influenced by conditions exogenous to the efforts 

themselves. For instance, regional or local bureaucratic capacity, differential resource 

levels and broader political and macroeconomic circumstances, among other factors, 

differ markedly across countries and even regions within countries and thus can lead to 

very different reform outcomes in ways that make it difficult to quantify the role that 

decentralization initiatives are in fact playing in determining outcomes. In particular, 

decentralization reform invariably takes place in a political and organizational context. 

Incentives and political interests matter in the transfer of power and responsibilities that is 

at the essence of decentralization reform. In particular, the political conditions under 

which regional governments absorb certain policy-making competencies also differ. 

Different political incentives for the national or federal and the regional governments 

influence the effect of decentralization on outcomes, as we argue below, but the political 

dimension of decentralization is often underemphasized. Instead, its promise in a 

politically neutral context where the flow of information into the system is to be 

optimized. 
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2.3 Data  

We seek to contribute to filling some of the empirical gaps presented in the previous 

section by carefully isolating causality and addressing endogeneity in reform 

implementation through the complementary use of two novel datasets: a cross-country 

panel survey from developed countries and the case of decentralization in Spain between 

1980-2000.  

The cross-country dataset allows us to examine the effect of the same type of reform 

across different fiscal and administrative contexts. We obtain estimates of the average 

effects of decentralization by using a panel model with country and year fixed effects, 

which nets out other common time characteristics or country-invariant ones. The 

empirical challenge in this case is that we cannot be assured that changes are not driven 

endogenously, for instance by the trajectory (real or expected) combined by policy-

makers’ desire to be seen to be doing something (where decentralization may be an 

obvious, visible reform especially vulnerable to such political influence). Additionally, the 

level of variation within a country over a relatively short period of time (less than 10 

years) tends to be very small. 

The complementary use of the case study thus allows us to focus on a reform within the 

same national fiscal and administrative contexts. Within Spain, the phased process of 

decentralization isolates the effect of decentralization and distinguishes it from other 

changes that may be occurring in any given year. It also allows us to exploit variation in 

the political characteristics of different types of regions within that common national 

context. A concern with this within-country analysis will be about the external validity of 

any such country-level findings. Ultimately, the combined evidence is more compelling 

than any of the individual pieces. In both cases, we will attempt to look at measures of 

achievement, attainment and participation for different age cohorts.  
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Drawing on these datasets we focus on the K-12 education system, which has high levels 

of variation in terms of where decisions are taken across time and levels of 

administration. In addition, we are also able to be very precise about the definitions of 

our dependent and independent variables. For our independent variable, decentralization, 

we focus on one understudied nuance of decision-making: who makes decisions in 

practice. In other words, we focus not on who the law determines that is making decisions 

(de jure) or who pays for a particular service (fiscal decentralization), but rather who 

actually makes decisions or decides on spending in practice (de facto). For our dependent 

variable, education outcomes, we look at both the performance in test scores and 

graduation rates as quality measures and participation rates in the education system as 

access measures.  

2.3.1 OECD Education Decision-Making Data 

We exploit a panel dataset of 36 countries, mostly within the OECD, with data for 2000, 

2003, 2007, 2012.22 We assembled and coded these measures of administrative decision-

making based on the OECD Education at a Glance annual reports, which have been 

compiled since 1998. They are based on the OECD-INES Survey on Locus of Decision 

Making that consists of a questionnaire completed by a panel of three national officials – 

with members from different levels of government – on lower secondary education in each 

country, who answer by consensus.23 The panel data is drawn from a sample of countries, 

thereby allowing for a larger N longitudinal study of the impact of the reform.24  

                                                             
22 Due to inconsistencies in the definition of decisions of the 2000 wave to the others, we drop the 2000 survey from our 
empirical analysis. 
23

 The panel of experts had members from three decision-making levels: highest level (central government), middle levels 
(state governments, provincial/regional authorities or governments, sub-regional or inter-municipal authorities or 
governments, local authorities or governments), and lowest level (individual school). The experts completed the 
questionnaire and arrived at consensus on all questions. The INES NESLI Representative then reviewed the results of 
the survey in consultation with the national coordinator (OECD 2012, Annex 3). 

24
 A related but less detailed set of data coming from the OECD as part of the PISA analyses has been used to establish 

the effect of school autonomy on outcomes by Hanushek et al. (2013). This measure is based on interviews with school 
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The cross-country dataset focuses on the specific administrative dimension of education 

decentralization and provides data on which education functions have been decentralized 

to which levels of government. This data is unique because it provides very granular 

evidence of de facto decentralization – that is, not what is written in the legislation as to 

how education should be managed, but how agents implement their actual functions and 

responsibilities in practice. The administrative functions in the data include 

responsibilities related to a representative set of domains that encompass different aspects 

of the education production function and these are the organization of instruction, 

personnel management, planning and structures and resource management. In particular, 

functions related to the organization of instruction include decisions about student 

admissions, instruction time, textbooks and learning software, and teaching methods, 

among others. Personnel management functions relate to decisions concerning hiring and 

dismissal of principals, teachers and non-teaching staff, salary scales and career concerns. 

Planning and structures refers to the opening and closure of schools, creation or abolition 

of grade levels, design of programs of study, accreditation, qualifying examinations 

among others. And, lastly, resource management refers mainly to the allocation and use 

of resources for teaching and non-teaching staff. For a complete list of decisions in each of 

these broad domains, please refer to Appendix B.1. 

The survey questions gather perception-based data from administrative officials on where 

a representative set of 46 key decisions within the education administrative bureaucracy 

are made. This allows for a comprehensive and nuanced picture of the complexity of 

                                                                                                                                             

 

principals about the decisions they make along six dimensions rather than 46. They find the effect of decision-making in 
schools has different effects depending on the level of development of the school system (proxied by GDP per capita). 
We have much more detailed data but we lack the school level variation than Hanushek and Woessman have in the 
sample. However, we think that the data we use be more reliable as it should capture policy variations rather than 
implementation variation and measurement error from variations in the reporting of school principals. 
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decentralization rather than the alternative use in the literature of a reform dummy 

(Gertler et al 2010; Bruns, Filmer and Patrinos 2011). To that end, the indicators in the 

survey capture the degree of decentralization among the following levels of government: 

central government, state governments, provincial and regional authorities or 

governments, sub-regional or inter-municipal authorities or governments, local authorities 

or governments, schools or school boards or committees. 25  Our basic measure of 

centralization is the share of decisions (in education overall or by sub-domain) taken by 

either the central government or by state governments in federal systems. Thus, we are 

able to use exploit the details of each units’ decentralization in order to distinguish 

between the effects of a continuum of decentralization types.  

The education outcome measures we look at include tertiary enrollment rates such as 

university and post-18-years-old vocational education (such as community college) as 

proxies for the level of access to non-core portions of the education system, i.e. non-

                                                             
25

 This multi-level distinction allows for a comparison between federal and non-federal countries since province or 
region would be the first territorial unit below the national level in non-federal countries, whereas state governments 
would be the comparable unit in federal countries. 

Table 2.1: Summary statistics for cross-country analyses 

Variable name Mean Std. Dev. Min Max No. of Obs. 
Decisions not at the central level 75.37 25.04 0 87 105 
Decisions not at the central level 
(organization) 90.39 12.73 0 56 105 
Decisions not at the central level (personnel) 71.89 33.27 0 100 105 
Decisions not at the central level (planning) 57.66 37.01 0 100 105 
Decisions not at the central level (resources) 81.62 30.07 0 100 105 
Primary enrollment, % 102.94 4.87 96.06 116.98 61 
Secondary enrollment, % 103.09 15.03 59.51 155.91 62 
Tertiary enrollment, % 60.13 19.69 12.19 101.8 59 
Math score (PISA) 487.49 42.85 360.16 553.77 91 
Reading score (PISA) 486.93 35.39 381.59 556.02 90 
Science score (PISA) 492.57 39.3 381.92 567.64 64 
GDP per capita 31643.37 14069.07 2796.48 89417.04 98 
For enrollment variables, we report the share of the age cohort enrolled that corresponds to the part of the education 
system assuming yearly progression by grade. When students retake grades and are required to stay in school, this may 
result on them being enrolled in an education period despite not being in the corresponding age cohort, showing 
enrollments over 100%.
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mandatory education beyond basic levels. They also include mean PISA country scores for 

math, reading and science as proxies for education quality measures. Summary statistics 

for the OECD data are collected on Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 shows the variation on the 

centralization variable (the main source of identification) and on one of the outcome 

variables (PISA mathematics scores). 26  Appendix B.2 includes a description of the 

variables used in the cross-country data and their sources. 

 

2.3.2 The Spanish Decentralization Reform and Data  

Complementary to the cross-country data, we conduct a deep-dive analysis of the case of 

the decentralization reform process in Spain, which happened between the 1980s and 

                                                             
26

 Note that throughout this article we will be using enrollment rates calculated in the standard way in the education 
literature, which may result in values over 100%. This >100% enrollment rates are a quirk of the standard way this 
data is calculated and fully driven by grade retention. While the denominator includes everyone in the population within 
the age cohort that corresponds to the age of instruction, the numerator includes all of those that are effectively 
receiving the instruction. So if primary education is meant to end at age 12 and there is full enrollment and some 
students are retained, enrollment figures will go over 100%, as there will be students age 13 and above that are included 
in the numerator (those who have been retained) but not in the denominator. 
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2000s as a result of the new 1978 Constitution, following the end of General Franco’s 

regime. Education policy changed considerably as Spain liberalized in the wake of the end 

of the authoritarian and centralized Franco government. K-12 education was the first 

policy domain where decentralization occurred, as decision-making power in this area 

was transferred to the regions or, as they were named, Autonomous Communities (CEOE 

2012), launched by a first wave of decentralization of decision-making power. The 

structure of the education system and population participation at each stage, pre- and 

post-reforms is shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

A distinct feature of this process was the asymmetry of the timing of the implementation 

of decentralization for different regions, as six of the 17 regions decentralized during the 

period 1980-82 while the remaining 11 decentralized in the period 1997-99. Figure 2.3 

shows the timing of this decentralization process. The reforms undertaken led to a 

particular division of functions and responsibilities between the central and regional or 
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local authorities: the central government retained control over the structure and basic 

legal requirements of the education system (e.g., extension of compulsory education to 

age 16 in 1990), basic human resources (the payscale and pensioning system of tenured 

teachers) and of the regulation of the minimum graduation requirements and over the 

contents of a selected portion of the curriculum. Almost all other decisions from 

budgeting to human resources (including appointing and managing personnel), to school 

and other infrastructure management, planning of the education system, financial aid or 

the inspection of schools, were transferred to the regions.27  

 

In particular, financing of the education system initially was provided via a block grant 

from the central government on the basis of the effective cost of spending before the 

transfers. This figure was adjusted for inflation and transferred as a lump sum from the 

general taxation base of the central government, and grew at whatever rate tax revenues 

                                                             
27

 However, even after this initial decentralization of decision-making, parts of these decisions involving K-12 education 
system continued to be regulated centrally by the Ley Orgánica General de Educación of 1970. To take an example, the 
curriculum was fully centrally determined until the second wave of decentralization, started by the 1990 Ley de 
Ordenación General del Sistema Educativo. As a result, 45% or 55% percent of the content of the curricular time was 
determined by the regional governments (depending on whether the region had its own language). 
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grew. This system evolved and was revised to include adjustments on the basis of 

differential needs of the population, such as population changes, population density and 

special island status (see Lopez Laborda 2006). 

We use the timing of decentralization as a source of variation, under the assumption for 

the use of this variation is that the timing of decentralization is not related to the 

economic and social characteristics of the regions at hand or their education outcomes. 

We also exploit a sharp distinction between two groups of regions that reformed at a 

similar time in the early 1980s: regions that have historically supported greater self-rule 

with a broad popular consensus and others that pursued this more opportunistically in 

the particular context of the early 1980s in Spain.28 Catalunya, Basque Country, Galicia 

and Navarra form the group of constitutionally-sanctioned “historic regions”, which were 

among the seven early decentralizing regions in the 1980s. Additionally, three other 

regions of Andalucía, Canarias and Comunidad Valenciana, while not designated as 

historically distinct, also decentralized at the same time.29 

The dataset from Spain allows us to examine a slightly different – yet complementary—set 

of questions than the cross-country dataset. Unlike the cross-country dataset, the Spanish 

dataset does not allow us to look into which decisions mattered the most since the reform 

led to uniform levels of decentralization. We, thus, examine the effect of the aggregate 

decentralization reform. Outcomes include, for quality, graduation rates and passing rates 

in standardized university entrance exams and for quantity, enrollment rates in non-

mandatory parts of the education system such as preschool and vocational training 

                                                             
28

 For greater detail on this opportunistic motivations, please see 
http://elpais.com/diario/1996/08/24/opinion/840837607_850215.html 
29

 “Historic regions” is a technical term given in the “Disposicion Transitoria Segunda” of the 1978 Constitution on the 
basis of having voted in a referendum in favor of “autonomy statute” Project during the 1931-1936 republican regime. 
They were supposed to have larger autonomy powers in the 1978 regime under article 151 of the Constitution and to 
achieve them faster than the rest and they are at the heart of the asymmetric decentralization regime characteristic of the 
current Constitutional regime. The historic regions of this type are Catalunya, Pais Vasco and Galicia. In addition, 
Navarra has its own special historic status embedded in the Constitution, dating back to the 16th century. 
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enrollment.30 Summary statistics for the data from Spain are presented in Table 2.2. Data 

on graduation rates, enrollment numbers and numbers passing university entrance 

examinations was obtained from digitizing the historic series of yearly Spanish official 

education statistics, Estadística de la Enseñanza en España 1977-2002, edited by the 

National Statistics Institute. Data on decentralization status was coded from CEOE 

(2012) and decree dates were checked against the official state bulletin, Boletín Oficial del 

Estado. Additional historic socio-demographic statistics for each region were obtained 

from Carreras and Tafunell (2005). 

Table 2.2: Summary statistics in Spain 

 Pre-1980 Post-1980 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. N Mean Std. Dev. N 
% passing university entrance exams 0.73 0.1 54 0.87 0.07 450 
% graduating from secondary school 0.74 0.22 132 0.65 0.06 302 
% enrolled in pre-school programs 0.29 0.16 133 0.66 0.17 529 
% enrolled in primary education 1.04 0.08 133 0.98 0.19 342 
% in vocational education 0.16 0.07 76 0.27 0.08 549 
Decentralized 0 0 133 0.49 0.5 570 
GDP pc 5.57 1.27 119 7.15 1.83 306 
Share adults with HE 0.01 0.01 125 0.03 0.02 410 
Industrialization index 0.99 0.46 119 1.04 0.57 425 
Cells are region-years. For enrollment variables, we report share of the age cohort enrolled that 
corresponds to the part of the education system assuming yearly progression by grade. When students 
retake grades and are required to stay in school, this may result on them being enrolled in an education 
period despite not being in the corresponding age cohort, showing enrollments over 100 percent. This is 
in line with how OECD reports enrollment. 
 

2.4 Methodology 
To address the research question on the effect of different types of decentralization on 

different educational outcomes, the chapter draws on two different types of 

                                                             
30

 Decentralization of university decision-making, including the university entrance exams did not really happen until 
1985 in the first phase and then between 1997 and 2000 (CEOE 2011), making university entrance exams a credible 
measure of outcomes that regional governments cannot manipulate. In terms of the dynamic composition of the sample, 
whereas 24% of 18 year olds graduated from traditional academic high school at the very start of the period, 90% of 
those graduating from high school took university entrance examination and 72% of those passed those exams. By 
1995, 36% of 18 year olds graduated from high school and 92% of them sat university entrance examinations. Outside 
the time period within the scope of the current study are the expansions of the traditional academic high school track 
nationwide, which meant that every student had to be in an academic high school until age 16 (it was 14 before), which 
came into full effect nationwide for these ages in the early 2000s. We discuss the challenges to the identification of 
effects this may present below. 
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methodologies: panel analysis and synthetic control methods. This section discusses each 

of those strategies. 

2.4.1 Panel Analysis 

For both sets of data, our main specification uses cross-section or panel data with fixed 

effects at the country (OECD data) or regional level (Spanish), as well as year fixed 

effects. The addition of these two sets of fixed effects ensures that our results are not 

confounded by time-invariant characteristics of the basic units (country/regions) but has 

the downside of only using within-unit variation over time. A further downside is that 

causal interpretation would require that decisions to change the decentralization levels 

over time are exogenous. The specifications we use are as follows: 

(1) Yit = β Decentit + Xit + Geographyi + yeart + εit 

(2) Yit = β Decentit + γ Decentit �Polit + δ Polit Xit + Geographyi + yeart + εit 

In both specifications Y is the education or bureaucratic outcome, Decent is the measure 

of decentralization, Pol is a measure of political characteristics that potentially influence 

decentralization measures (categorical). Geography is the geography fixed effects (sum of 

unit-level time-invariant inputs and initial conditions). It represents countries in the case 

of the cross-country analyses and regions in the case of the Spanish system. Additionally, 

X aggregates time-variant inputs. The coefficient of interest is β, the effect of changes in 

the administrative reform on outcomes. Finally, γ is the additional effect of 

decentralization for units with certain specific political characteristics. 

The decentralization measures vary between cross-country panels and the Spain-based 

specification. In the case of the cross-country panels (specification 1), because of the 

availability of granular data, in the preferred specification, Decent is a continuous 

variable that includes the share of the 46 decisions relating to education policy that are 
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taken at a sub-national level at the time t for region i, or in the case of federal systems that 

are taken at a level below the state authorities. The geography fixed effects corresponds to 

countries. In the case of the Spanish analysis, Decent is a categorical variable that takes 

the value 1 starting in the year after the decentralization decree is published in the official 

state gazette, and 0 before. Specification 2, only available in the case of Spain, interacts a 

measure of the political incentives at the regional level in Spain, by using an indicator of 

the regions that are considered historic, which tend to be governed by regional parties 

with a long-term intention of self-rule and eventually independence. 

Standard errors are in every case clustered at the geographic unit level (country in the case 

of the cross country data and regions in the case of Spain) to account for the correlation 

among observations from the same country over the selected time period.31 Given the 

small nature of our sample and the fact that many of the relevant controls would be time 

invariant, we do not add other country-level controls in our main specification in addition 

to the geographic fixed effects.  

We, then, draw on the cross-country panel data to examine the relationship between 

different typologies of decision-making and access and quality outcomes. We look in our 

data at the predictive power of Pritchett and Pande’s characterization of the decisions that 

ought to be decentralized on a series of outcomes. We do so first by using panel regression 

analysis with the decision-making groupings or “domains” that the OECD determines. 

We also complement this with a factor analysis where we allow the variation in who 

makes each decision in our data to define groupings of decisions that go together. This 

                                                             
31

 We have a relatively small number of clusters where asymptotic properties may not have kicked and as a result 
conventional cluster standard errors may be an under-estimation in the case of Spain. We have 36 country clusters and 
17 regional clusters in Spain. The latter are close to the minimum threshold number of clusters where the size of 
standard errors for the 5% level is underestimated using conventional methods, according to. Cameron et al. (2008). 
Our results in Spain, however, .are also estimated using synthetic controls, which do not require as many donor units 
for inference, as has been shown by Hahn and Shi (2016). 
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both enables freer groupings of decisions and for establishing types of decisions that do 

not change substantially in our data.  

2.4.2 Synthetic Controls 

In the Spanish case, we further obtain individual treatment effects for each of the country 

regions by using synthetic controls. In small N studies, synthetic control methods allow us 

to compare our unit of interest (in this case, specific regions) with a combination of the 

other units in our sample that can serve as a counterfactual control. This allows us to 

capture the nuances that the respective socioeconomic context and politics can give to the 

effects of decentralization by looking at effects on individual units. This synthetic control 

is created on the basis of a weighted sum of the other units given a series of covariates 

deemed to be relevant for the outcome at hand. This type of study was developed in order 

to be able to study effects of treatments on individuals with aggregate data when the 

object of study is the effect on a specific unit and there is a small N of control units. In 

our context, we compare each region with a synthetic region that is created as a convex 

combination of other untreated regions (which we define as nonhistoric regions that 

receive decentralized powers at least five years later, since all regions eventually receive 

those powers), with the weights of the other regions in the combination being based on 

covariates during the pre-treatment period. It differs from regression analysis in that by 

design it prevents extrapolation by making sure that the weights of all control units used 

to develop the synthetic control are between 0 and 1 (Abadie et al. 2014). It also differs 

from a difference in difference approach in that it selects the counterfactual in a 

systematic way through using a linear combination of control units whose weights are 

developed in a non-arbitrary way, as opposed to a difference in difference study which 

may use one unit as a control or an equally weighted simple average of several units. 
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2.5 Results: Estimating the Effects of 

Decentralization Reform 

We divide the empirical exploration of the effect of decentralization on education 

outcomes into two main questions: 

Does decentralization reform have an effect on access and quality indicators across 

countries over time? 

The cross-country dataset shows that the share of decisions that are decentralized largely 

has a negative relation with quality indicators and a positive effect with access indicators. 

We can see this relation for quality indicators in Table 2.3, which shows that for 

standardized cross-country PISA scores, the share of decisions that are decentralized (i.e., 

percentage of decisions not at the central level) has a largely negative effect and is 

statistically significant in some cases, for instance with respect to reading scores. The 

effects are relatively small, but not negligible. The .225 coefficient decrease in reading 

scores (in the third column) means that decentralizing an additional 10 percent of 

decisions is associated with the equivalent of approximately one less additional year of 

schooling over the course of the 10 years students spend in the school system.32 Figure 1 

plots this relation and, with some generalization, we can make two observations: that 

scores evolved in parallel with centralization levels and that a smaller share of education 

decisions were taken centrally. So, as a smaller share of decisions was taken centrally, 

PISA scores got worse. In terms of access indicators, decentralizing by the same amount is, 

by contrast, associated with a one percentage point increase in tertiary enrollment 

                                                             
32

 This interpretation of the substantive effect of changes in the reform on test scores follows Hanushek (1997). It 
follows directly from the general finding in the literature that one year of schooling results in about .25 standard 
deviations in reading scores (or 25 points in PISA scores, as it is scaled so that the reading score is 500 and its standard 
deviation is 100) and the assumption that any effects are cumulative. 
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(column 7), or about a two percent increase over the average tertiary enrollment level in 

the sample.33 

Table 2.3: Decentralization level and access quality measures in a cross-country panel, with country 
and year fixed effects 
 Math 

Score 
 Reading 

Score 
 Science 

Score 
 Tertiary 

Enr 
 

 
 
 
 
Decisions not at 
central level (%) 

Coeff. 
(SE) 

 
-0.141 
(0.096) 

Adj R2 
[N] 

 
0.049 
[88] 

Coeff. 
(SE) 

 
-0.225** 
(0.072) 

Adj R2 
[N] 

 
0.128 
[87] 

Coeff. 
(SE) 

 
-0.141 
(0.151) 

Adj R2 
[N] 

 
0.018 
[61] 

Coeff. 
(SE) 

 
0.113* 
(0.047) 

Adj R2 
[N] 

 
0.365 
[58] 

Decisions not at 
central level 
(organization) 

-0.255 
(0.186) 

0.045 
[88] 

-0.383** 
(0.081) 

0.107 
[87] 

-0.174 
(0.249) 

-0.005 
[61] 

0.246** 
(0.082) 

0.368 
[58] 

Decisions not at 
central level 
(personnel) % 

-0.0445 
(0.057) 

-0.003 
[88] 

-0.130* 
(0.051) 

0.062 
[87] 

-0.146 
(0.150) 

0.032 
[61] 

0.0682+ 
(0.037) 

0.351 
[58] 

Decisions not at 
central level 
(planning) % 

-0.067 
(0.047) 

0.029 
[88] 

-0.0908+ 
(0.047) 

 

0.062 
[87] 

-0.0431 
(0.061) 

-0.019 
[61] 

0.0665 
(0.043) 

0.345 
[58] 

Decisions not at 
central level 
(resources) % 
 

-0.171+ 
(0.088) 

0.101 
[88] 

-0.260** 
(0.062) 

0.219 
[87] 

-0.128 
(0.105) 

0.028 
[61] 

0.142** 
(0.034) 

0.373 
[58] 

Each cell comes from a different regression that implements a version of equation 1, with left column variable as main 
independent variable and top row column as the main dependent variable. Scores are averaged at 500, with SD 100 in 2000 and 
enrollment percent is coded 0-100. Value in the cell is the coefficient on the variable in the left column. For example the first 
value in the top left indicates that in the regression of PISA scores  on share of decisions taken at the central level the coefficient 
is -.141. They all include country fixed effects and year fixed effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, 
** p<0.01. 
 

The dataset from Spain shows the same patterns of results, namely negative on quality 

indicators and positive on access indicators. In the case of Spain, the variation in the 

timing of decentralization across different regions allows us to parse out some of the 

confounding factors due to the clear time trends in decentralization using a parsimonious 

model. A consistent picture emerges in Table 2.4 in which decentralization exhibits a 

negative relation with quality measured by standardized results in university entrance 

exams (panel A), as well as in the completion levels of secondary school (panel B). 

                                                             
33 Separately, in Table A1 of the Appendix we add country covariates such as about the meritocratic nature of the 
public sector, the capacity of its staff (through compensation levels) as well as the levels of trust in the country. None of 
these changes the directions of the effect in the cross-sectional data: the effects of contemporary degree of 
decentralization on quality and access indicators are unaltered and, to the extent that they change at all are stronger. 
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Column 2 in each of the tables provides the preferred model, two years after 

decentralization and with regional economic controls. 34  The negative effect of 

decentralization on quality indicators holds both one year after decentralization and two 

years after decentralization, although the effects are stronger after two years (contrast 

columns 1 and 4). This negative relation between decentralizing and quality outcomes can 

be seen visually: Figure 2.4 illustrates this when comparing the evolution of the difference 

in passing rates between regions and their corresponding synthetic control, before and 

after decentralization. For most regions the gap between the decentralizing region and the 

synthetic control region that replicates it stays largely flat or reduces numerically (either it 

becomes less positive or it becomes more negative), meaning that the negative effect of 

decentralization on quality measures holds across regions. 

Table 2.4: Decentralization and school outcomes in in Spain 
Panel A: Percent passing university entrance exams 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Decentralized (after 2 years) -0.0052 -0.031*  
    
Decentralized (immediately afterwards)   -0.0093 
   (0.0072) 
GDP pc  -0.0016  
  (0.024)  
    
Industrialization index  0.023  
  (0.041)  
    
Share adults with HE  0.52  
  (0.66)  
Observations 504 504 504 
Adjusted R2 0.750 0.742 0.751 
Panel B: Percent graduating from secondary school 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Decentralized (after 2 years) -0.0039 -0.010  
 (0.015) (0.011)  
Decentralized (immediately afterwards)   -0.0050 
   (0.018) 
GDP pc  -0.023  
  (0.0077)  
    
Industrialization index  0.080**  
  (0.010)  

Share adults with HE  0.45  
  (0.97)  
Observations 434 434 434 
Adjusted R2 0.170 0.589 0.170 
 
  

                                                             
34 Only a small number of regional-level controls are available in the case of Spain prior to the 1980s. 
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Table 2.4: Decentralization and school outcomes in in Spain (CONTINUED) 
 
Panel C: Percent enrolling in preschool education 

(1) (2) (3) 

Decentralized (after 2 years) -0.0048 0.0053  
 (0.016) (0.020)  
Decentralized (immediately afterwards)   -0.0059 
   (0.016) 
GDP pc  -0.019  
  (0.018)  
Industrialization index  -0.050*  
  (0.022)  
Share adults with HE  1.02  
  (0.89)  
Observations 662 662 662 
Adjusted R2 0.948 0.941 0.948 

Specifications regress outcome measures on binary measures of decentralization (equation 1). All specifications include region and 
year fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered by region in parentheses. + p< 0.10, *p< 0.05, **p< 0.01 
 

 

Figure 2.4: Difference between share passing university entrance examinations between 

Spanish regions and their synthetic controls 

Y-axis represents the difference in the share passing university entrance examinations in each region, as 
compared to its synthetic control that tries to mimic that region in the pre-treatment period. X-axis is years 
from treatment. Vertical red bar denotes the treatment year. La Rioja, Baleares and Navarra are excluded 
from this analysis as they do not have a sufficiently long pre- or post-treatment period with data to build 
synthetic control methods. Red dots indicate historic regions. Regions are shown in the sequence in which 
they decentralize, from left to right and top to bottom. 
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As for access indicators, a consistent pattern emerges. The analysis in Table 2.4, panel C, 

shows that, decentralization is weakly associated with higher enrollment rates in 

vocational education programs and pre-school education (<6 years old). By contrast, the 

country had throughout the relevant period guaranteed access to education ages 6-14 

under the Law of General Education (1970), and so we would expect to see no effect of 

decentralization on enrollment in primary and secondary education. This is consistent 

with the positive associations of those measures with decentralization. Figure 2.5 

compares the evolution of the difference in pre-school enrollment of each region with 

their synthetic control rates (for brevity, we do not show the gaps in vocational 

enrollment). Decentralizing regions increased their share of students in pre-school 

enrollment, relative to their synthetic controls (i.e., the difference became less negative or 

it became more positive).  

 

Figure 2.5: Difference between share of population enrolled in preschool programs 

between Spanish regions and their synthetic controls 

Y-axis represents the difference in the preschool enrollment share in each region, compared to its synthetic 
control that tries to mimic that region in the pre-treatment period. X-axis is years from treatment. Vertical 
red bar denotes the treatment year. Red dots indicate historic regions. Regions are shown in the sequence in 
which they decentralize, from left to right and top to bottom. 
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The opposite sign of the effects of decentralization on quality and access indicators that 

we find in both the cross-country dataset and the dataset from Spain do not seem to be 

the result merely of the fact that the new students accessing the system as a result of 

decentralization have lower outcomes (our measure of quality). Instead, we argue, the 

direction of limited resources and administrative time towards expansion takes resources 

and administrative focus away from ensuring quality is either preserved or enhanced. This 

is apparent in the case of the data from Spain: the students who would not be there save 

for the expansion of pre-school enrollment in the education system do not get registered 

in our measures of quality, which are attainment at the end of primary and secondary 

education for 10 years (primary school graduation) or 14 years (secondary school 

graduation). Since our outcome data is censored after 10 years on average from the 

decentralization reform, depending on the region (due to the change in the data system in 

Spain), the post-reform effects on quality almost exclusively depend (on average, for 90% 

of primary school graduation and 100% for secondary school) on the effect on cohorts 

that were already in the education system by the time of the reforms and not the ones 

whose composition may have been affected by the expansion of pre-schooling. In the case 

of OECD data, composition of the cohorts tested are also unlikely to have an effect on 

outcomes, as PISA’s target population are all fifteen-year old students, so enrollment in 

tertiary education (typically post-16) is not affected.  In both cases, we find negative 

congestion effects on the quality of education for those who were already in the system.35 

It is not simply that there are a wider variety of students being examined and so the 

                                                             
35 For OECD data, the tertiary enrollment measurement does occur close to the testing of 15-year-olds as part of the 
PISA exam, which would theoretically raise concerns about the non-comparability of quality outcomes over time due to 
compositional changes of the later cohorts. However, the expansion of educational opportunities through vocational 
and higher education (tertiary education) should be unrelated to the performance of students age 15, since PISA is 
intended as a test of all students in educational institutions (regardless of their track) and by 2003 all countries included 
in PISA had mandatory education until age sixteen. Hence, the expansion of tertiary education should not affect 
composition by age fifteen, although they could conceivably have an effect on the motivation of students. Even then, 
short of decreasing the likelihood that they would participate in the PISA testing by not attending, expansion in a given 
year would not alter the educational history and performance of those in the age cohorts that are in the age range to 
enter tertiary education. PISA is a low stakes test which is the result of accumulated competencies and skills over many 
years of education and so changing incentives for high performance need not be reflected shortly after the change in this 
type of exam. 
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average test results go down mechanically: in the tests we use (PISA in the OECD sample 

and university access exam in Spain) the groups tested do not change. The education 

system as a whole, however, has to serve more students in a more complex organization 

and likely split more thinly a budget and a cadre of bureaucrats that does not grow 

accordingly.  

It is worth noting at least two reasons why the effects of decentralization may not be 

adequately captured by our panel models. Firstly, there may be a lot of stickiness in the 

decentralization status: if the decentralization decision does not carry active 

implementation, it may have limited impact: it requires, e.g. ensuring staff actually know 

of and understand their new responsibilities. These may not be captured by our 

decentralization variables  and lead us underestimating the effects of true decentralization. 

Secondly, as we noted, decentralization may be an epiphenomenon of rather than a cause 

of a successful system. This is often observed in the obverse: badly performing systems are 

taken over by the central government. In England and Wales, schools deemed 

underperforming can be taken over by a combination of the local authorities and the 

central government’s inspection service, effectively centralizing its control. In the United 

States, the federal government requires states to take control over struggling schools and 

Schueler et al. (2017) document the positive effects of such takeovers. These two reasons 

would bias our estimates on quality in opposite directions. By contrast, in the Spanish 

case decentralization was both as-random in its sequencing and vigorously implemented 

and so we would expect unbiased estimates.  

Are there heterogeneous effects by type of decision? 

The OECD dataset allows us to get a better handle on what decentralization means in 

different contexts, and in particular, in terms of what decisions should be decentralized. 

Pritchett and Pande specify three analytical criteria that should determine the level at 
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which different activities and functions ought to be decentralized in the education sector 

(Pritchett and Pande 2006). According to these authors, activities that are discretionary, 

transaction-intensive and locally observable should be decentralized to lower levels of 

government because providers are, then, better positioned to ensure adequate service 

delivery.  

We exploit the granularity of the decisions collected in the OECD dataset to examine this 

theory more closely. We do so by first using the OECD’s pre-defined categorization of 

education decisions in four “functional domains”, namely organization of instruction, 

personnel management, planning and structures, and resource Management (see 

Appendix B1 for what is included under each of those). The relation between these 

groupings of education decisions and outcomes is more mixed than the Pritchett and 

Pande theory would otherwise suggest. Rows 2 to 5 in Table 2.3 show that all subgroups 

of decisions, including organization, personnel, planning and resources have a positive 

relationship with access indicators and a negative one with quality indicators. 

Part of the reason for obtaining this comparable pattern of results (positive for access 

indicators and negative for quality indicators) for each of the four different domains may 

be due to the OECD grouping of decisions into stipulated domains by theme, which may 

not reflect Pritchett and Pande’s characterization closely. For instance, while the hiring 

and firing of personnel may necessitate a lot of local discretion, the definition of teacher 

roles may not. Yet both are classified under the Personnel Management domain. Instead, 

Pande and Pritchett are most explicit about characterizing each type of decisions that we 

may expect to have a positive effect on outcomes. We would, then, expect that those 

decisions that are “high” discretion, “high” transaction-intensive and have “local” 

observability should have consistently positive results on outcomes. However, the 

homogeneous effects of decentralization regardless of the domain (of different signs 

depending on the outcome), contrary to theoretical predictions, raises the question of 
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whether the domain groupings may not reflect theoretically important groupings or how 

variation actually occurs. To address this question, we group decisions in a different 

manner, rather than the one pre-imposed by the OECD. We do so by taking the 

correlated variation among the 46 decisions centralization status in our data through a 

factor analysis. Two principal factors emerge from this analysis, relating to personnel and 

resources. Factor 1 largely consists of personnel policies: the top 7 decisions with the 

strongest association with Factor 1, as measured by their loading into Factor 1, 

correspond broadly to non-monetary personnel decisions (e.g., hiring and firing of 

teachers and principals or the specification of teacher duties). Factor 2, while being 

broader includes the handling of resources related to personnel, such as the determination 

of teacher salaries or the allocation of resources to teachers and staff. Decisions about 

long-term planning, setting curricula, textbooks, setting of criteria for enrollment in 

schools, to name a few, do not seem to be grouped together in the variation in our panel 

of decision-making in the OECD. 

Drawing on the factor analysis, we again find the same comparable pattern of effects on 

education outcomes for these two main factors: positive effects of decentralization, on 

tertiary enrollment but negative effects on exam performance levels. This analysis suggests 

that a series of decisions relating to personnel management and personnel resources have 

an effect, and that the overall effects in Table 2.3 are likely driven by these types of 

decisions. Table 2.5 shows that Factors 1 and 2 capture most of the variation in the data, 

as the remaining factors capture each a quarter of the variation explained by all the 

variables, while the remaining Factor 3 and subsequent ones captures a far smaller 

proportion. Table 2.6 shows how Factor 1 is indeed associated with greater tertiary 

education enrollment but still lower performance outcomes, much like the pattern when 
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assessing the effect of decisions overall.36 In the Appendix, Table B3 lists the decisions 

surveyed and shows each decisions’ loadings into each of the factors. In contrast, the 

Spanish reform is homogenous and entails a fairly radical set of decentralization reforms 

across domains. As an example, only about a third of the curriculum is common today 

across the country. This does not allow us to have enough variation on the types of 

decisions that were decentralized to conduct a similar analysis and understand the effect 

that each of them may have on quality and access indicators. 

According to Pritchett and Pande’s theory, there should be differences in the effects of 

particular types of decisions depending on whether they ascribe to the criteria for effective 

decentralization. We found homogeneuous effects for all the decision domains defined by 

the OECD in Table 2.3, but we find some evidence for this argument when we instead 

examine the variation in the data to group decisions using factor analysis: we find that 

much of the variation is driven by personnel-related data. But while the variation is 

indeed clustered, under Pritchett and Pande’s theory the prediction would further be that 

given its content, this factor should have positive effects on quality. When we focus on 

factor 1, we in fact find in Table 2.6 the same pattern of effects as in all other grouping of 

the data: positive effect on access, but negative on quality.37 

Table 2.5: Factor analysis grouping policy sub-domains in cross country data and relative variance 
explained 

Factor Eigenvalue 
Difference in 
eigenvalues 

Proportion of 
variance explained 

by factor 
Cumulative 
proportion 

Factor 1 12.36  0.27 0.27 
Factor 2 10.61 1.75 0.23 0.50 
Factor 3 4.46 6.15 0.10 0.60 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
36

 Appendix Table B2 shows that the results are robust to specifications that include in the factors decisions at lower 
loading levels. Whether we take more or less expansive definitions of the decisions included in the factor seems not to 
change the magnitude of the effects. 
37

 The effects for the other domains (besides personnel and personnel-related functional domains) we show in Table 2.3, 
while being in the same direction as the overall pattern of relations, should be taken with caution due to having a 
smaller degree of variation in the OECD data in the period. 
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Table 2.6: Decentralization of policy decisions grouped in factors and outcomes in cross-country data 

 Math Math Reading Reading Science Science 
Tertiary 
enr. 

Tertiary 
enr. 

Index Factor 1 -6.467+ -5.875 -4.821 -4.367 -7.852* -7.350 5.348* 5.239* 
 (3.609) (4.329) (3.015) (3.843) (3.584) (4.390) (2.178) (2.147) 
Index Factor 2  -0.99  -0.76  -0.84  -0.190 
  (3.188)  (2.853)  (3.076)  (1.514) 
Number of Obs 31 31 31 31 31 31 28 28 
Adjusted R-sq 0.046 0.014 0.033 0.001 0.097 0.067 0.198 0.198 
Regressions of outcome indicator (column head) on factor indices, composed of simple average of decisions 
with loadings above 0.8 in the factor. The first model for each subject and cutoff includes only factor 1, 
while the second model for each subject and cutoff includes both models. Standard errors, clustered by 
country, in parentheses+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 

2.6 The Role of Political Incentives 

The pattern of results of the effects of decentralization on quality and access indicators is 

consistent across the various datasets and methodologies used in this chapter. On the one 

hand, decentralization is not associated with improvements in quality indicators and, in 

fact, it is sometimes associated with lower results in these same quality indicators. On the 

other hand, decentralization is associated with higher levels of enrollment in the less 

developed parts of the education system, such as tertiary education, vocational education 

and early childhood education. The key results of the effect of decentralization on 

educational outcomes are similar in the cross-country panel and the Spanish data. They 

are also consistent in the analysis of the disaggregated functional decisions in the cross-

country data.  

What, then, might explain this pattern of heterogeneous results for different outcomes, 

not predicted by extant theories? We consider a hypothesis focused on the politics and 

political incentives underlying the impetus to reform. According to our argument, from 

the point of view of the local politician, the incentives may not be there to invest the time 

and effort needed to improve quality and increasing enrollment may both be partially 

“free” (paid for by the federal government) and a clear local election winner due to the 

higher visibility of reform. This is moderated when those politicians are concerned about 

the national impact of their decisions, most obviously through internalizing the full costs 
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of an expensive policy such as expanding enrollment. One way in which they do that is 

through belonging to national parties, which may condition their decisions to national 

considerations. Absent a strong form of national party allegiance, politicians face the 

following choice: on one hand, expanding enrollment can be quick and lacks any need for 

substantial local knowledge and yet is widely favored by the public. On the other hand, 

improvements in quality require lags between policies and any results that would resonate 

with constituents, and there will be uncertainty as to whether any improvement can be 

achieved at all. It is probably also very difficult to move the remaining 10-20% who fail 

the tests into passing. Improving outcomes for this laggard group would, then, require a 

disproportionate cost in resources and focus for a small impact on public perception and 

ultimately, electoral visibility.  

Spain’s education decentralization experience provides a good context in which to test the 

hypothesis that differential incentives of political parties and leaders moderate effects. 

Most importantly, in Spain there is significant variation in the differences between the 

political incentives of historic regions and the nonhistoric ones and hence, on the degree 

in which they are aligned with central incentives. Driven by their own public opinion and 

history, politicians in so-called historic regions had greater incentives resulting from their 

willingness to engage in state-building (including at the expense of the broader national 

interest) so that they could agglomerate more power, resources and ultimately legitimacy 

for independence or autonomy movements.38 Most directly, these historic regions differed 

in that regional parties (often with nationalist views) rather than national ones, tended to 

govern in the newly created regional administrations. Table 2.7 shows a clear difference 

in the power held of non-national parties between historic and nonhistoric regions and a 

Wilcoxon sum-rank test shows that both groups are indeed different (the hypothesis of 

both groups being no different is rejected with a p-value of less than < 0.00001). 

                                                             
38 See footnote 29 for more details on how these regions came to be defined. 
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Overwhelmingly, in nonhistoric regions national parties ruled the regional governments 

and indeed nine out of twelve of those regions have since 1978 always been ruled by 

national parties. This meant that they likely had a party mechanism to discipline 

tendencies to deviate from national policies or to freeride on the national budget to 

pursue costly regional policies, such as increasing enrollment. 

Two further reasons likely exacerbate differences in the incentive structure of politicians 

in historic and nonhistoric regions in Spain. First, the change in administrative decision-

making happened in a context of faster political cycles. Prior to the start of the 

decentralization reforms, the government and education bureaucracy were part of a 

dictatorial government with very limited citizen accountability. They could act like 

paternalistic leaders with a long time horizon. This was not the case in Spain from 1978 

onwards, with the four-year regional election cycle. The urgency was even greater for the 

regional ruling parties in the historic regions. Education was the first real budget that the 

new regional governments handled (health and other policy domains were transferred 

afterwards), making it particularly prone to undertake visible and electoral friendly policy 

changes. The urgency of these regional, often nationalist ruling parties came from the will 

to vindicate a large decentralization agenda in other domains by showing desirable results 

in education, where they ruled. Second, in this process changes to administrative 

decentralization were not accompanied by changes in fiscal decentralization. For regions 

with more limited bind to the national interest, the fiscal centralization incentivized 

spending. Whereas the central government was in charge of all the taxation for the 

nation, for issuing public debt and generally controlling fiscal balance, regions at the time 

of decentralization were primarily interested in negotiating more substantial transfers to 

fund larger social programs. Incentives for historic regional governments were to expand 

their social programs substantially to garner larger budgets funded through transfers. 
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Table 2.7: Length of non-national party rule for each region in Spain post-
1978 

Region type Region 
Share of years of non-national 
party rule 

Historic Basque Country 90% 
 Catalunya 81% 

Galicia 0% 
Navarra 58% 

Nonhistoric Andalucía 0% 
 Aragón 15% 

Asturias 3% 
Baleares 0% 
Canarias 71% 
Cantabria 54% 
Castilla y León 0% 
Castilla-La Mancha 0% 
Comunidad Valenciana 0% 
Extremadura 0% 
La Rioja 0% 
Madrid 0% 
Murcia 0% 

Share of years of non-national party rule indicates the percentage of years since 
regional governments were established (“pre-autonomías” and then “autonomías”) in 
which non-national parties hold the presidency of the government. These include 
nationalist parties, regionalist parties and independent candidates. 

 

We find evidence consistent with this political incentives explanation. Following the 

discussion above, we hypothesize that regions that were committed to self-government 

and even aspired to become independent states would push for high visibility costly 

policies, when given more power because they would have a greater stake in 

demonstrating that they should be responsible for larger portions of the government. 

Indeed, in Table 2.8 (panel A), we find a negative association between being decentralized 

and a passing rate on standardized exams observed. When focusing on the heterogeneity 

between types of regions we find in panel B of Table 2.8 that this result is in fact mediated 

by being a historic region (Catalunya, Basque Country, Navarra and Galicia). Focusing 

on in the interaction term in columns 1-3, for historic regions, decentralizing has an effect 

of reducing passing rates by 6 percentage points as compared to themselves prior to 

decentralization. In contrast, the difference for non-historic regions is insignificant and 

very small (this is the coefficient on decentralization). At the same time, Table 2.8, panel 

B, finds a positive association between being a historic region and decentralizing for pre-
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school enrollment that is not present for non-historic regions. In both cases, being in a 

historic region emphasizes and largely drives the associations found between 

decentralization and the outcomes for all regions: positively for enrollment and negatively 

for quality outcomes.  

Table 2.8: Decentralization by type of region and student outcomes 
Panel A: Dependent variables is percent passing university entrance examinations 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Decentralized (two years after) 0.0062 0.000087 -0.0011 
 (0.0070) (0.014) (0.014) 
Historic -0.043* 0.016 -0.034 
 (0.017) (0.037) (0.064) 
Historic X Decentralized -0.050** -0.057** -0.056** 
 (0.015) (0.018) (0.018) 
GDP pc  0.0051 0.0037 
  (0.011) (0.012) 
Share adults with HE  1.02 0.97 
  (0.70) (0.70) 
Industrialization index   0.013 
   (0.025) 
Observations 504 334 334 
Adjusted R2 0.760 0.752 0.751 

 
Panel B: Dependent variables is percent enrolling in preschool education 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Decentralized (two years after) -0.020** -0.013 -0.011 
 (0.0076) (0.011) (0.011) 
Historic X Decentralized 0.053** 0.035* 0.030* 
 (0.011) (0.015) (0.015) 
Historic 0.13** -0.0095 -0.0034 
 (0.013) (0.015) (0.015) 
GDP pc  -0.034** -0.022* 
  (0.0084) (0.011) 
Share adults with HE  0.49 0.76 
  (0.54) (0.53) 
Industrialization index   -0.048** 
   (0.015) 
Observations 662 405 405 
Adjusted R2 0.950 0.940 0.941 

Specifications regress outcome measures on binary measures of decentralization and historic character of 
regions (equation 2). All models include regional and year fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered by region 
in parentheses. + p< 0.10, * p< 0.05, ** p< 0.01 
 

We further use synthetic controls to produce a systematically defined explicit 

counterfactual unit for each of the individual regions based on pre-decentralization 

characteristics, and to elicit whether certain historic regions are driving our results. The 

effects overall are similar. Table 2.9 shows the individual effects based on contrasting the 
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evolution of each unit post-treatment. Figure 2.6 shows how the regions, grouped by 

being historic or non-historic, fared in terms of their effect on pre-school enrollment and 

passing university entrance exams. A Wilcoxon sum-rank test is consistent with the 

hypothesis that the effect of decentralization is different between historic and non-historic 

regions. We reject the null of there being no difference in effects between historic and 

non-historic regions with a z-score of 2.54 (p value= 0.006). While, of the historic 

regions, Basque Country, Galicia and Catalunya all have similar effects, those of Navarra 

seem to be more muted. Ultimately, the evidence from the case of Spain supports the 

hypothesis of the importance of the differential incentives that decentralization can 

unleash for political rulers at the national and regional levels, thereby leading to different 

effects on access and quality indicators. 

Table 2.9: Individual decentralization effects by region in Spain (measured by synthetic 
control estimators), grouped by different type of regions 

Region type Region 

Enrollment percent of 4-6 
year olds in preschool in 
2001 

Average effect of 
decentralization on 
preschool enrollment 

Historic Basque Country 0.95 0.04 
 Catalunya 0.98 0.01 

Galicia 0.78 0.04 
Navarra 0.88 -0.12 

Nonhistoric Andalucía 0.68 -0.02 
 Aragón 0.76 -0.10 

Asturias 0.73 0.02 
Baleares 0.79 -0.13 
Canarias 0.72 0.05 
Cantabria 0.74 0.00 
Castilla y León 0.78 -0.01 
Castilla-La Mancha 0.75 -0.01 
Comunidad Valenciana 0.77 -0.09 
Extremadura 0.71 0.01 
La Rioja 0.80 -0.03 
Madrid 0.88 0.00 
Murcia 0.81 0.03 

Average effect of decentralization is measured as the mean of the differences between the region 
and its synthetic control counterfactual in every year post-decentralization. Counterfactuals are 
calculated on the basis of pre-1978 characteristics and draw only on non-historic regions (or for 
the non-historic refions only the ones that decentralize at least five years later).
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2.7 Conclusion 

Education, along with healthcare, is one of the domains that countries decentralize first. 

These sectors do not have a clear map for how they should be delivered at the local level. 

Unlike the administration of car registries or the handling of mail, for instance, they 

involve very substantial discretion in delivery. Thus it makes intuitive sense to bring 

decisions closer to the end users of those same services. Yet, the empirical literature shows 

mixed results on the effects of different instances of decentralization on education 

outcomes. By drawing on unique datasets and examining this reform in its complexity, 

meaning disaggregating decentralization into its different functional components and 

assessing their respective effects on different outcomes, we have shed some light on what 

happens in practice when one examines de facto measures of decentralization.  

We find that decentralizing has a largely negative effect on quality indicators, and a 

positive effect on access to non-core parts of the education system. In addition, we found 

limited support for existing theories about the particular decisions for which it would be 

beneficial to decentralize. These results are consistent throughout our specifications, and 

thus, complicate the emphasis the literature has put on the value of local knowledge 
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leveraged by decentralization in improving the quality of the education system. Instead, 

the evidence is more consistent with congestion effects whereby politicians and 

bureaucracies divide resources and attention between portions of an education system 

that expands into non-core activities.  

Furthermore, we suggest that decentralization results in system expansions that ultimately 

lead to this congestion because the differential incentives of regional and national 

politicians face. In the findings in Spain, we were able to examine the effect of an 

exogenously motivated reform. We exploit the variation in the strength of the 

differentiation of those incentives in Spanish regions, between politically assertive regions 

whose regional parties and politicians ruled in regional governments post-decentralization 

and the remaining ones, governed by politicians affiliated with national parties. We find 

that assertive regions have even stronger relations between decentralization and both 

access and quality outcomes and this is consistent with a view where regional 

assertiveness exacerbates tendencies by politicians in decentralized contexts to prioritize 

on short-term, costly outcomes.  

The combination of cross-country findings and the Spanish case study of the effect of 

decentralization are novel and important. The new rich evidence on educational policy, 

bureaucratic organization, and politics makes a significant contribution to the existing 

literature on decentralization and reform implementation, more broadly. In doing so, the 

analysis embraces the political and institutional complexity of this type of reform, which 

is multi-faceted and has significant lags in implementation. It advances theory by 

introducing the role of political incentives in the explanation of the effects of reform in a 

systematic way, while providing less empirical support for a theoretical approach that 

emphasizes differences between types of decisions. A more detailed analysis of the 

particular bureaucratic organization and political incentives in the cross-country level 

data in other samples of case studies, beyond the scope of this project, would elucidate 
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whether the mechanisms suggested for Spain are generalizable to other countries and 

potentially to other bureaucracies besides education. 

From a policy perspective, these findings also highlight the complexity inherent in this 

next generation of reforms that have to improve the quality of delivery in organizations 

and bureaucracies, like education, for which we oftentimes have no scripts or procedures. 

Unlike the past development challenges that started from a low base and implied reforms 

that were more logistical in nature (e.g., expanding access to primary education), these 

new frontier organizational challenges that involve improvements in quality are more 

difficult to achieve (Pritchett 2014). This chapter’s results highlight the extent of the 

challenge inherent in improving educational outcomes. It shows that decentralization can 

have opposed effects in different outcomes an, in particular, seems to have negative effects 

on achievement. It also shows that these effects are moderated by the strength of the 

political incentives that the regional actors are subject to. Generally, this will tend to 

result in positive effects for the most salient and short term outcomes, particularly if no 

similar fiscal decentralization of spending responsibilities accompanies the administrative 

decentralization. Policymakers should consider those political incentives and their likely 

effects when undertaking decentralizing reforms that may otherwise be conceptualized as 

beneficial. Decentralization is not a binary change but involves making calls about many 

decisions across functional domains, and thus likely requires a disaggregated and phased 

approach, with different capability building demands at each stage. What those specific 

policies and approaches are and how they should be tailored to each context are topics 

for future research. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Relation between Local Financing and Education Outcomes: 

Evidence from US School Districts 
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3.1 Introduction 

A distinctive characteristic of US education financing is that it is substantially local. 

Local provision of schooling is how education in the United States started, based 

around local schools funded by the community. In 1918, 83% of all revenues came 

from local revenues, compared to about 44% today (Snyder 1993). By contrast, the 

OECD average is around 22%.39 Despite changes in the sources of revenue, resulting 

from a larger involvement of the state and federal governments, local financing of K-

12 education is still a particularity of the US education system, compared to other 

developed countries. It is also a characteristic remarkable for its variation across 

geographies, ranging from 1 percent to 92 percent of revenues, with the 25th 

percentile being at 24 percent and the 75th percentile being at 55 percent.40 This 

variation is displayed in the map in Figure 3.1. Is this particularity of the United 

States education system advancing or hindering the quality of education in the 

country? On the one hand, local funding may perpetuate inequality of spending 

between districts with access to different tax bases.41 On the other hand, local revenue 

collection (other things, including levels of spending, being equal) may have favorable 

consequences on outcomes by helping to hold districts accountable to ensure an 

education return on their taxes. Local families may think that more of it is their 

                                                             
39 Using 2014, the most complete data available from stats.oecd.org (Education at a Glance) 
40 Using the raw NCES’ common core of data and excluding intergovernmental transfers, from state and the 
federal government. 
41 Remedying this tendency is what states and a series of lawsuits have tried to do through increasing state and 
federal funding, and a prominent line of research argues have been effective in improving education outcomes 
for the most disadvantaged students(Jackson et al. (2015)).This paper expands our understanding as to whether 
K-12 education ought to be fiscally decentralized. In a context where the United States has been moving to a 
greater role of the federal and state government in funding K-12 education, our results suggest there is still an 
important connection between local revenues and achieving high quality education that perhaps other countries 
should consider. Education is undoubtedly a special public service: historically it has been locally provided and has 
strong instruments for local control through local boards, often elected. It also has a comparatively large budget 
and provides strong opportunities for differentiation, unlike local activities such as policing, public works and 
others. However, since there is a wide range of variation in local revenue share, even within education, some of 
these results may be relevant for other policy domains with very different levels of local control of budget, on 
average, today. 
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money and, at the same time, may have more visibility and greater control over 

locally raised money through local democratic processes. 

 

Figure 3.1 Local share of revenue in 2007 by district  

Plots local share of revenue for each school district in the United States for which information is 
available using data from NCES. Warmer colors indicate greater local share, as per the legend. 
 

In this chapter, we look empirically at whether having a greater share of local revenue 

has an effect on educational outcomes and show that local revenues help ensure 

higher quality outcomes. We use several identification strategies to isolate the effect of 

local revenues that leverage, alternatively, changes in the share of revenue that is 

raised locally due to increases in house prices and permanent differences in the levels 

of local share of spending due to regional spillovers and state fiscal rules, as well as 

longstanding determinants of local revenues such as density levels. We find, 

consistently across the different models and for all subgroups, a positive effect on 

outcomes. 

We explore whether there is evidence of citizens exercising greater voice through 

expressing greater concern about the education system, participating more in school 
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board elections, being more informed about education or having substantially 

different views on education policies. We do not find evidence for this mechanism. 

But we do find that districts with a greater share of local revenue behave differently in 

that they have larger budgets and spend their money differently, with a greater 

proportion going to teacher salaries and less to administration. This is compatible 

with a view close to Tiebout’s hypothesis of competition between nearby jurisdictions 

on the basis of the quality public services, which would be increased by a large share 

of local revenue. In it, the jurisdictional mobility of citizens (even if it not exercised) 

can lead to an increase in the quality of public services, as jurisdictions compete to 

attract and retain citizens (Oates 1999, Hoxby 2000). We are unable to test directly 

the differential responsiveness of political agents this hypothesis would predict, but 

we find some evidence that in places with greater opportunities for jurisdictional 

choice, the effect of greater local share of revenues on outcomes is exacerbated, which 

suggests Tiebout competition and its effect on how officials react to similar views and 

preferences of citizens may be an important part of the explanation for these effects. 

3.2 Literature on the Connection between 

Local Revenue Collection and Public 

Service Performance 

Classic arguments in political economy such as Levi (1989) and North and Weingast 

(1989) connect the exercise of citizen accountability with the extraction of revenue 

through taxation. North and Weingast (1989) go as far as to argue that the 

foundation of limited government and of the accountability of government action to 

citizens can be traced to the need of the ruler to raise revenues: citizens will demand 

accountability if they provide government with tax payments. Taking this principle as 
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a starting point, there will be degrees on the extent of accountability exercised 

depending on whether a certain group (e.g. citizens in a school district) pays fully 

rather than partially for a public good. In drawing this distinction, Buchanan and 

Wagner (1977) describe the “fiscal illusion” that results when voters do not observe 

the true cost of providing collective goods, resulting from a lack of “fiscal 

equivalence” between those who pay and those who benefit from public goods and 

voters are more likely to care about government efficiency when consumers and 

producers of a service are the same group (Olson 1969). As Rodden (2016) 

summarizes this theoretical literature, “voters face strong incentives to monitor 

service provision when they understand their role in paying the bill, and may be 

willing to tolerate much higher levels of inefficiency and rent seeking if 

intergovernmental transfers foster the perception that other people’s money is being 

wasted”. Taking this further, the “flypaper effects” literature has conceptualized 

differences in the treatment of public budgets on the basis of how they are raised 

within the the broader framework of the psychological biases identified by behavioral 

economics (Wyckoff 1991, Hines and Thaler 1995, Mueller 2003). These arguments 

prima facie suggest that spending should generally be raised locally. Peterson (1995), 

however, argues that the appropriate level of government depends on the policy. 

Greater knowledge, capacity for oversight and incentives (through home values) 

constitute important reasons for local governments to be responsible for funding 

economic development policies (infrastructure, public works). However, the opposite 

economic incentives are in place for redistributive policies such as welfare where, 

under local control, residents will have little interest in paying for. There would be 

pressure not to implement them, so as not to attract potential “undesirable” 

recipients. Hence, economic development policies will be pursued at the local level, 

but redistributive ones will gravitate towards the national level, where the economic 

burden of those policies can be widely shared. This tension between efficiency of 
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delivery and inequality of outcomes is underemphasized in the classic view of fiscal 

equivalence. In the case of education, understanding the exact balance between the 

two becomes a particularly important empirical question, as it is a policy domain that 

has both an economic development component, as cities pursue better education to 

differentiate themselves but also, uniquely among policy domains, education is 

perceived to be an engine of individual opportunity and thus a consensus focus of 

redistributive policies. 

While the logic of the arguments is clear and suggestive evidence runs from Ancient 

Rome to 17th Century England, the literature is more limited in showing a well-

identified empirical relation between any form of inefficiency in spending and the 

absence of fiscal equivalence. Early studies in the United States followed the 

development of a more robust federal government with greater taxation powers and 

intergovernmental grants since the 1950s. With limited data, observational studies 

have shown higher spending levels in the provision of equivalent services with more 

intergovernmental grants. Silkman and Young (1982), for instance, show that 

intergovernmental grants are associated with lower efficiency levels in the provision of 

school bus transportation and public libraries. In the United States, studies that 

attempt a causal identification include Lewis (2002), which uses variation in the 

membership of the relevant Congress committees of local representatives as driving 

variation in the level of federal grants awarded, finding some crowd-out of local 

revenue. Litschig and Morrison (2013)’s important study in Brazil uses longstanding 

population-based discontinuities in formulas for the provision of federal grants as 

credible variation in the level of intergovernmental grants. In that case, we know that 

larger grants lead to higher spending levels (rather than crowd-out). Moreover, they 

are able to look at outcomes such as years of schooling and literacy and find a 

positive relation between federal grants and spending. This suggests that in those 
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countries, increased federal spending was somewhat productive, although as an 

important caveat, Brollo et al. (2013) find using the same strategy that it also led to 

greater levels of corruption as measured by public audits.  

The growing empirical literature, especially internationally, has exploited variation in 

the level of the provision of intergovernmental grants, i.e. of the degree of windfalls 

coming from higher levels of government, rather than increases in local taxation. This 

is an important question for policymakers in federal governments or multilateral 

organizations. But, it does not speak directly to the question of whether more local 

revenue collection is desirable. Additional locally sourced revenues could potentially 

be wasteful or captured if the mechanisms for scrutiny are not robust. Or if simply no 

productive use for these additional revenues can be found -e.g. in the case of US 

education where average levels of spending are the highest of the OECD. But these 

revenues could be transformed into useful spending if it is money that could be put to 

good use and that could otherwise be saved and returned to taxpayers. Studies of the 

effect of intergovernmental grants are not useful in drawing conclusions about local 

funding variation. 42  Nevertheless, some evidence is available from developing 

countries who did not vary rates but increased the capacity of municipalities to collect 

taxes and so resulted in higher collection levels. This is the case with Gadenne (2017), 

who finds in Brazil that improvements in local government systems, updated registers 

and skills (introduced in an as-random manner in different municipalities) results in 

increased school quality. Martınez (2016) similarly finds in Colombia that a program 

of updating municipal cadasters results in greater revenues and on better health, 

water and education service outputs. 

                                                             
42

 One reason why there has been limited evidence on the effect of variation in local revenue is that in the United 
States and elsewhere it is hard to get exogenous variation on levels of local revenue collection, which would most 
obviously come from property tax rate changes. As Cabral and Hoxby (2012) put it, in the United States “people 
report disliking the property tax more than any other tax even though they simultaneously report that property 
tax revenue is better spent than any other tax revenue”. 
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A different unresolved theoretical and empirical hypothesis concerns the distribution in 

outcomes under local control. Trounstine (forthcoming) describes local bureaucracies 

as suffering from inherent biases towards favoring advantaged populations that are 

manifest in her case studies of urban planning and zoning in United States 

municipalities. These biases may be greater for local bureaucracies rather than at 

other levels. In education, there is some evidence that this may be the case. Close 

school district bond elections, which result in near random shifts in the amount of 

local revenues for the education system in a locality are exploited by Ejdemyr (2017). 

He finds, using evidence from bond elections in Texas that additional local revenues 

(despite being only linked directly to capital spending) result in spending that is 

targeted to schools with more affluent students. This indirect evidence of capture 

would be particularly troublesome if it affects outcomes of students from different 

backgrounds and not just schools that have different average sociodemographic 

characteristics, although this was not studied. 

There are thus several gaps in the literature that we try to fill. First, there is an 

opportunity for understanding the effect of greater local revenue separate from 

variation in intergovernmental grants and focused in the United States. The margin 

we are able to look at in this study is different from the developing country evidence 

where the starting point are low levels of service quality, low taxes and often 

corruption. 

Second, measurements of what is achieved by additional money are crude in the 

examples above and often limited to amounts of spending per unit of service (such as, 

e.g. library books bought or years of schooling) without regard to quality. Looking at 

education in the United States allows us to focus on achievement. 
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Third, the use on individual level data allows us to look at heterogeneities in the 

effect of variations in local funding across different groups and to test whether 

inequalities in outcomes and not just in the targeting of spending may result from 

more local funding of services. 

Fourth, we know very little about the mechanisms that may connect higher local 

revenue and better outcomes. In this chapter, we are able to look at citizen behavior 

with respect to education governance, the role of local institutions of control and how 

they differ in high local revenue share contexts, such as their level and type of 

spending. 

3.3 Theory and Predictions 

We posit that having a greater share of the revenues raised locally leads to use more 

effective of that money, other things being equal. 

Local revenue share precludes a form of moral hazard resulting from spending other 

people’s money: when spending locally raised money, each citizen will be responsible 

for a greater portion of the total spending in education in the district and so their 

concern for the outcome (education quality) will be compounded by the fact that they 

pay a large portion of it out of their own pockets.43  

                                                             
43 In any given district, citizens will contribute a smaller portion of each dollar that funds education if it comes from 
state and federal sources rather than local sources. This can be illustrated with a simple example. Take Closter, a district 
in Bergen County, New Jersey with population 8,000. Assuming for simplicity that each household has the same 
proportion of total wealth as they have of total income (and that households are equally sized), for every $1000 raised 
from local sources, each resident will contribute 12.5 cents on average. For $1000 raised from state sources and directed 
to Closter schools, each Closter resident will be responsible for .01 cents. Since the state will fund this largely from 
income taxes (and sales taxes where this is available), this will have to be adjusted up somehow if Closter residents have 
above average incomes. However, as long as the state revenues dedicated to schools do not come exclusively from 
Closter residents, this group will contribute less than 100% of state revenues dedicated to schools in Closter, but 100% 
of locally raised revenues. Since wealth and income are directly related by assumption, every resident will individually 
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They care about the outcomes regardless of the extent to which they are paying for 

them but they care even more about them because they are paying for them out of 

their own pocket. These concerned citizens include at least both parents of school-age 

children and those citizens who own homes that could conceivably occupied by 

school age children and thus hold a large portion of their net worth that is dependent 

on the value of their home, as Fischel (2001) has argued. But it may conceivably 

include other groups such as local business owners and other homeowners that may 

receive downstream benefits from having higher income families in the district. The 

rationale is the same as for introducing health insurance copayments: that individuals 

“having skin in the game” by paying a portion of medical procedures themselves will 

be more selective in the use of procedures and more forceful in ensuring their 

effectiveness. Moral hazard arises because individuals may purchase goods or services 

when others partly or fully pay for them which they would not seek if they had to pay 

for them in full (Cutler and Zeckhauser 2000).44 If school revenue comes from federal 

or state sources, an analogous argument about the difference in moral hazard to the 

one on individual health decisions suggests that the less local revenue there is as a 

share of spending, the more that will be spent. If the level of spending is hard to 

change in the case of education decisions, the spending will instead be more careless 

and thus less efficient in achieving particular outcomes. 

                                                                                                                                             

 

contribute less to state revenues for schooling than to local revenues. The same reasoning applies to federal revenues 
instead of state revenues. 
44 This is what they do in the case of insurance that pools risks across individuals. In the health literature, experiments 
on coinsurance levels have resulted on estimates of a price elasticity of demand for medical treatment of about .2, which 
means that changes of 10% in price result in changes in 2% of consumption (Cutler and Zeckhauser 2000). 
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This is a point that echoes and extends the arguments of the “flypaper effect” 

literature that intergovernmental grants and locally raised taxes do not have the same 

effect. Under a rational choice model additional taxes and intergovernmental grants 

should be conceptualized in the same way and lead to the same level of spending and 

tax efforts on public services, i.e. the optimal one given the budget constraint. 

However, empirically, scholars have found that increases in intergovernmental grants 

tend to be spent fully or nearly fully (as opposed to partly being directed towards 

decreasing local tax efforts), while this is not the case for additional income. Hines 

and Thaler (1995) hypothesize that this is the result of behavioral biases and in 

particular, loss aversion and non-fungibility. Under the first of these, increased 

personal income (such as savings on local taxes that would be possible if extra money  

in the forms of grants comes) is valued less than the symmetric equivalent additional 

taxes needed for the same level of service in the absence of a grant. So people mind 

less not getting tax cuts but would never approve of additional taxes. The second, 

lack of fungibility between funds and in particular taxes and grants are 

conceptualized very differently even though from a rational choice point of view they 

should be equivalent. As they put it, “[v]oters would not approve a tax increase to 

pay for new expenditures but they are willing to accept the program in lieu of the 

highly implicit alternative of cutting taxes”. As a corollary of this hypothesis, we 

would not expect local taxation revenues to be treated in the same way as state or 

federal taxes by citizens when scrutinizing their usage and holding local governments 

responsible and accountable for them. To press the point, state and federal money 

might as well have fallen from the sky and how it is spent matters less.45  

                                                             
45

 Since this is primarily an empirical paper, for reference I discuss other potential theoretical mechanisms likely of 
secondary importance in the Appendix C.1, such as the role of tax visibility, its control and the relative stability of local 
and state funds. 
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The greater accountability of the school system to citizens in contexts with greater 

local share of revenue would indeed result in greater results, but for that it will 

require to change behaviors in some way. The framework of exit and voice 

Hirschman (1970) conceptualizes two different broad mechanisms that we describe 

next. 

3.3.1 Voice 

The most straightforward way in which to look at the possible effects of local share of 

revenue may affect individual citizens’ political behavior, attitudes and opinions. 

Since they are financing education out of their own pocket to a greater extent, they 

may exercise more overt pressure through the mechanisms of democratic 

accountability and hold superintendents and board members more accountable for 

results, pay more attention to education in the district, participate more in elections 

and hearings and at the school level, attend more PTA meetings and parent teacher 

conferences. 

3.3.2 Choice 

Instead of voice, citizens may exercise pressure through exiting, i.e. moving to a 

different jurisdiction with better education quality (Tiebout 1956, Oates 1999). At 

higher levels of local share of revenue dedicated to education, the opportunities for 

jurisdictions to differentiate themselves and thus to look more attractive than 

neighboring ones are greater. In the extreme, for a geographic area where districts are 

funded exclusively through state and federal sources and these sources have a lot of 

control over how this money is spent, families may care less about how this 

“windfall” money is spent and there would be little to no discretion in how the 

budget is spent and an equilibrium where it has exactly the same quality levels as a 

neighbor is possible. Paying a lot out of one’s pocket makes the mechanism of exit 

more likely to succeed, salient and ultimately ensures a tighter relation between local 
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revenues and outcomes. Paying more out of one’s pocket for education results in 

doubling down on the effects that quality may have on exit or threats of exit. How 

would this affect the behavior of agents and politicians? Surprisingly, there are no 

clear theoretical predictions about these behavioral differences under Tiebout 

competition. In Tiebout’s original formulation and subsequent work, these models 

rely on a more or less endless supply of jurisdictions that emerge and where 

individuals move as it suits them. As an alternative to this view, we may think that the 

possibility of moving, even if not exercised, may lead agents (such as politicians, 

school board members or administrators) to behave differently, ensuring an 

equilibrium of the education market without continuous jurisdictional shopping, 

inalterable policy bundles citizen- shoppers choose from or an endless supply of 

jurisdictions. Results of more realistic models that do try to explain how exactly 

jurisdictional competition turns into actions agents take, such as through changes of 

policies via a “collective choice version” of the Tiebout model are dependent on 

specific assumptions on voter knowledge and foresight or perfect capitalization (Oates 

2006, Kessler and Lülfesmann 2005).  The simplifying approach that some scholars 

have taken is to conjecture that the predictions of Tiebout’s model can be matched by 

political agents that reflect citizens preferences with a median-voter model of 

aggregation (Fischel 2001) in the presence of a limited jurisdictional clustering of 

citizens with the same preferences. This has not been demonstrated in  a formal way 

theoretically, let alone tested against the behavior of voters and managers. Thus, the 

exact mechanism whereby jurisdiction competition may turn into different agent 

decisions continues to be largely unexplored. 

3.3.3 Effects on Observable Behavior 

If a basic form of voice was an important mechanism, we would expect differential 

behavior observable of citizens in the preferences about education, participation on 
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school elections and concern and knowledge about education. We test these 

implications of a simple voice mechanism below. If, instead, the choice mechanism 

was the main channel, observable differences at the citizen level would be more 

elusive. We may not even observe greater levels of exercised choice measured by 

whether people move to other jurisdictions more often, as the impetus of this 

mechanism would be the veiled threat that one may move rather than moving itself. 

An observable differential behavior that would be compatible with increases of choice 

and voice is a higher responsiveness of the political and administrative agents to 

citizen needs and demands. In the case of choice, this increased responsiveness to 

preferences follows from a greater threat that people who disagree with how schools 

are run would move. This is activated by a greater local share of revenue, which 

makes any threat more credible (as citizens become more concerned for the same 

school quality levels).46  

But also in the case of voice, even if the content of the views of the citizen-principals, 

their attitudes and preferences about education are no different, higher local share of 

revenue may mean that there is a greater intensity of whatever preferences they hold 

and thus a need for agents to be more responsive, lest their principals show this 

greater concern through throwing them out of office. Additionally, using more of 

local citizens’ money to pay for things means there are more opportunities for 

districts to differentiate themselves in quality through greater budget control, so even 

if views do not change, citizens may perceive their agents to be more responsible for 

the education system and hold them more accountable. In both cases, we would 

expect the agents  in charge of running the local school system to act differently. This 

would show in the behavior of boards and of administrators or superintendents, 

                                                             
46 

It also will tend to make those threats more credible. Since levels of local share of revenue are correlated across 
districts in an area as we show below, the potential for differentiation between nearby jurisdictions will be higher.
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such as through greater effort, or focus on outcomes. If the concern for quality is 

greater, we may expect for agents to direct the budget to differing priorities. As an 

example, since teacher quality is generally agreed to be the most important single 

driver of quality (Hanushek and Rivkin 2010, Chetty et al. 2014), a greater share of 

the budget dedicated to paying teacher salaries can be expected. 

We may also speculate that this will be connected with spending levels. At one 

extreme, if all revenue in a district was from federal or state sources, the incentive will 

be to demand almost boundless amounts of money to be spent on schooling in the 

district regardless of its efficiency. This may lead to capture of rents from agents such 

as teachers, principals and school administrators or wasteful spending on inefficient 

projects or equipment. Against this view, places with greater local shares of revenue 

may spend more because they control a greater share of the spending and can ensure 

that any additional spending is efficient and so, this becomes an empirical question.47  

3.3.4 Inequality of Effects 

A greater share of local revenue may have diverse effects on different population 

groups. For each group, these effects will depend on awareness of quality and 

knowledge about the bureaucratic mechanisms members of the group have as well as 

the influence that self-interested members of the group are able to exercise on their 

public agents. In turn, this knowledge and capacity for influence may well differ 

depending on the political resources available to different groups, the degree to which 

they mobilize them and the possibility of targeting spending by group. As for political 

voice resources, local control of funding may result on the less affluent’s relatively 

                                                             
47 This is connected to the question of whether even when average spending levels in the United States are high by global 
standards of comparable countries, the marginal effects of spending of outcomes can indeed be positive. Indeed, Jackson 
et al. (2015) shows that at least in the case of additional spending following the equity and adequacy movements in the 
United States, it is. Somewhat in contrast with their findings, since their marginal spending comes from state sources, we 
hypothesize that one way of ensuring marginal spending has positive outcomes is through raising required revenues 
from local sources. 
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lower ability to exercise greater pressure to draw local revenue towards them. Unlike 

federal (e.g., Title I funding) and some state revenues, which are typically dedicated to 

benefitting disadvantaged students, districts have discretion on whom they direct local 

resources to. We would not expect poorer families to be able to organize and 

assert their interests to benefit as much as richer families from local revenue.48 Nor 

would we expect less affluent groups to be as able to exercise jurisdictional choice 

(due to resource and time limitations) and thus their threats would be less credible, 

resulting in local revenue that is more easily targeted towards all. 

From this discussion, we make the following predictions: 

1. Local revenue share should be positively related to average test outcomes. 

2. Local revenue share should be positively related with inequality in test 
outcomes across socioeconomic groups. 

3. If the voice mechanism drives the effect, local revenue share should be related 
to greater attention paid to education, participation in school board elections 
and knowledge about education issues, and homeowners and parents should 
show an even stronger relation. 

4. Local revenue share should have little relation with spending levels per 
student. 

5. Local revenue share should be related to spending in more productive parts of 
education spending, such as instruction and negatively to others such as 
administration. 

 

 

                                                             
48 There is no national data on sub-district spending, but in this spirit Ejdemyr (2017) uses evidence from Texas to 
show that districts can and do target spending and the schools wealthy families attend get a larger portions of 
capital increases in spending. The influence of differential local revenue on outcomes is left unexplored but we will 
be able to test the hypothesis that these differential spending patterns have an effect on outcomes in this paper. 
Additionally, as far as we know, no study has covered systematically the variation in state funding that is 
earmarked for particular purposes. To take the example of Massachusetts, 76% of the state K-12 budget is chapter 
70, i.e. the unrestricted foundation funds that districts receive from the state, while the rest are earmarked for 
specific programs or uses. See http://www.massbudget.org/ for more information on Massachusetts budgetary uses. 
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3.4 Data 

3.4.1 Outcomes 

For educational outcome data, we use mainly the 2007 cross-section of the bi-annual 

federal National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for Reading and Math 

for 8th grade. The restricted micro-data set contains some 150,000 test score 

observations for each of reading and math, which are designed to be representative of 

the public school population in each of the fifty states (Rogers and Stoeckel 2008). 

These relatively little used data are representative nationally and at the state level for 

public schools. It has been exploited for the study of state level distributions of 

achievement between districts within commuting zones, for instance by Lafortune et 

al. (2016), Jackson et al. (2018). The 2007 testing cycle for 8th grade is the last cross-

section with micro-data available before the turmoil in local finances occasioned by 

the financial crisis, which may have altered school finances. For instance, share of 

local revenues data would be altered by the endogenous participation in the federal 

emergency aid programs as part of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 

(ARRA). 

As an alternative and more recent set of outcomes, we look at those provided by the 

standardized data coming from yearly state exams in math and reading, aggregated 

by district and demographic group. These data have been compiled and standardized 

by the Stanford Education Data Archive (SEDA), on the basis of EDFacts data system 

at the U.S. Department of Education, which collects aggregated test score data from 

each state’s standardized testing program as required by federal law.  In short, the 

different state exams that are taken by all students in a state are anchored to a 

common scale provided by the state average and subgroup results determined by the 

NAEP’s sample (which is only taken by a sample of the school population in 4th, 8th 
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and 12th grade). Using the NAEP as a crosswalk, the results are then put in a 

common scale by grade-level-subject-year by the team. For more details on the 

methodology and access to the full datasets, see Reardon et al. (2017). 

3.4.2 Finance Data 

Finance data on district revenues and spending comes from the Common Core of 

Data district reporting, based on the School District Finance survey (F-33), which is 

compiled by state departments of education who dedicate significant efforts to 

standardize variable definitions prior to submission to the National Center for 

Education Statistics (NCES). The main variable used is local revenue sources over 

total revenues and we also use total levels of spending as well as measures of the 

spending for a limited number of categories, excluding intergovernmental transfers.49 

A substantial portion of this variation in local shares of revenue can be explained by 

the socio-demographic composition of the district (28%), since a portion of the state 

and federal funding are determined by those metrics. State fixed effects also explain 

an additional portion of the variation (an additional 19%). This variation is shown in 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Decomposition of variance of district local share of revenue 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

District demographics X X X X 
State FE  X  X 
Commuting Zone FE   X X 
 
Observations 12030 9122 11815 

 
11815 

 
F-statistic 977 427 399 

 
74 

 
R2 0.275 0.470 0.596 

 
0.613 

     

Models show variation explained in district-level linear regressions, unweighted. 

                                                             
49

For more detail on how this data is compiled, see https://nces.ed.gov/ccd/pdf/sdf101agen.pdf. Information from district 
finances are, unfortunately, not completely reliable and there seems to be a lot of variation in the quality of 
reporting that manifests itself through implausibly extreme values. We follow Jackson et al. (2018) in censoring 
values above the (unweighted, national) 99th percentile in spending per capita and below the 1st percentile. 
We also exclude all transfers from other levels of government from our coding of local sources. 
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3.4.3 House Price Data 

We use a panel of zip code level data on median house prices in the zipcode from the 

Zillow Home Value Index (ZHVI). These data are now standard in the literature (see 

for instance Guerrieri et al. (2013) and the discussion of its use therein) and constitute 

an improvement on the use of self-reported census valuation and of home sales data. 

To create a price index that is comparable over time and across regions, ZHVI uses 

estimated house price sales, derived from combining actual sales prices combined with 

detailed information about properties collected from public records. This include the 

micro-region of the house, size of the house, the number of bedrooms, and the 

number of bathrooms and allow to adjust price data for the changing composition 

over time of the housing stock sales, by ultimately using estimations over time of the 

price of the housing stock (rather than limiting the index to house sales). The ZHVI 

data is available at the monthly level for most zip codes within the U.S. starting in the 

late 1990s, although significant portions of the country do not have sufficiently thick 

housing markets to produce long term estimates. 

3.4.4 Political Participation in Local Education: the EdNext Survey 

To establish direct measures of engagement with school district decisions, we use 

individual data from the Education Next survey, a nationally representative survey on 

issues of education policy. The survey contains oversamples for teachers and parents 

and was done via computer each year 2007-2015.50 It contains an average of 100 

observations by commuting zone-year. The recurring questions we use are: 

1. School board election participation: Many school board elections are 

held at a time different from other elections; and very little information is easily 

available about the candidates in most school board elections. As a result, only a 

                                                             
50 For more details and a recent use of the same survey, see Schueler and West (2015) 
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small fraction of the American public tends to vote in these elections. Do you 

remember for sure whether you voted in the last school board election? 

2. Attention paid to education: How much attention do you pay to 

issues involving education? 

3. Grade given to local schools: Students are often given the grades A, B, 

C, D, and Fail to denote the quality of their work. Suppose the public schools 

themselves were graded in the same way. What grade would you give the public 

schools [in your community]? 

We exploit these questions, all repeated in multiple years to form samples of up to 

34,459 observations in the period on the involvement of respondents in school system 

politics.51 52 

3.5 Empirical Strategies  

The basic regression we estimate looks at the relation between local share of revenues and 

individual outcomes in the 2007 cross-section: 

(1) Yids = βLd + γSd + δXi + As + εids  

                                                             
51 Some questions are phrased slightly different in different waves of the survey and we show the most frequent ones 
here. 
 
52 Additionally, in the Appendix tables we explore differential answers to the following other questions on attitudes 
towards education reform measures: 

1. Teacher pay increase: Do you think that teacher salaries should increase, decrease, or stay about the same? 

2. Variable pay: Do you favor or oppose basing the salaries of teachers around the nation, in part, on their students 
academic progress on state tests? 

3. Charter schools support: As you may know, many states permit the formation of charter schools, which are publicly 
funded but are not managed by the local school board. These schools are expected to meet promised objectives, but are 
exempt from many state regulations. Do you support or oppose the formation of charter schools? 

4. Vouchers support: A proposal has been made that would give families with children in public schools a wider choice, by 
allowing them to enroll their children in private schools instead, with government helping to pay the tuition. Would you favor 
or oppose this proposal? 
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Here Y are outcomes of interest at the individual level and L is the local share of 

revenue in the district, S is a vector of school district characteristics (including 

spending per student) and X a vector of individual-level characteristics. We also add 

geographic area fixed effects A, usually at the state level and in some cases 

commuting zone fixed effects, when we want to explicitly consider within-commuting 

zone variations in local share of revenue.53  

When analyzing heterogeneous effects we will consider cleavages driven by differences 

in socioeconomic status (SES), by introducing an interaction term of a socioeconomic 

indicator with local share of revenue: 

(3) Yids = ζLd × SESi + βLd + ηSESi + γSd + δX i + As + εids   

When estimated using simple OLS, the relation between local revenue share and the 

quality of outcomes in equation 1 can be confounded in at least three ways. First, the 

relation may be driven by reverse causality, whereby residents are willing to pay more 

for high quality schools, resulting in greater local revenue and thus higher shares of 

local revenue. Second, families who decide to reside in high local revenue share places 

may be different from families elsewhere. For one thing, they may consider education 

to be important and this may manifest in them both being willing to spend more of 

their own money on education and also result in them having higher educational 

outcomes for other reasons correlated with their higher interest in education (greater 

insistence in education at home, engagement with teachers, spending in educational 

support, etc.). Third, local share of revenue may be substantially determined by 

greater targeted state and federal spending on districts and students who would be 

predicted to do less well (e.g. of low income or minorities). In that case, local share of 

                                                             
53 We also look within the limited timeline available from SEDA at changes over time, using the parallel equation based 
on changes on district level average changes: 

(2) ΔYd = βΔLd + γSd + δΔXd + εd  
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revenue may be related to higher outcomes because non-local funding is by design 

directed to districts and students that do less well. 

Our attempt is to get as close as possible to the hypothetical exercise of randomly 

assigning different shares of the school budget revenue raised from local sources to 

school districts. These districts would keep the same level of spending in education, 

and so they may need to redistribute funds away from other local spending (such as 

social services) or raise taxes. Then we would observe what this shift does to the 

education outcomes of the individuals that live in them, within the same education 

regulations and labor markets of their particular state.54  

We use several distinct empirical strategies to get around the possible confoundedness 

of these relations: exploiting changes in house prices in the period 2000-07s as a 

source of exogenous variation in local share of revenues, matching individuals and 

districts in states with different spending rules that influence the contribution that 

districts make, looking at spatial spillovers in local revenue levels, as well as 

exploiting systematic differences in the local contribution across places with different 

levels of density of the population.  

3.5.1 House Price Changes 2000-2007 

We first use changes in house prices in the boom period 2000-07 as source of 

variation in the share of revenues that comes from local sources.  In this period there 

was an increase in house prices in many parts of the country, with current prices 

increasing by a zipcode average of 7.6%, and in some cases by up to 25%. Figure 3.2 

shows the evolution of house prices during the 2000-2007 boom period. Figure 3.3 

shows the variation in house price changes in this period across different parts of the 

country, which we exploit. It shows the average change in prices, by commuting zone 

                                                             
54 We will both want to take into account the effects of voice and choice, so outcomes would ideally be 
equilibrium outcomes after any population moves occur. 
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(for ease of visualization, used instead of school districts). Additionally, we see that 

the changes in the intensity of house price changes are dominated by coastal 

commuting zones and particularly the Northeast, as well as “sunbelt” areas in 

California and Florida.55 While the reasoning for why these booms occurred and what 

drove differences between them remain unclear, Glaeser et al. (2015) provide an 

underlying framework, in which there is a demand shifter or a change in 

expectations that leads to abnormal changes in the valuation of houses manifested in 

transactions. That change comes as a result of a form of trend-chasing, after an initial 

upward trend is set for reasons that are normally hard to explain. Similarly, other 

explanations for the variation in housing price increases ultimately rely on differences 

in an unexplained deviation from rational expectations (Shiller 2007), in any case not 

fully predictable using area characteristics pre-boom. Even the ones that rely on some 

form of rational explanations, such as the local availability of subprime loans (Mayer 

and Pence 2008) do not fully explain why such subprime loan availability differs by 

area. None of these explanations can be easily related to differences in local K-12 

education system characteristics and thus make our strategy plausible. We take a 

simpler approach that exploits data for most of the country, where we consider 

differences in housing prices in this particular period to be good instruments for the 

levels of spending. This is motivated by the fact that booms in this period likely had 

little relation with education levels or indeed with differences in demand for an 

educated workforce due to shifts in fundamentals, such as a more productive 

                                                             
55

 An alternative case could be made that the “bust” period 2007-2011 is equally interesting. This variation has 
indeed been exploited in looking at changes in overall spending levels by Jackson et al. (2018). However, the effect 
on local revenue share of the recessionary period is mitigated by the stimulus package in 2010-11, which provided 
supplementary funds for districts. The limited availability of outcome data for a more recent and shorter period of 
time further raises questions about a specification that postulates an exactly contemporaneous change in local 
revenue share and outcomes. We, nevertheless, present some results using aggregate level district data below. 
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economic context which may demand a more skilled work force, paired with 

limitations in supply responses in the short run.56  

 

Figure 3.2: House price evolution nationwide, 1996-2017  

Plots average house price change nationwide 1996-2017 in current prices, indexed to 100=April 1996. 
 

                                                             
56 Although efforts have been made to identify nonparametrically such booms as structural breaks in the 
sequence of house prices (Davis and Ferreira 2017), these efforts require long and precise house price 
sequences that are only available for a small part of the country. 
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Figure 3.3 Average house price changes by commuting zone, 2000-2007. 

Plots average house price changes 2000-07 in the commuting zone, by averaging the zipcode-level 
means of house price changes in each commuting zone, divided in 20 quantiles (shades of color). 
Warmer colors indicate greater changes in house prices in the period. Grey indicates insufficient data 
to determine house price levels 

 

3.5.2 Matched Observations across States with Different State Funding 
Regimes 

In this specification, we match individuals with ones that look similar on observable 

characteristics and that are in districts with similar demographics, but that are in 

states with different funding regimes, or levels of state involvement in school funding. 

We operationalize the state funding regime by using two binary measures. First, simply 

the average local share of revenue for all the districts in the state. Second, the 

difference in the average revenues per student in the district for the quartile of 

districts serving the most and the quartile serving fewest students in poverty in the 

state (as measured by Ushomirsky and Williams 2015). Thirty-one states spend more 

in districts in the poorest quartile in the state than in the richest quartile, while the 

rest either spend about the same or less on poorer districts than on richer ones. We 
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compare the difference in performance between similar students in similar districts, in 

above and below median redistributive states by each of these measures. In order to 

compare individuals across different states we use propensity score matching on 

individual and district characteristics. This allows us to reduce the dimensionality of 

the covariates we use –important when in effect we have only 50 observations and 

many district and individual characteristics. 

3.5.3 Regional Covariation and Spillovers between nearby Districts 

Conditional on observables, location of a district in a particular state explains up to 

forty-seven percent of the degree to which communities use local revenues to pay for 

education (see column 2 in Table 3.1). This motivates the use of the state funding 

model as a source of variation in local share of revenue, in the strategy above. 

Separately, we know that there are even finer regional relations between the level of 

spending across nearby districts, motivated by “yardstick competition”, as described 

by Besley and Case (1995) and reflected in the additional explanatory power of 

including commuting zone fixed effects in column 4 of Table 3.1. Elected officials’ 

decisions about spending and taxes are partly motivated by nearby governments’ 

actions. In particular, increases in spending will be required in order to achieve 

sufficient political popularity in a context in which voters have limited information 

concerning government productivity and comparatively more information about 

spending levels in nearby districts. Reback (2017) finds evidence for such spillovers 

between nearby districts. He does so by looking at districts near state lines and 

exploiting the effect of state changes to funding in districts far from the line in a state 

on those neighboring the border, but in a different state. This strategy provides a 

lower bound for the magnitude of the spillovers of districts within commuting zones, 

which are typically also within the same state. Thus we expect nearby districts within 

the same commuting zone to have similar levels of local revenue. So even at a level 
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below from states, we should expect that there is a common component of the degree 

of local revenue that is unrelated  to the particular decisions made at the district level, 

i.e. the predicted share of spending given by the local average. 

In order to avoid some of the potential confounding due to other common underlying 

characteristics that may be present within commuting zones, we also use a source of 

variation for the level of commuting zone local average revenue share that is unlikely 

to be related with differences in quality of education. We know that areas with greater 

population density levels are also areas where there are greater levels of local revenue 

share, likely due to higher levels of commercial property.57 This leads itself to an 

empirical strategy that exploits soft limits between commuting zone boundaries with 

different density levels and a comparison of students living on either side of those 

boundaries, with the understanding that the only difference between those students 

would come from differences in average local share of revenues. These provide subtle 

variation in the choice markets districts belong to but are unrelated to any other 

“hard” geographic boundaries such as state lines or major geographic discontinuities. 

In that way, they rule out important biases that may come from regional or state 

“taste” preferences or schooling rules that may be correlated with higher local 

average shares of spending, yet are unlikely to be discontinuous in neighboring 

districts that happen to be in different commuting zones.58  

These strategies are complementary as they illuminate the effect of different 

determinants of variation in the level of local revenue share. 

                                                             
57

 See Ladd (1976) for an old but prominent study that shows that redistribution on the basis of differences in 
property values would actually hurt the poorest areas in terms of income. See Fischel (2001: p. 134) for a 
discussion and further references. 

58 This is the same strategy used in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 
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First, changes in house prices during boom years inform us about the effect of 

changes in local revenue levels over time, produced by a windfall of locally controlled 

money. The type of variation is closest to a change in property tax rate or a new local 

tax. To the extent that house prices do  not affect districts or individual characteristics 

that may be correlated with education performance (such as investments in out-of-

school amenities), or total spending levels, and that it does not coincide in time with 

unusual changes to school regulations (such as class size laws) it will come close to 

the ideal experiment of randomly assigning local shares of revenues to districts. 

Second, the comparison of similar students and school districts across states with 

different funding regimes is interesting in itself. The matching specification allows for 

the comparison of similar districts and students in high- and low-redistribution states 

and tackles the potential confoundedness of differences in the local share of revenue 

and individual predictors of low performance. This specification serves to look at a 

different experiment where local share of revenue varies by state and is driven by 

state fiscal rules rather than differential behavior of districts. This is useful in that in 

order to change local share of revenue, conditional on the level of spending, states 

will have to change their contribution. The state’s legally stipulated funding regime, 

which determines state contributions, will have to also change if the local 

contribution is to change. The focus on redistribution within the state also allows us 

to look at the effectiveness of  state redistributive strategies on outcomes and what 

their tradeoff with the positive effects we claim for using local revenue share is, and 

ultimately to ask the question: for a particular set of individual and district 

characteristics, in what type of states would we expect them to have better outcomes? 

Third, the fiscal spillovers strategy is more informative about the effect of a regional 

equilibrium in local revenue, rather than about unilateral levels or shifts to district 
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and state approaches to funding.59 In this case, higher levels of local revenue in a 

school district are the result of a “yardstick competition” between nearby districts. 

Due to these spillovers, regional average levels of local share of revenue (calculated as 

leave-out averages) have an effect on each of the districts in those regions. By looking 

at these regional equilibria as sources of variation for the individual district levels, we 

do not exploit variation within commuting zones across districts of the local share of 

revenue. This strategy would come close to the ideal experiment of random 

assignment to local share of revenue if it is both exogenous (not due e.g. to regional 

tastes for education), as well as not have a direct effect on quality of education system 

in the district. Regional exogeneity is implausible but this strategy does remove local 

idiosyncrasies resulting in sorting across districts within a commuting zone. These 

estimates would thus not capture a basic form of Tiebout sorting, as exercized 

through increasing the local share of revenue in a district compared to districts within 

the same commuting zone. However, it would capture the effect of a version of 

Tiebout sorting that may lead to greater demands for accountability jointly in several 

districts in a region. The strategy given by the use of density again exploits the effect 

of longstanding differences in local revenue. This strategy additionally deals with the 

endogeneity of these area-level average local revenues, by systematically exploiting 

discontinuities in the area density of adjacent districts.  

3.6 Results: Individual Test Scores 

3.6.1 OLS Results 

In the naive OLS models, we observe a positive relation between the share of revenue 

that is local in the district and individual results. For reading, we see in Table 3.2 that 

a 1 percentage point change in the local share of revenue is associated with a .7% 
                                                             
59 There are typically several of these regions by state, as there are over 700 census-defined commuting zones. 
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increase in reading test scores in the model with no controls (model 1) and a similar 

.7% for math, in Table 3.3. Model 2 includes individual controls and the relation 

remains highly significant but with a smaller coefficient of .4% (reading) and also .4% 

in math. Model 3 includes individual demographic controls and state fixed effects and 

results    in a coefficient on local share of revenue of about .5% (reading) and .6% (math). 

The preferred specification, model 4, includes in addition to demographic controls and 

state fixed effects, current spending per student, and the coefficient is a similar .5% for 

reading and .6% for math.  We see that the results are very close in magnitude and highly 

significant in the most naive models with no controls and if we exploit within-state 

variation or control for current spending levels. The results are very similar for reading 

and math, even though typically education policies have larger effects in math. Figure 

3.4 represents graphically the relation with test scores. 

 

Figure 3.4: Local share of revenue in the district and education outcomes in reading 
(left) and math (right) 

Plots Model 1 from Tables 3.2 (reading) and 3.3 (math), with no individual controls. Includes 126,906 
observations (reading) and 143,305 observations (math), divided into 20 equally sized bins. Uses 
NAEP individual reading and math scores from 2007.  

  

Additionally, we hypothesized that there would be greater inequality of outcomes in 

places with greater local share of revenue. Models 5-8 in Table 3.2 (reading) and 
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Table 3.3 (math), beyond the preferred average specification in model 4 include an 

interaction term of local share of revenue with two indicators of socioeconomic status 

and the results are in line with our hypothesis. In Model 5, we can see that while the 

relation between local share of revenue and outcomes is positive for both students 

who receive free and reduced lunches and for those who do not, that the difference 

between the two (the interaction term) is statistically significant, indicating that the 

positive effect of local revenue on those on free and reduced lunches is positive but a 

significant .3% smaller for both reading and math, than that on richer students. 

Model 6 shows the same pattern for those whose parents are college graduates and 

those who are not: their relation with local share of revenue is .3% greater for those 

with parents who are college graduates (both reading and math). In sum, for all 

groups the effect of local share of revenue are positive, although it is stronger for 

those of higher socioeconomic status. Lastly, to tease the level of variation our results 

are dependent on, we include commuting zone fixed effects and find that our results 

are again all of a similar magnitude. Figure 3.5 represents graphically the relation, 

with no additional demographic controls. 
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Table 3.2: OLS relation between local share of revenue and individual reading test scores 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
% Local share of 
revenue 0.00701*** 0.00370*** 0.00489*** 0.00505*** 0.00604*** 0.00350*** 0.00642*** 0.00411*** 
 (0.000143) (0.000131) (0.000186) (0.000190) (0.000219) (0.000246) (0.000241) (0.000267) 
Free or reduced lunch 
X % Local share of 
revenue      

-0.00256*** 
(0.000306  

-0.00250*** 
(0.000297)  

Parent graduated 
College X 
% Local share of 
revenue       

0.00285*** 
(0.000283)  

0.00255*** 
(0.000264) 

Free or reduced 
lunch  -0.313*** -0.294*** -0.290*** -0.184*** -0.290*** -0.182*** -0.284*** 
  (0.00595) (0.00624) (0.00628) (0.0139) (0.00628) (0.0134) (0.00610) 
Parent graduated 
Ccllege  0.222*** 0.205*** 0.205*** 0.203*** 0.0825*** 0.207*** 0.0997*** 
  (0.00524) (0.00547) (0.00547) (0.00548) (0.0133) (0.00528) (0.0125) 
Current expenditure    -0.00818*** -0.00872*** -0.00849*** -0.00967*** -0.00972*** 
per pupil (tsd.usd)    (0.00162) (0.00162) (0.00162) (0.00160) (0.00160) 
Individual controls  X X X X X X X 
State FE   X X X X X X 
Commuting Zone 
FE       X X 
Observations 126749 109980 100467 100467 100467 100467 108521 108521 
R2  0.019 0.271 0.283 0.283 0.283 0.284 0.296 0.297 
Dependent variable is standard deviations in individual reading test score (z-score). Linear regression models include, when indicated Disability, English learning 
status, Race and Gender. Robust Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. + p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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 Table 3.3: OLS relation between local share of revenue and individual math test scores
 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
% Local share 
of revenue 0.00690*** 0.00374*** 0.00635*** 0.00647*** 0.00747*** 0.00484*** 0.00733*** 0.00492*** 
 (0.000134) (0.000121) (0.000180) (0.000182) (0.000206) (0.000225) (0.000224) (0.000245) 
Free reduced 
lunch X% Local 
share of revenue     

-0.00270*** 

(0.000267) 
 -0.00257*** 

(0.000261) 
 

College parents 
X % Local share 
of revenue 

     0.00297*** 

(0.000251) 
 0.00274*** 

(0.000238) 

Free or reduced 
lunch 

 -0.362*** 

(0.00564) 
-0.327*** 

(0.00585) 
-0.324*** 

(0.00588) 
-0.213*** 

(0.0123) 

 

-0.324*** 

(0.00588) 
-0.216*** 

(0.0121 
-0.322*** 

(0.00574) 

Parent 
graduated 
College 

 0.260*** 

(0.00500) 
0.241*** 

(0.00513) 
0.241*** 

(0.00513 
0.239*** 

(0.00514) 
0.114*** 

(0.0119) 
0.241*** 

(0.00499) 
0.125*** 

(0.0114) 
Current 
expenditure 
per pupil 
(tsd.usd) 

   -0.00766*** 

(0.00155) 
-0.00825*** 

(0.00154) 
-0.00815*** 

(0.00155) 
-0.00706*** 

(0.00156) 
-0.00718*** 

(0.00156) 

Individual 
controls 

 X X X X X X X 

State FE   X X X X X X 
Commuting 
Zone FE 

      X X 

Observations 143305 123317 113410 113403 113403 113403 121631 121631 
R2 0.020 0.278 0.305 0.306 0.306 0.306 0.316 0.317 
Dependent variable is standard deviations in individual math test score (z-score). Linear regression models include, when indicated Disability, English learning status, Race and Gender. Local 
share of revenue is 1-100. Robust Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
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Figure 3.5: Local share of revenue in the district and education outcomes, by 
socioeconomic status  

Plots Model 1 from Tables 3.1 and 3.2, divided by socioeconomic status: free and reduced lunch (left 
panel), parental college status (right panel), with no individual controls. Top charts show relation with 
reading and bottom charts show relation with math. Includes 100,477 observations (left) and 100,467 
(right) for reading (top); 113,410 observations (left) and 113,403 (right) for math (bottom). In each 
chart, observations divided into 20 equally sized bins for each subgroup. Uses NAEP individual scores 
from 2007. 

 

3.6.2 Results Using House Price Changes 2000-07 

Next we exploit changes in house prices as a source of variation in the level of 

revenue share in the district. The first question is whether there is a first stage that 

relates house price variation with local revenue share. This will be the case unless 
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school districts systematically update tax rates to bring their revenues closer to ones 

prior to windfalls. Davis and Ferreira (2017) suggest that this does not happen and 

that these increases are comparable to “housing diseases” where district revenues 

increase after such booms, as rates are not fully adjusted downwards. 

In our data, Table 3.4 shows that there is indeed a first stage relating changes in house 

prices and share of local revenue in education, both for house price changes at the 

state and commuting zone level. This result indicates a combination of several factors. 

First, property tax rates that somewhat (but not fully) adjust in response to increased 

assessments. This is consistent with previous findings of an elasticity of local revenues 

to property prices of about 0.4 (Lutz 2008) and of a two year lag period in 

assessments, which would mute some of the impacts in a relatively short lagged 

period. Second, the persistence of the effect even after the addition of spending levels 

as controls also suggests that the increase in local revenues substitutes away for other 

sources of funding. This is what we may expect on the basis of most state funding 

formulas for districts. In the modal formula used by thirty-seven states, states decide 

how much districts ought to spend and also how much they can raise from their own 

local sources, mainly taxes on local property. The bulk of state aid is then calculated 

as the difference between the two (Chingos and Blagg 2017). Hence, changes to local 

property assessments automatically would result in a reduction of state aid, which is 

substituted away by new local revenue.23 This is the variation that we exploit whereby 

increases in assessed property prices at the margin result in a higher local share of 

revenue.60  

                                                             
60This assumes state formulas do not get adjusted during property booms to be more generous and that district 
demographics, which normally enter into the assessed spending needs of districts do not shift in the period. 
Barring any such adjustments, what state funding formulas typically require is a fixed “effort” from the districts in 
the form of property tax rates, that municipalities are required to make in order to receive state aid. So even 
though property tax receipts may go up along with assessments, districts cannot downwardly adjust property tax 
rates (Chingos and Blagg 2017). 
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Table 3.4: First stage relation between changes in house prices 2000-07 and local share of revenue by district 2007 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
% CZ change in house 
prices 2000-07 

0.513∗∗∗ 
(0.0164) 

0.593∗∗∗ 
(0.0179)   

% State change in house 
prices 2000-07   

0.0721∗∗∗  
(0.0173) 

0.272∗∗∗  
(0.0190) 

Free or reduced lunch 

 
-6.206∗∗∗  
(0.165)  

-7.228∗∗∗  
(0.158) 

White or Asian 
 

0.526∗∗  
(0.172)  

0.428∗∗  
(0.165) 

English learner 
 

-2.340∗∗∗ 

 (0.401)  
-4.230∗∗∗  
(0.364) 

Parent graduated College 
 

3.706∗∗∗  
(0.146)  

3.489∗∗∗  
(0.141) 

Observations 83979 68866 92590 75514 
F-statistic 978 897 17 932 
R2 0.013 0.061 0.000 0.059 
Models show result from district-level regressions, unweighted. Changes in house prices are 1-100. Robust standard 
errors in parentheses +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

 

Taking this relation between changes in house prices and local share of revenues to 

instrument local revenue levels in 2007, we find in Table 3.5 that there is indeed a 

positive relation between the (instrumented) local share  of revenue and outcomes. 

We estimate the relation primarily using the local change in house prices (models 1-

3), but also the (weaker) instrument of state average changes in house prices 

(model 4) between local share of revenue and test outcomes in 2007. The magnitude 

is such that a 1 percentage point in the local share of revenue (model 1) is associated 

with .3 percent of a standard deviation in reading (panel A). For math (panel B) the 

effects are somewhat larger, of about .7 percent. The model changes little if we add 

spending levels and individual controls, as well as state fixed effects in model 2.61 

Additionally, Appendix Table C1 shows that the same relation between local share of 

revenue and inequality across socioeconomic groups we observe in the OLS models is 

also robust to instrumentation with increases in house prices. 

  

                                                             
61 For completeness, we show the model with average state changes (which are weak predictors of local share of 
revenue) in models 3 and 4, with coefficients in the same range. 
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Table 3.5: Instrumented relation between test scores and local share of revenue, using house price changes 2000-
07 as instruments 
 CZ changes State changes 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Panel A: Reading estimates    
% Local share of revenue 0.00371** 

(0.00133) 
0.00302* 
(0.00151) 

0.0147*** 
(0.00192) 

0.0237*** 
(0.00346) 

Current per pupil expenditure  0.00209 
(0.00145) 

 0.00242 
(0.00179) 

   (0.00179)  
Observations 68857 68857 68857 75505 
R2 0.263 0.263 0.171 0.128 
Panel B: Math estimates     

% Local share of revenue 0.0721 0.00765* 0.0334*** 0.00316 
 (0.00539) (0.00357) (0.00197) (0.00232) 
Current per pupil expenditure  -0.00206  0.0259*** 
  (0.00000624)  (0.00000479) 
State FE  X   
Individual controls  X  X 
Observations 65416 65253 71625 71460 
R2 0.263 0.240 0.036 0.102 

Two stage least square models regressing z-scores in reading and local share of revenue, instrumented by changes in 
house prices. Models 1 and 2 use commuting zone changes in house prices as instruments for local share of revenues, 
while models 3 and 4 uses state changes in house prices. Individual controls as in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Robust 
standard errors in parentheses. +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. 
 

The effects overall are about the same magnitude as in the OLS estimates, although 

we may still be concerned that taste for education may both be correlated with high 

local share in the cross section and with large changes in house prices, biasing our 

estimates upwards. In order to assuage these concerns, we run a series of placebo 

specifications in which we exploit increases in prices in the boom period 2000-07 as 

instruments for the local share of revenue in 2000 and outcomes in that year’s NAEP. 

In Table 3.6 we test that the relation between outcomes and levels of local share of 

revenue is indeed importantly driven by house price changes in the 2000-07 period. 

We want to rule out that the type of places that experience the largest house price 

changes are just the ones that have high educational performers in any case, and in 

particular in 2000. We do this by replicating Table 3.5 using 2000 outcomes and 2000 

local share, using change in house prices 2000-07 is an instrument (F -statistic of 29). 

As we would expect if the relation we found was indeed driven by local share of 

revenue in 2007 rather than longstanding characteristics of those districts that are 
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predictive of high performance, there is a small and in most specifications negatively 

signed relation between changes in house prices in 2000-07 and math scores in 

2000.62  

Table 3.6 Placebo instrumental value specification between math scores and local share of revenue in 2000, 
using house price changes 2000-07 as instruments 

 CZ changes State changes 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

% Local share of 
revenue 2000 -0.0684*** -0.00618*** -0.0684*** 0.00184 
 (0.0145) (0.00159) (0.0145) (0.00112) 
Current per tsd. 
pupil expenditure  

0.0253*** 
(0.00333)  

0.0186*** 

(0.00214) 
 
Individual controls  X  X 
State FE  X   
Observations 38739 33456 38739 38411 

Two stage least square models regressing z-scores in math and local share of revenue, instrumented by changes in house 
prices. Models 1 and 2 use commuting zone changes in house prices as instruments for local share of revenues, while 
models 3 and 4 uses state changes in house prices. Individual controls as in Table 3.2. Robust standard errors in 
parentheses 
 

As a parallel specification to that of the boom years of housing, we can attempt to 

look at the symmetric relation in the subsequent house price bust 2007-11 by 

exploiting district averages in state exams in 2011, standardized (using data by 

Reardon et al. 2017). Table 3.7 shows a weakly but directionally similar relation 

between larger house price changes and average outcomes (model 1). Intriguingly, the 

relation with racial gaps is negative, suggesting that simple racial achievement gaps 

within districts may not move in the same direction as socioeconomic gradients within 

commuting zones.6364  

                                                             
62 Only NAEP 2000 microdata for math and not reading were available at the time of writing. 
63 This is reminiscent of the finding in chapter 1 of this dissertation that denser commuting zones have more inequality 
within commuting zones (abstracting from districts) but more equality within districts, likely due to greater cross-
district segregation. 
64

We also look at changes in the average outcomes for those districts in 2011-15 using the same dataset, but 
the variation is likely too small to find any effects and any variation will be hard to match in a 
contemporaneous model to changes in house prices (in the case of our main model, the longer period 2000-
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Table 3.7: Relation between average district level test outcomes in both math and reading (2011) and 
changes to commuting zone house prices 2007-11 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Outcome (all) Outcome (blacks) White-black gap 
White-Hispanic 

gap 
CZ house price 
change 2007-11 0.139*** 0.0910* -0.131** -0.0304 
 (0.0243) (0.0403) (0.0429) (0.0441) 
Observations 105375 25696 23414 26169 
R2 0.499 0.283 0.056 0.044 

Outcome variable is 2011 mean achievement in the district in state tests (or difference in means for gaps), in standard 
deviations. Linear regression models include, subject (ELA and math) and grade (3-8) fixed effects. Includes linear 
controls for district percentage black, percentage free and reduced lunch, student to teacher ratio, per pupil expenditure, 
and socioeconomic index. Robust standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

 

3.6.3 Results Matching Individuals and Districts across States with 
Different Funding Regimes 

The second empirical strategy involves looking at similar districts across states with 

different state involvement in funding schools, which impacts the levels of local share of 

revenue. We use propensity score matching to link districts across states to ones that 

are closest to them in individual and average district characteristics in other states 

(individual and share on free and reduced lunch, nonwhite, English learners and 

disabled). Since matching requires using binary treatments to compare each control 

observation with a matched treated one, we operationalize the treatment of being 

under a regime of high state involvement in funding in two different forms: being in a 

state above the median in the local share of revenue in the district (the median is 49 

percent of local revenues) and being redistributive towards poorer districts, based on 

                                                                                                                                             

 

07 mitigates this challenge). We find in Table C6 that changes in house prices are not significantly related to 
changes in outcomes over time. To give a sense of the amount of change in the main outcome variable in this 
period (2011-15), the standard deviation of the change in district mean outcomes is of about .29 (in z-
scores), compared to a standard deviation of .41 just in the 2011 cross section, i.e. there is a third more 
variation in a cross section than there is in the change over the 2011-15 period in average district outcomes. 
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the difference in spending between districts serving the most and fewest students in 

poverty (top and bottom quartiles in the state). The 31 states that spend more in 

districts with more students in poverty   are considered “treated” and the ones that 

either spend the same amount or less on the poorest districts are considered controls. 

We match individual observations on either individual characteristics, district 

characteristics or both and assign them to the treated or untreated group. We find 

that greater state intervention in spending is associated with worse outcomes, and is 

similar throughout the models. First, when comparing observations in low- and high- 

local revenue share states, we find in the top row of the reading (panel A) and math 

(panel B) estimates of Table 3.8 a strong relation between being in a high local share 

state and education outcomes, with a large estimated effect of 9 percent of a standard 

deviation (reading) and 7 percent (math) for observations matched pairwise using 

district characteristics. The estimates are of 6 percent (reading) and 4 percent (math) 

when the match is only on individual characteristics and about 11 percent (reading) 

and insignificant 2 percent (math) when the match is done only on district and 

individual characteristics. The extent to which state revenue sources actually 

redistributes does seem to matter in improving the results of disadvantaged students. 

Still, even states with a highly redistributive allocation of revenue seem to have a 

negative impact on comparable individuals: in the bottom half of each panel of Table 

3.8 we see that students in states with low redistribution in spending through the state 

towards poorest districts actually do better than those matched with them in high 

redistribution states. The effect is smaller for low redistribution states than it is for 

those with simply high local share of revenues and not significant in the case of 

matching with both individual and district variables. Matching on district variables 

only results in an effect of 3 percent of a standard deviation (reading) and an 

insignificant negative 2 percent in math, while matching on individual variables alone 
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results in an effect of (significant) 2 percent of a SD (reading) and 5 percent (math). 

The finding of no difference in the fully matched models under low redistribution 

state funding regimes is important and suggests that the effect we have found of 

positive effect of local share of revenue in previous models is not compensated or 

negated by state funding specifically targeted towards lower performing groups. If 

that were the case, we would expect that after matching on individual and district 

characteristics, high-redistribution states would have greater performance levels. The 

coefficients in the bottom half of both the math and reading panels in Table 3.8 

suggest that students actually do no worse (and directionally better) in less 

redistributive states than others who have similar characteristics as them in similar 

districts in more redistributive states. 

Table 3.8: Estimates of the effect of being in a state with different degrees of state involvement in 
education funding: average treatment effects. 

Treatment Matching variables Coefficient Standard error N 
Panel A: Reading estimates 
High local share District 0.090*** (0.011) 92,056 
High local share Individual 0.063*** (0.012) 102,044 
High local share Individual and 

district 
0.106*** (0.013) 76,679 

Low redistribution District 0.031** (0.014) 92,056 
Low redistribution Individual 0.022* (0.016) 102,044 
Low redistribution Individual and 

district 
0.011 (0.027) 76,679 

Panel B: Math estimates 
High local share District 0.071*** (0.013) 114,785 
High local share Individual 0.044*** (0.011) 102,044 
High local share Individual and 

district 
0.024 (0.016) 88,442 

Low redistribution District -0.019 (0.011) 107,547 
Low redistribution Individual 0.047** (0.015) 114,785 
Low redistribution Individual and 

district 
.041 (0.016) 88,442 

Displays, for each matching specification, the average treatment effect for the treatment of being in either a state with above 
median local revenue share (top panel), or in a state that redistributes (bottom panel). Redistributive states are ones where 
revenue per student is greater on districts in the highest quartile for child poverty than on those in lowest poverty quartile, 
following the methodology by Ushomirsky and Williams (2015). Individual and district average demographics are used as 
matching variables. Propensity score matching is used to match each observation with one nearest to it along the matching 
variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
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3.6.4 Results Based on Fiscal Spillovers and District Covariation within 
Commuting Zones 

Turning to the empirical strategy that uses area-level (instead of district-level) 

variation in local revenue share. 

In Table 3.9, we show the strength of the relation between districts’ local share of 

revenue and the average local share in both the state and the commuting zone. In both 

cases there is a positive and significant coefficient close to one that suggests that there 

is a close correspondence between average local revenue levels in the district and the 

average local share of revenue in the commuting zone to which the district belongs.65 

When we then use these commuting zone and state averages as instruments for local 

revenue share, we find in Table 3.10 that there is a positive relation between local 

share of revenue in the commuting zone and the state and individual test outcomes. 

Instrumented estimates of local revenue suggest that a one percent increase in local 

share is associated with between .1-.2 percent of a standard deviation increase in test 

outcomes, again close to the range of coefficients we have found in OLS estimates 

and using variation in house prices. 

Table 3.9: First stage estimates of relation between district local share of revenue and average local share of 
revenue in commuting zone and in state 
 (1) (2) 
 Local share of revenues Local share of revenues 
Average local share of revenue in 
CZ 

1.060*** 
(0.0170) 

 

Average local share of revenue in 
State 

 1.071*** 
(0.0295) 

Observations 108602 108602 
R2 0.652 0.551 
Includes indicators for Disability, English learning status and Gender. Standard errors, clustered by 
commuting zone in parentheses +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

 
  

                                                             
65 This is despite averages being leave-out averages, where individual school districts are not included when determining 
the relevant average of local share of revenue for commuting zones or states. 
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Table 3.10: Instrumented relation between test scores and local share of revenue, using as instruments 
averages of local share of revenue at the commuting zone and state levels 
 (1) (2) 
 CZ average local share as in- 

strument 
State average local share as 

instrument 
Panel A: Reading estimates 
% local share of revenues 0.00179* 

(0.000908) 
0.00122 

(0.000984) 
Observations 108599 108599 
R2 0.272 0.271 
Panel B: Math estimates 
% local share of revenues 0.00433* 

(0.00176) 
0.00377 
(0.00248) 

Observations 119463 118176 
R2 0.277 0.276 
2SLS models include state FE, Free and Reduced lunch, Parents being college graduates, Disability, English 
learning status, Gender. Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 
0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 

 
The thrust of this strategy is to use variation in local revenue shares that, through no 

choice of the citizens in the district, have an effect on outcomes. However, the concern 

remains that there may be economy-wide (commuting zone or state-wide) 

confounders, e.g. shared differential tastes for education or preferences for education. 

In order to assuage these concerns, we will next document and then exploit one of the 

drivers of local education revenue share, commuting zone density. As explained in the 

data section, we contrast individuals who live in school districts close to commuting 

zone boundaries that differ only on whether they happen to be in the adjacent dense  

or less dense commuting zone. If population density explains regional differences in 

local revenue share due to fiscal spillovers, it becomes harder to point to confounders 

that may differ between individuals that live very close by (in the optimal bandwidth, 

in less than 6 km) but are on either side of boundaries between commuting zones 

with different density levels. 

We first find that local revenue share is in fact different across boundaries between 

commuting zones with different population density levels. Figure 3.4 identifies a jump 

at the boundary, from being in a more dense commuting zone to being in a less dense 

one. Its magnitude is estimated to be a (negative and signifcant) 7.02 percentage 
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points in the district’s local revenue share.66 On the basis of this first stage difference 

in revenue share at the boundary, we predict local share by distance to the commuting 

zone boundary and relate it to student outcomes.  

 

Figure 3.6: Share of local revenue predicted at the boundary between commuting zones of 

diferent density levels 

Projects the predicted share of local revenue, obtained from a linear regression of local share on distance to 
the boundary of neighboring lower density commuting zone and an indicator for being in a below median 
density commuting zone. Observations are grouped in 40 bins on either side of the boundary, within the 
MSE-optimal bandwidth for the specification. 

 

In Table 3.11, we see that predicted local share has a positive effect on outcomes on 

average (model 1), albeit this is statistically insignificant. We see in models 2 and 3 

that this hides significant heterogeneity: as expected, the effect of predicted local 

share is very different by socioeconomic status. In fact, we see in model 2 that it is 

positive and fairly large for those with parents that graduated from college, where 

                                                             
66 The model for estimation fits linear regression on both sides of the boundaries between commuting zones with 
different density levels, within an MSE-optimal bandwidth. Effect estimate is the difference in predicted local share 
of revenue between lower density commuting zone a higher density commuting zone, estimated by approaching the 
density discontinuity from either side of the boundary between commuting zones with different density levels. 
Regression includes indicators for individual Disability, English learning status, Gender. 
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there is a positive effect of an increase in local predicted share of about .5 percent of 

a standard deviation (math) and .7 percent (reading) per one percent difference in 

predicted local share. The effect is not significant for those whose parents did not 

attend college in either test. Similarly, in model 3, we see that those who are on free 

and reduced lunches experience a negative effect from greater local share of spending 

of .42 percent of a standard deviation (reading) and an insignificant positive .02 

(math) per one percent difference in local share, while those not on free or reduced 

lunches experience a .7 percentage point increase in local share for both tests. The 

magnitude of these coefficients suggests that shifts in local revenue share close to the 

boundary between commuting zones is associated with even greater inequality in 

outcomes across groups than those we found in the unrestricted cross-section. 

Table 3.11: Test scores and local share of revenue predicted by geographic regression discontinuity 
model (with density discontinuity as a predictor) 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Panel A: Reading estimates 
Predicted local share 0.00143 -0.00168 0.00741*** 
 (0.00108) (0.10003) (0.00104) 
Predicted local share X  0.00669***  
college parents  (0.00149)  
Parent graduated college 0.237*** -0.0481 0.236*** 
 (0.00955) (0.0593) (0.00948) 
Predicted local share X   -0.0116*** 
Free reduced lunch   (0.00163) 
Free or reduced lunch -0.339*** -0.339*** 0.153* 
 (0.0107) (0.0107) (0.0710) 
Observations 99685 99685 99685 
R2 0.277 0.277 0.278 
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Table 3.11: Local share of revenue predicted by geographic regression discontinuity model (with density 
discontinuity as a predictor) and reading test scores (CONTINUED) 

Panel B: Math estimates 
Predicted local share 0.00360 0.000764 0.00717*** 
 (0.00228) (0.00215) (0.00251) 
Predicted local share X  0.00635***  
college parents  (0.00175)  
Parent graduated 
College 0.276*** 

(0.0119) 
0.00539 
(0.0729) 

0.275*** 

(0.0119 
Predicted local share X 
Free or reduced lunch 

  -0.00695*** 

(0.00208) 
     
Free or reduced lunch -0.364*** 

(0.0134) 
-0.363*** 

(0.0134) 
-0.0686 
(0.0891) 

Observations 102429 102429 102429 
R2 0.286 0.286 0.286 

Models use local share of revenue as predicted by geographic regression discontinuity specifications, which fit separate 

lineal polynomial on either side of commuting zone boundaries, where there is a di↵erence in density level. Includes 

indicators for Disability, English learning status and Gender. Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in 

parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. 

 
 

3.7 Mechanisms: Political Participation and 
Attitudes, Spending Levels and Spending by 
Categories 
3.7.1 Political Participation Mechanisms 

We explore the hypothesis that a key mechanism for the effects we have found is 

through differential political behaviors of residents of districts with greater local share 

of revenue. In Table 3.12, we exploit the EdNext survey to assess whether there is 

evidence for this. Looking at the first line of the table, we find that in fact local share 

of revenue in the district is not related with greater school board participation, paying 

more attention to education or giving a different assessment of the quality  of schools. 

The relation between local share of revenue and any of the measures of involvement, 

attitudes, or awareness of the local education system is small, insignificant and, if 

present, seems to be in the opposite direction to what we would expect if voice was an 
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important mechanism. In Table 3.13, we also see that these results are the same for 

parents and homeowners, for whom there are also no differential participation or 

attitudes, even though we may expect them to have a bigger stake in holding the 

school system accountable through voice.67  

Table 3.12: Relation between citizen participation in education governance and local share of revenue 

 (1) (2) (3) 
 School board Attention paid Grade given 
 election participation to education to local school 
% Local share of revenue -0.000682 -0.00219 -0.000740 
 (0.000439) (0.00122) (0.00101) 
Grade given to local school 
(zscore)  

0.0908*** 
(0.0170)  

Math zscore 
  

0.348∗∗∗ 

(0.0419) 
Observations 11454 12972 22690 
R2 0.268 0.050 0.097 

Linear regression models include year fixed effects, college, age, income and gender. Participation and attention 
paid to education are on 1-5 scale of intensity. A-F grade given to school is normalized into a z-score. The math 
zscore control reflects the average performance in math of the district in state standardized tests, calibrated to a 
national scale. Robust Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05,** p < 
0.01, ***p < 0.001 

 

 

  

                                                             
67 Similarly, in the Appendix Table C3 there is no significant relation between local share of revenue and attitudes 
towards different reforms of the education system, such as teacher pay increase, the introduction of variable pay, 
support for charters or vouchers. Again, there is no difference for parents and homeowners, as shown in Table C4. 
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Table 3.13: Attitudes towards education in districts with greater share of revenue, separately for 
homeowners and parents 

 (1) (2) (3) 
 School board election 

participation 
Attention paid to 

education 
Grade given to local 

school (zscore) 
% Local share of revenue -0.000934 -0.00255 -0.00400 
 (0.00136) (0.00252) (0.00220) 
Homeowner X 
% Local share of 
revenue 

-0.000295 
(0.00152) 

0.000327 
(0.00238) 

0.00374 
(0.00202) 

Parent X 0.000774 0.00130 -0.00126 
% Local share of 
revenue 

(0.00142) (0.00224) (0.00231) 

Homeowner 0.0935 -0.0949 -0.171 
 (0.0728) (0.129) (0.0981) 
Parent -0.0126 0.396  0.260  
 (0.0660) (0.114) (0.102) 
Math zscore   0.427*** 

(0.0651) 
Observations

 
4755

 
7968

 
9133 

R2
 

0.111
 

0.086
 

0.071 

Linear regression models include year fixed effects, college, age, income and gender. Participation and attention paid 
to education are on 1-5 scale of intensity.  A-F grade given to  school is normalized into a z-score. Robust Standard 
errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 

 

3.7.2 Spending Levels 

Table 3.14 shows that there is an inverse relation between local share of revenues and 

current spending levels. Each percentage point of local share of revenue is related with 

an additional $31-49 of current spending per student, with the value being $41 in the 

fully specified model 3, which includes district controls and state fixed effects.68 These 

results differ from the prediction of null effects. Part of the explanation for this 

finding may be that there is a mechanical relation between local share of revenue and 

greater levels of revenue and spending levels: it may be that a large part of the 

variation in spending levels is just driven by greater local revenues and so greater local 

                                                             68 
Similar estimates to the OLS ones come from using the house price change as an instrument, as shown in 

Appendix Table C5. Similar, but smaller estimates come from the individual level regressions using the NAEP 
individual- level sample (Appendix Table C7) and weighing results by the size of the districts in the original 
regressions also results in smaller estimates. 
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share of revenue and spending levels are almost mechanically related (and that would 

justify controlling for current spending levels in our main results, like we did). More 

interestingly, while one may have thought that a relation would emerge where 

inefficient or captured spending would be trimmed or at least kept the same but not 

expanded in places with greater local revenue share, this may not  be the case if, 

instead, greater local revenue can be spent more efficiently than the marginal federal 

or state dollar. A full understanding of the efficiency of the marginal dollar in districts 

at different levels of local revenue contribution may serve to explain these results. 

Table 3.14: Relation between current spending levels and local share of revenue 
 (1) (2) (3) 
% Local share of revenue 48.53*** 31.47*** 41.04*** 
 (2.788) (3.134) (3.339) 
Percent Minority   2758.3*** 
   (285.1) 
Free, reduced lunch pct   829.7 
   (538.5) 
Pct Indiv. ed. program   25359.1*** 
   (2446.4) 
Pct Limited english 
proficiency   -329.4 
   (520.5) 
Pupil teacher ratio   -208.2* 
   (82.18) 
State FE  X X 
Observations 17199 17199 13340 
R2 0.029 0.187 0.530 
Models regress education spending per capita in the district ($) on local share of revenue in 
2007 (1-100). Robust standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, in parentheses.+ p < 
0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 

3.7.3 Spending by Category 

In the absence of this understanding of the effects of marginal spending, it is 

informative to look at exactly what the different districts are spending on when they 

have greater local share of revenue. We hypothesized that spending in areas with 

greater local shares of revenues would be targeted differently into items that are more 

closely connected with educational outcomes or that would enhance the quality of the 
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school system and for that reason spending that enhances property prices. In Table 

3.15 we relate local revenue share with differences in the spending share of the total 

in different categorical items, as defined by the Department of Education. Model 1 

shows that there does not appear to be a difference in spending classified as related 

to instruction, which includes teacher salaries and benefits, textbooks, classroom 

supplies and extracurricular activities. However, when looking more specifically at 

different subcategories, there does appear to be a greater share of the total spending 

dedicated to teacher salaries (excluding benefits), of about .06 percent for every 

percentage point of increased local share of revenue in model 2. There is also small 

negative effect on spending in district- and school-level administration (of roughly 

negative .02 percentage points for each point of local revenue share in models 3 and 

4) and this is statistically significant. This suggests that districts with greater local 

shares of revenues do appear to have slightly different spending behaviors more 

targeted towards spending that is more directly related to the performance of 

students. 

Table 3.15: Relation of share of current spending by category and local share of revenue
 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Instruction Teacher salaries General 

administration 
School 

administration 
Panel A: OLS estimates 

% Local share of revenue 0.00311 0.0649*** -0.0173*** -0.0207*** 
 (0.00480) (0.00457) (0.00231) (0.00407) 
Observations 12011 12011 12011 12011 
R2 0.217 0.375 0.191 0.113 

Panel B: 2SLS estimates, commuting zone change in house price 2000-07 as instrument 
% Local share of revenue

 
0.0812

 
0.218***

 
-0.000492

 
-0.000571

 

 (0.0517)
 

(0.0558)
 

(0.0262)
 

(0.0264)
 

Observations 11318
 

11318
 

11318
 

11318
 

R2 0.161
 

0.274
 

0.188
 

0.110
 

Models regress share of spending per category on local share of revenue (both 1-100). All models include controls 
for percent minority, free, reduced lunch pct, Pct Individualized education program, Current per pupil expenditure 
and state FE. Robust standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, are in parentheses. + p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p 
< 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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3.8 Discussion: Tiebout-based Explanations 

This chapter constitutes primarily an empirical exploration of the relation between 

local share of revenues. Its goal was to explore whether local revenue share is 

associated with better outcomes in the domain of K-12 education. We have found that 

local revenue share is associated in all the empirical strategies presented with higher 

average test scores by a similar magnitude whether it exploits local variation between 

districts within a given state, commuting zone variation in average local share of 

revenues or state fiscal laws. Although all socioeconomic subgroups seem to benefit 

from being in denser areas, in line with the principal hypothesis of the chapter, 

students from more advantaged families seem to benefit more, in line with the view 

that local processes may result in greater targeting of resources towards richer 

families. 

While a broad theory of greater accountability as a result of greater local share of 

revenue is consistent with these findings, the question of the exact mechanisms 

through which this accountability is exercised remains open. In terms of the 

observable behavior of citizens or their agents that connect local share of revenue and 

outcomes, we provide a set of suggestive but not definite results. We failed to find any 

substantial evidence of differential behavior of citizens in the oversight of schools in 

places with greater revenue share, even by the subgroups that we may expect to have 

greater involvement, such as parents and homeowners. Neither the population as a 

whole nor members of either of these subgroups participate more in school board 

elections, pay more attention to education or give differential assessments of the 

quality of schools. This suggests that a simple version of the voice mechanism of 

holding districts accountable via different preferences or greater participation may 

not be operative. 
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We do observe that something is different about local school districts with greater 

shares of revenue. They spend differently, with a greater share of spending dedicated 

to teacher salaries, rather than administration. A simple explanation for this would be 

that greater state or federal funding may well require that there is a more 

sophisticated and expensive administration, although these additional administrative 

costs would have to be very large to fully explain differences in  the total share of 

costs dedicated to administration. An alternative political explanation is that without 

the need for different or more forceful views on education, the Tiebout mechanism, 

through the threat of moving to a different jurisdiction, shifts the behavior of public 

agents (such as school board officials). This threat “is in the air” and it neither needs 

to be exercised in a vocal way, nor do political agents need to be reminded of it. We 

cannot directly test that these threats of exit are contributing to producing higher 

outcomes. But if the effect of local share is mostly through a Tiebout-style 

mechanism, we would expect that where the threat of exit is stronger, so would the 

effect of local share be. We test this directly by interacting the number of districts in 

the commuting zone (our measure of available exit options) with the local share of 

revenue in the district in Table 3.16. We find from the first line of model 1, in both 

reading (panel A) and math (panel B) that having greater Tiebout competition 

amplifies the effect of local share of revenue, as the interaction term between local 

share of revenue and number of districts is positive and significant. Model 2 shows 

that, additionally, when we triply-interact the term with parental college education 

status, there is a statistically significant socieconomic gradient in the greater benefit 

from Tiebout competition in places with greater local share of revenue (and this is 

directionally similar for free or reduced lunch status, not shown, although the triple 

interaction is not significant). These results suggest that Tiebout competition may be 
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part of the explanation for the relation between local share of revenue and outcomes 

we have documented.69 

Table 3.16: Effects on student outcomes of the interaction of 
residential choice with local share of revenue 

 

 (1) (2) 
Panel A: Reading estimates   
% Local share of revenue 
X No. districts 

0.00000830*** 
(0.00000148) 

0.00000354+ 
(0.00000209) 

   

% Local share of revenue 0.00412∗∗∗ 0.00305∗∗∗ 
 (0.000243) (0.000319) 

No. districts -0.000166∗ 0.000553∗ 
 (0.00008) (0.000106) 

Parent graduated college 0.205∗∗∗ 0.119∗∗∗ 
 (0.00547) (0.0169) 
Parent graduated college X      
% Local share of revenue X No. 
districts 

 0.0000792** 
(0.0000268) 

Parent graduated college X      
% Local share 

 0.00000792** 
(0.00000268) 

   
Parent graduated college X  -0.000425** 
No. districts  (0.000141) 
Observations 100467 100467 
 
Panel B: Math estimates 

  

% Local share of revenue 
X No. districts 

0.00000539*** 
(0.00000142) 

0.00000785 
(0.00000193) 

   
% Local share of revenue 0.00620*** 

(0.000222) 
0.00492*** 
(0.000274) 

No. districts -0.000287*** -0.0000120 
 (0.0000797) (0.0000989) 
Parent graduated college 0.236*** 

(0.00497) 
0.146*** 
(0.0141) 

   
Parent graduated college X 
% Local share of revenue X No. 
districts 

 0.00000892*** 
(0.00000249) 

Parent graduated college X 
Local share 

 0.00239** 
(0.000310) 

Parent graduated college X 
No. districts 

 0.000596*** 
(0.000131) 

Observations 121345 121345 
Dependent variable is standard deviations in individual math test score (z-score). Linear 
regression models include Disability, English learning status, Race and Gender. Local 
share of revenue is 1-100. Robust Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in 

parentheses. +p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

                                                             
69 One concern with this simple test would be the endogeneity of the number of districts in a commuting zone. If, 
for example, there are more districts in an area partly to warrant greater differentiation in districts that prioritize 
education for those with a particular “taste” for it, we would expect places with greater local share of revenue and 
many jurisdictions in the commuting zone to be higher performing, in a sense because they were designed to be 
high performing in a context where greater differentiation of districts was actively sought after. 
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3.8.1 Limitations and Conclusions 

This work is limited in several ways. Although we have attempted to deal with the 

endogeneity  of local revenue share through the different strategies and a consistent 

picture of the effects of  local share of revenue emerge, it is not possible to assuage 

all concerns. For all of our individual specifications, we may be concerned about 

plausible sources of endogeneity of local share that may bias our results. Despite all 

the individual controls we are able to add and the tests we perform, places which have 

experienced greater than average shocks to their house prices may be different in 

other unaccounted ways. When we use regional or state variation in local revenue 

share we have ultimately no way of ruling out the possibility that this relation may be 

driven by differential tastes for education spending that vary at the regional or state 

level. Lastly, comparisons between similar districts and individuals in states with 

different models arguably raise the question of why the state funding models are 

different in the first place and whether these likely political determinants in each state 

may affect performance of students across them for reasons other than the local 

component  of revenue. 

This work can be extended by using evidence resulting from experimental studies 

close to our ideal experiment, such as the results of changes in property tax rates. 

This has proven hard in the United States and will ultimately require close 

collaboration with several local governments. We are also unable to provide the final 

say on the mechanisms at play, which do not seem to operate in obvious ways through 

the political attitudes and behaviors we have evidence for. New data will be needed to 

understand on the operations of the administrative structures in districts that differ 

across places with higher and smaller local revenue shares. Instead of differential 

observable actions from citizens, this may be the type of covert mechanism that is 

related to the differential spending by category we have documented. It would be 
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useful to mobilize evidence on observable behavior of officials, such as through 

textual analyses of school board meeting minutes or officials’ calendars (e.g. revealing 

a greater number of actions taken to improve school performance), or deeper analysis 

of the managerial structure (such as the presence in a district of a chief performance 

officer). With better systematically collected data on school board elections, we would 

be able to test the behavior of candidates and the relative success of incumbents in 

high- and low-performing districts with high local revenue shares and to test more 

explicitly hypotheses about whether high local revenue share districts require school 

board members to be more accountable for the quality of schools.  At    the same 

time, to prove a general relation between local revenue share and the outcomes of 

public services, more evidence is needed beyond the domain of education, whose local 

democratic structures in the United States have been in place since the 18th 

century. More research is also needed to elicit how these findings would translate 

into other contexts where neither revenue nor the means for administering it would be 

so directly connected with a narrowly specified sectoral domain. Whether the role of 

general purpose local income or sales taxes would be similar to the differences in 

local education revenues, which are so closely connected to local property tax rates 

and whether the close connection between a specific tax and a policy domain is an 

integral part of the relation we observe will have to be explored in subsequent 

research in other domains and geographies. Nevertheless, the different specifications 

in the present narrow study provide consistent evidence that greater shares of local 

revenue may be positive for outcomes of the educational system. This raises the 

possibility that local funding of public services, rather than being an accident of 

history that solely perpetuates and exacerbates inequalities, serves the important 

purpose of contributing to their quality. From what we saw, local funding is 

associated with greater inequalities. Even though every group seems to benefit (all else 

equal) from greater local funding, we find that this does not benefit everyone equally. 
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It is likely this is due to shortcomings in the operation of the revenue management 

and administration of local school boards and this should be investigated so that 

benefits from local revenue usage can be shared more widely. 
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A: Appendix to Chapter One 

Table A1: Relation between average exam results in the district, commuting zone density and average 
district income 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Reading Reading Math Math 
Log density 0.0317* 

(0.0128) 
0.0626*** 
(0.00971) 

0.0239+ 
(0.0127) 

0.0649*** 
(0.0094) 

Log Density X -0.0842** -0.0764*** -0.0404+ -0.0715*** 
Pct free and 
reduced lunch 

(0.0294) (0.0155) (0.0225) (0.0179) 

Pct free and 
reduced lunch 

-0.921*** 
(0.127) 

-0.635*** 
(0.126) 

-1.073*** 
(0.102) 

-0.667*** 
(0.125) 

State dummies  X  X 
District 
Demographics 

 X  X 

Observations 303785 278316 296852 273481 
R2 0.457 0.551 0.376 0.488 

Coefficients of OLS models regressing district averages in exam outcomes in the subject indicated, grades 3-8, in years 
2008-2009 through 2012-2013, in 4th and 8th grade. Unlike in the main model of Table 4, dependent variables are 
average levels in the district for the (standardized) state exams for all students (see Reardon et al. 2016). For reference, 
the average share of free, reduced lunch students in the observations (measured 0-1) is .42. District-subject-grade-year 
observations are weighted by the number of students taking the test. Includes grade and year fixed effects. Robust 
standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
 

Table A2: Relation between average exam results in the district, commuting zone density and average 
district income 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Reading Reading Math Math 
Log density -0.504*** 

(0.121) 
-0.380*** 
(0.0947) 

-0.215+ 
(0.130) 

-0.368*** 
(0.0912) 

Log Density X Log Income 0.0430*** 0.0347*** 0.0178 0.0340 
 (0.0107) (0.00867) (0.0119) (0.00829) 
Log income 0.565*** 

(0.0456) 
0.468*** 
(0.0350) 

0.641*** 
(0.0541) 

0.470*** 
(0.0371) 

Constant -6.068*** 
(0.498) 

-5.299*** 
(0.379) 

-6.936*** 
(0.584) 

-5.334*** 
(0.392) 

State dummies  X  X 
District Demographics  X  X 
Observations 303785 278316 296852 273481 
R2 0.457 0.551 0.376 0.488 

Coefficients of OLS models regressing district averages in exam outcomes in the subject indicated, grades 3-8, in years 
2008-2009 through 2012-2013, in 4th and 8th grade. Unlike in the main model of Table 4, dependent variables are 
average levels in the district for the (standardized) state exams for all students (see Reardon et al. 2016). For reference, 
the average household log-income is 10.96 ($57,526). District-subject-grade-year observations are weighted by the 
number of students taking the test. Includes grade and year fixed effects. Robust standard errors, clustered by 
commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
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Table A3: Inequality of income across counties and within counties, and commuting zone density 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 SD county 

percentile 
difference 

90th-10th 
county 
percentile 
difference 

75th-25th 
county 
percentile 
difference 

Within county 
Gini  
coefficient 
mean 

Within 
county 
75th-25th  
per centile 
difference 

Log density 1636.9*** 0.0749*** 0.0308*** -0.000596 -0.00805** 
 (174.7 (0.00571 (0.00425 (0.00182 (0.00257 
Observations 542 599 599 599 599 
R2 0.327 0.420 0.254 0.574 0.567 

Coefficients of regression models regressing variables aggregated at the commuting zone level on commuting zone 
density levels. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
 
Table A4: Relation between voice (school board participation) and exit 

Panel A: Number of districts and voice 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Log No. districts CZ -0.0152* -0.0125 -0.00340 
 (0.00709) (0.0150) (0.0219) 
Grade given to local school 0.0211 0.0212 0.0213 
 (0.00690) (0.00691) (0.00688) 
Log No. districts CZ X  -0.00513  
Racial segregation  (0.0510)  
Segregation of race  -0.0186  
  (0.220)  
Log No. districts CZ X   -0.105 
Income segregation   (0.219) 
Segregation of income   0.213 
Observations 9576 9576 9576 
R2  0.289 0.289 0.289 
Panel B: Number of schools and voice 
Log No. Schools CZ 0.00235 0.00684 0.0166** 
 (0.00343) (0.00417) (0.00515) 
Grade given to local school 0.0206** 00.0210** 0.0211** 
 (0.00690) (0.00686) (0.00686) 

Log No. districts CZ X  -0.0555*  
Racial segregation  (0.0249)  

Segregation of race  0.102  
  (0.166)  
Log No. districts CZ X   -0.125* 
Income segregation   (0.0612) 
Segregation of income   -0.710 
   (0.527) 
Observations 9576 9576 9576 
R2  0.289 0.289 0.289 

Dependent variable is school board election participation (5: Highest participation; 1: Lowest participation), 

from pooled EdNext survey 2007- 2015. Coefficients of OLS models regressing individual survey responses. 
Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone, in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
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B: Appendix to Chapter Two 

B.1 List of Decisions across Functional Domains 

Functional Domain Examples of Specific Decisions 

Organization of Instruction Student admissions; student careers; instruction time; 
choice of textbooks; choice of software/learning; 
grouping of students; additional support for 
students; teaching methods; day-to-day student 
assessment 

Personnel Management Hiring and dismissal of principals, teaching and non-
teaching staff; duties and conditions of service of 
staff; salary scales of staff; influence over careers of 
staff. 

Planning and Structures Opening and closure of schools; creation or 
abolition of a grade level; design of programs of 
study; selection of programs of study taught in a 
particular school; definition of course content; 
setting of qualifying examinations for a certificate or 
diploma; accreditation (examination content, 
marking and administration). 

Resource Management Allocation and use of resources for teaching staff, 
non-teaching staff, capital and operating 
expenditure, professional development of principals 
and teachers. 

Source: OECD Education at a Glance, 2012 
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B.2 Description of the Variables Used in cross-country data 

Variable Definition 

Decisions not at the central level  Percentage of education functional decisions that is not 
made by the government at the central level. Source: 
OECD Education at a Glance 2000-2012 

Decisions not at the central level 
(organization) 

Percentage of education functional decisions related to 
organization of instruction that is not made by the 
government at the central level. Source: OECD 
Education at a Glance 2003-2012 

Decisions not at the central level 
(personnel) 

Percentage of education functional decisions related to 
personnel management that is not made by the 
government at the central level. Source: OECD 
Education at a Glance 2003-2012 

Decisions not at the central level 
(planning) 

Percentage of education functional decisions related to 
planning and structures that is not made by the 
government at the central level. Source: OECD 
Education at a Glance 2003-2012 

Decisions not at the central level 
(resources) 

Percentage of education functional decisions related to 
resource management that is made by the government at 
the central level. Source: OECD Education at a Glance 
2003-2012 

Tertiary Enrollment Gross enrollment rate for tertiary education for the total 
population. Source: UNESCO Institute of Statistics 
2003-2012. 

Math Score 15-year-olds student scores on the math portion of the 
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). 
Source: OECD 2003-2012 

Reading Score 15-year-olds student scores on the reading portion of the 
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). 
Source: OECD 2003-2012 

Science Score 15-year-olds student scores on the science portion of the 
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). 
Source: OECD 2003-2012 

GDP per capita GDP per capita expressed in US dollars, current prices 
and PPP. Source: OECD Statistics 2003-2012. 
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B.3 Tables 

Table B1: Cross-country panel with fixed effects and country controls 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Tertiary 

enrollment Math score 
Reading 
score 

Science 
score 

Decisions not at central level 0.32* -0.73* -0.62+ -0.14 
 (0.13) (0.27) (0.30) (0.16) 
GDP per capita 0.00087 0.0052** 0.0030 0.0057** 
 (0.00061) (0.0013) (0.0017) (0.0012) 
Career opportunities -139.5** 221.0* 77.8 56.5 
 (25.1) (68.7) (75.9) (57.2) 
Meritocratic recruitment 245.4** -75.5 76.3 -59.6 
 (50.7) (110.6) (131.0) (90.2) 
Compensation in bureaucracies 262.3** 96.0 177.8 -6.57 
 (54.7) (116.5) (142.5) (91.4) 
Trust 188.5** 175.4 231.8+ 112.9 
 (39.5) (101.9) (120.4) (61.5) 
Observations 16 22 22 16 
Adjusted R2 0.817 0.736 0.509 0.504 

Specifications regress outcome measures on the share of centralized decisions (equation 1), with 
country controls. Standard errors, clustered by region in parentheses. + p< 0.10, *p< 0.05, **p< 0.01 

 
 

Table B2: Sensitivity of factor loadings cutoff on the relation with quality measures in cross-country 
data 
   Math Math Reading Reading Science Science 
0.9 Index 

factor 1 
Coefficient 
SE 

-6.088 
(4.141) 

 -4.771 
(3.558) 

 -7.835+ 
(4.076) 

 

0.8 Index 
factor 1 

Coefficient 
SE 

-6.467+ 
(3.609) 

-5.875 
(4.329) 

-4.821 
(3.015) 

-4.367 
(3.843) 

-7.35 
(4.39) 

-7.35 
(4.39) 

 Index 
factor 2 

Coefficient 
SE 

 -0.99 
(3.188) 

 -0.76 
(2.853) 

 -0.84 
(3.076) 

0.7 Index 
factor 1 

Coefficient 
SE 

-6.012+ 
(2.96) 

-8.781+ 
(4.854) 

-4.719+ 
(2.453) 

-7.134 
(4.257) 

-7.545* 
(2.934) 

-9.740* 
(4.67) 

0.6 Index 
factor 1 

Coefficient 
SE 

-7.322* 
(2.746) 

-13.77* 
(6.028 

-5.292* 
(2.279) 

-10.31+ 
(5.373) 

-8.569** 
(2.737) 

-13.86* 
(5.59) 

 Index 
factor 2 

Coefficient 
SE 

 8.41 
(6.453) 

 6.547 
(5.593) 

 6.899 
(5.792) 

0.5 Index 
factor 1 

Coefficient 
SE 

-7.078* 
(2.725) 

-12.54+ 
(6.425) 

-5.247* 
(2.23) 

-11.17* 
(5.26) 

-8.307** 
(2.71) 

-13.74* 
(5.772) 

 Index 
factor 2 

Coefficient 
SE 

 +6.293 
(6.478) 

 +6.836 
(5.127) 

 6.269 
(5.617) 

Replicates Table 2.6 for different cutoffs for inclusion in the index factor. For the .9 cutoff there are 
no entries for factor 2. The first model for each subject and cutoff includes only factor 1, while the 
second model for each subject and cutoff includes both models. Standard errors, clustered by country, 
in parentheses+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01. 
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Table B3: Policy decisions loadings into each of the main two factors in the cross-country analysis 

Education Function 
Factor 1 
Loading Education Function 

Factor 2 
Loading 

Principal Hiring 0.9319 Resource Allocation Non-Teaching 
Staff 0.8446 

Teacher Dismissal 0.9244 Resource Allocation Teaching Staff 0.8221 

Principal Dismissal 0.9157 Non-Teaching Staff Fixing of Salary 
Scales 0.8141 

Teacher Hiring 0.8516 Principal Conditions of Service 0.7959 
Resource Use Staff 0.8112 Principal Fixing of Salary Scales 0.7756 
Teacher Duties 0.7934 Teacher Fixing of Salary Scales 0.7654 
Resource Use Principals 0.7671 Resource Allocation Operating 

Expenditure 0.7381 
Teacher Influence over Career 0.7614 Choice of Software/Learningware 0.7218 

Non-teaching Staff Duties 0.7271 Resource Allocation Capital 
Expenditure 0.6783 

Resource Use Capital Expenditure 0.676 Creation of Abolition of Grade Level 0.6421 

Non-teaching Staff Dismissal 0.6627 Non-teaching Staff Conditions of 
Service 0.5994 

Resource Use Teacher Development 0.6603 Principal Duties 0.5358 
Non-teaching Staff Hiring 0.6455 Non-teaching Staff Dismissal 0.5167 
Non-teaching Staff Influence over Career 0.6398 Teacher Conditions of Service 0.5142 
Resource Allocation Principal Development 0.6258 Non-teaching Staff Hiring 0.5033 
Resource Allocation Teacher Development 0.6063 Resource Allocation Principal 

Development 0.4847 

Principal Duties 0.5822 Non-teaching Staff Influence over 
Career 0.4823 

Principal Influence over Career 0.5232 Resource Allocation Teacher 
Development 0.4739 

Non-teaching Staff Conditions of Service 0.5048 Principal Influence over Career 0.4716 
Resource Use Operating Expenditure 0.4567 Design of Programs of Study 0.4326 
Teacher Conditions of Service 0.4373 Creation or Closure of School 0.4288 
Resource Allocation Teaching Staff 0.4137 Definition of Course Content 0.4209 
Selection of Subjects 0.4133 Selection of Programs of Study 0.4098 
Principal Fixing of Salary Scales 0.4085 Non-teaching Staff Duties 0.4039 
Choice of Textbooks 0.377 Teacher Influence over Career 0.4017 
Design of Programs of Study 0.3768 Teacher Duties 0.3982 
Non-Teaching Staff Fixing of Salary Scales 0.367 Teacher Hiring 0.3815 
Teacher Fixing of Salary Scales 0.3628 School Choice 0.3779 
Creation or Closure of School 0.3511 Resource Use Capital Expenditure 0.3539 
Principal Conditions of Service 0.3179 Grouping of Pupils 0.3468 
Teaching Methods 0.2945 Selection of Programs of Study 0.3129 
Creation of Abolition of Grade Level 0.2911 Instruction Time 0.3093 
Definition of Course Content 0.2872 Resource Allocation Principal 

Development 0.2948 
Choice of Software/Learningware 0.2843 Resource Use Teacher Development 0.2436 
Resource Allocation Non-Teaching Staff 0.2689 Teacher Dismissal 0.1828 
Resource Allocation Capital Expenditure 0.2247 Choice of Textbooks 0.1794 
Resource Allocation Operating Expenditure 0.1745 Resource Use Operating Expenditure 0.1765 
Selection of Programs of Study 0.1716 Principal Dismissal 0.1636 
Grouping of Pupils 0.1608 Principal Hiring 0.1287 
Credentialing 0.1282 Resource Use Staff 0.1233 
Instruction Time 0.1256 Teaching Methods 0.1065 
Setting of Qualifying Exams 0.1188 Pupils’ School Careers 0.0729 
Assessement of Pupils’ Regular Work 0.1105 Assessement of Pupils’ Regular Work -0.0199 
School Choice -0.012 School Attended -0.2195 
Pupils’ School Careers -0.0294 Credentialing -0.2639 
School Attended -0.1231 Setting of Qualifying Exams -0.3025 
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C: Appendix to Chapter Three 

C.1 Rationale for Local Funding of Schools 

When thinking about the level at which revenues should be raised, we can take as a 

point of departure one end of the spectrum, by having education be paid out of 

pocket by individuals. There are good reasons for not having such a financing model 

and one where the financing comes from a public purse of some kind. Doing so 

ensures private returns to education for all by providing schools with minimum 

standards regardless of income. The state serves as insurance for those  who cannot 

afford schooling (and could not access financing for it) or discount the future so much 

they would underinvest. Given the social benefits of schooling, it also ensures that 

families do  not underinvest in education because they do not internalize the positive 

externalities to society of having a more educated population, both through greater 

economic returns and through creating a shared community that gives meaning to 

citizenship. For K-12 education this may plausibly mean local economic areas, as they 

benefit the most from the supply of local skills that they can tap onto and from the 

presence of families that want their children to receive good public education. A 

common education system also serves a role as a coordinating device to incur joint 

expenses such as payment of teachers or buildings that serve several students at a time 

and that are indivisible. However, this in itself does not require that payment for 

education should come out of general taxation and states could just charge a levy for 

spending on education on those who use it. 

A different motivation for the use of public funding includes the correlation of risks 

within local economies, such as labor market-risk. Here, we can see it is hard to 

argue that the optimal level for the use of public financing as insurance should be 

local, where economic conditions are highly correlated within a jurisdiction. A 
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degree of public financing of schooling and coordination of the contents of education 

systems also seems necessary in so far as education is one of the pillars of creating or 

preserving a shared set of common attributes and knowledge that citizens can have. 

Beyond the reasons for not having individuals pay for education out of their own 

pocket, we consider the geographical and jurisdictional level that public spending 

should be set at. There is a role for the public purse for the reasons that make 

individual financing sub-optimal. But this does not tell us at what level of 

aggregation the public should pay (neighborhood, town, state, national, even wider 

as in the European Union). On the basis of the importance of economic 

externalities alone, the answer that Oates (1999) gives through the “decentralization 

principle” is that the provision of public goods and their payments should be 

confined to the level at which the externalities are present. It is not straightforward to 

delimit the level where externalities end and there will be economic externalities of 

education at the local, regional and national levels. We may take the “principle” to 

mean that they should occur at the level where externalities are greatest as a share of 

all possible externalities. For K-12 education this may plausibly mean local economic 

areas, as they benefit the most from the supply of local skills that they can tap onto 

and from the presence of families that want their children to receive good public 

education. But as we consider other motivations for the use of public funding, the 

same reasoning becomes less clear. First, given the correlation of risks within local 

economies, it is hard to argue that the optimal level for the use of public financing as 

insurance should be local. Second, a degree of non-local financing of schooling and 

the coordination beyond local areas that would go with it seems necessary to build 

common citizenship. 

These considerations should go into a decision of the level of government revenue is 

most usefully collected in a way that is fair and ensures stability of funding. A 
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different and important question about the level of public spending that maximizes 

impact on school quality is posed by the behavioral differences that citizens and 

administrators will have in contexts with more or less locally sourced revenues. This 

can take several forms, although we focus on the first as the most plausible in the 

main body of the chapter: 

First, greater local revenue implies that the moral hazard resulting from spending other 

people’s money is less acute: a greater share of the spending will come directly from local 

residents, so each of them will be responsible for a greater portion of   the total spending 

in education in the district. 

Second, if these sources fluctuate a lot according to the whims of the state legislature 

and the appropriation processes or because of its dependence on volatile income tax 

revenues, for instance (as Jackson et al. (2018) has shown), school districts may treat 

local sources as the basis of their core spending. They would rely on state and federal 

funding more as add-ons or windfalls that are dedicated to less essential portions of 

the education budget and so, the focus of spending decisions and the assessment of 

the total amount of money available is done on the basis of locally raised revenues. 

Third, a higher local share of revenue may result in greater visibility and, thus, 

awareness of the levels of spending in school districts. Since property taxes largely 

determine local spending on schools, property tax levels can be easily translated into 

levels of spending. In most places, property taxes are highly visible and homeowners 

pay them through one or two checks each year.70 Some people may conceivably not 

differentiate whether they are paying out of their own pocket for schooling services or 

whether a large share of the spending comes from state and revenue sources. They 

                                                             
70

 About half of the people with mortgages have tax escrow in which case their tax bill is incorporated into 
the mortgage payment they make to their lender. This provides variation in the salience of the property tax 
that Cabral and Hoxby (2012) exploit to explain property tax rates. 
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may be as adept at exercizing pressure on governments to maximize the quality of 

schools in so far as their children benefit or in so far as their property prices may be 

enhanced. This is possible, although we have seen how even for something as intrusive 

and often unpleasant as medical procedures, there seems to be moral hazard whereby 

individuals increase the volume of procedures (but not necessarily outcomes) if they 

do not pay for them fully (for a review of these findings, see Cutler and Zeckhauser 

2000).  

Finally, even for those citizens that are inclined to focus on maximizing school quality 

whatever the source, their sense of how much is being spent on schools may change as 

a result of seeing a large property tax bill that they can directly connect with 

education, as opposed to the multi-purpose state or sales taxes or other excise taxes. 

Indeed, Cabral and Hoxby (2012) discuss the outsized salience of property taxes. 
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C.2 Tables 

Table C1: 2SLS relation between local share of revenue, instrumented by changes in house prices 2000-
07 and reading scores 

 (1) (2) (3) 

Free and reduced lunch 
X % Local share of 
revenue 

-0.0514* 

(0.0248) 

-0.0507 

(0.0249)* 

-0.0496 

(0.0248)* 

% Local share of 
revenue 

0.0688 

(0.0148) 

0.0617 

(0.0162) 

0.0600 

(0.0162) 

Free or reduced lunch -2.654 -2.624 -2.571 

 (1.121) (1.123) (1.122) 

Observations 75603 75505 75505 

R2 0.263 0.264 0.264 

2SLS instrumental variable models include Free and Reduced lunch, Parents being college graduates, 
Disability, English learning status, Gender. Robust Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone 
in parentheses. + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

 
 

Table C2: Relation between change in average district level outcomes and changes to 
commuting zone house prices (2011-15) 

 (1) 
Outcome (all) 

(2) 
Outcome (blacks) 

(3) 
White-black gap 

(4) 
White- hispanic 

gap 
CZ house price change 
2011-15 

-0.861 
(2.044) 

-10.29 
(13.22) 

-1.708 
(2.988) 

2.091 
(1.302) 

Observations 66312 17668 15729 16655 
R2  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Outcome variable is change 2011-15 in mean achievement in the district in state tests (or difference in 
means for gaps), in standard deviations. Linear regression models include subject (ELA and math)  and 
grade (3-8) fixed effects. Includes linear changes in controls for percentage black, percentage free and 
reduced lunch, student to teacher ratio, per pupil expenditure, and socioeconomic index. Robust Standard 
errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. + p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 
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Table C3: Relation between support for education reform measures and local share of revenue 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Teacher pay in- 

crease 
Variable pay Charter schools 

support 
Vouchers sup- 

port 
% Local share of 
revenue 

-0.000315 
(0.000766) 

-0.000556 
(0.000915) 

-0.000890 
0.000736) 

0.00143 
(0.00145) 

Observations 16956 18154 19207 7456 
R2 0.015 0.023 0.045 0.008 
Linear regression models include year fixed effects, college, age, income and gender. Support for the reform is measured 
on a 1-5 scale of intensity. Robust Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. +p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, 
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

 
Table C4: Support for reform measures and local share of revenue, by homeowners and parents 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Teacher pay in- 
crease 

Variable pay Charter schools 
support 

Vouchers support 

% Local share of 

revenue 

-0.000103 -0.000728 -0.000802 0.00254 

 (0.00203) (0.00234) (0.00172) (0.00422) 

Homeowner X 0.000714 -0.000484 -0.000871 -0.000243 

% Local share of 
revenue 

(0.00212) (0.00260) (0.00191) (0.00516) 

Parent X -0.000703 0.000441 -0.00120 0.00257 

% Local share of 
revenue 

(0.00233) (0.00286) (0.00192) (0.00442) 

Homeowner -0.116 0.0731 0.0763 0.253 

 (0.101) (0.128) (0.100) (0.248) 

Parent 0.0949 -0.0950 0.00875 -0.398 

 (0.112) (0.137) (0.0952) (0.219) 
Observations 7500 5763 7828 2645 
R2 0.023 0.029 0.058 0.063 

Linear regression models include year fixed effects, college, age, income and gender. Support for the 
reform is measured on a 1-5 scale of intensity. Robust Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in 
parentheses. + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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Table C5: Instrumented relation between current spending levels and local share of revenue, with house 
price change as instrument 

% Local share of 
revenue 

212.1*** 
(13.00) 

155.9*** 
(32.58) 

103.1*** 
(25.65) 

Individual controls   X 
State FE  X X 
Observations 15252 15252 11914 
R2 0.003 0.004 0.305 

Models regress spending per capita on local share of revenue, as predicted by changes to the 
commuting zone house prices 2000-07 (2SLS estimate). Robust standard errors, clustered by 
commuting zone, are in parentheses. + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
 

Table C6: District level changes in outcomes 2011-15 and local share of revenue, exploiting changes 
to state house prices in the period 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 Outcome (all) Outcome (blacks) White-black gap White- Hispanic gap 

State house price 
change 2011-15 

-2.092 
(4.134) 

-15.38 
(17.38) 

3.298+ 

(1.794) 

1.280 

(2.013) 

Observations 70083 18400 16298 16902 
R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Outcome variable is change 2011-15 in test-based achievement district mean (or difference in means for gaps), in 
standard deviations. Linear regression models include year, subject and grade fixed effects. Includes linear changes in 
controls for percentage black, percentage free and reduced lunch, student to teacher ratio, per pupil expenditure, and 
socioeconomic index. Robust Standard errors, clustered by commuting zone in parentheses. + p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p 
< 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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Table C7: Relation between current spending levels and local share of revenue, in individual level 
regressions. 

 (1) (2) (3) 

% Local share of 
revenue 

24.88 

(0.536) 

11.36 

(0.501) 

31.96 

(0.662) 

Free, reduced lunch pct   948.7***  

(122.2) 

Pct Indiv. ed. program   10374.5 

(871.9) 

Pct Limited english 
proficiency 

  815.4***  

(159.9) 

Pupil teacher ratio   -357.5***  

(24.22) 

State FE  X X 
Observations 134676 134676 113419 
R2 0.025 0.613 0.776 

Model regress education spending per capita in the district ($) on local share of revenue in 2007 (1-100), using 
individual level regressions (reproduces Table 16 in individual regressions). Robust standard errors, clustered by 
commuting zone, in parentheses. +  p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 
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